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ABSTRACT .. 
The purpose of this thesis is twof·old; first to 
d·emonstrate a group of propositions concerning fiber spaces; 
~~cJ second to examine a new definition· of fiber space· 
invariant under the notion of fiber homotopy equivalence 
- . 
and contrast its properties with those of the classical 
fiber spaces. The thesis uses as a basis a paper written _ 
by Edward Fadell in 195 7 entitled On Fiber Spaces, and i~,., 
' . for the mo·st part, a line-by-line analysis of'·-this paper.'. 
Throughout the short· and very recent history of the 
study of homotopy theory fiber spaces are variously definid 
- and have, as a· function of the definition, different sets. 
of p.roperties. However, with certain rest~icti.On$ on the 
\ . -. 
.. 
. . 
. . ·. .·· .. 
' . 
' - . ·• 
' .. _ ·,,. . 
.spaces i·nvolved, most of the definitions imply -a covering 
., 
.. 
. . : ... -. 
· ____ hom.otopy prop:erty. The definition us·ed in the _ first portion : •. - . . ... ' . . .. ~ 
.,. 
. . 
· · • of the thesis is equivalent to the following-;: A ·fiber space · · r ·· · · _·. ·. · · 
---is .:t·triple (X,p,B) where X and B are spaces and p : ! •· •••••• _._.· 
. . 
. ' ~ . . . . 
· is a continuous function from X to . B which enjoys t~e. . /.<·::· , 
" 
following characteristic called th~ Cdvefini, hOtnOtopY . ... :. · .. 
-- property: -For any spac_e - Y · and map . f from Y to X .... _ ...... ;_· ' . ' . .' . 
. 
. 
. . . . . ' :._ . : . 
' ' '! 
a-nd·fy,~ny~homot-opy . H· .from· Y · x I : .,to B · which· ha·s: )as its· ·_ · · ,-... · · _.>>; , -·- · 
' : .. __ · 
• • ~ •. • I -_, • •' ~ ' • • • • • • 
. ..... · -
. --:·' ' ::: ·:. . ;·. . -~\ .. .. :' : . ' ...... 




initial stage pof, there exists a homotopy H' covering· 
H, with • initial stage equal to £. That • the 1.ts 1·S, 
• • of and H' is H .·and initially H equals __ compps1.t1on p . 
f. 
J 
Using this definition of fiber space and a condition 
on B known as weak local contractibility (every point of · 
... " ,· ... ,:, .. · .. 
···,. 
a space has a neighborhood contractible.over the whole 
\ 
space) we establish that under certain a·d.ditional condi-
t,ions a fiber space has a family of neighborhoods of the 
base space which cover the space and whose natura·l fi.ber 
spaces, (p-1 (U), Plp-1 (U),U) are fiber homotopy equivalent 
to a produce space. We also prove that the fibers of certain 
fiber spaces are. H-spaces, .. that the fiber.s ·belong to the 
same homotopy type, and that two path components of a fiber 
are of the same hom·otopy typ~. The maj~r re.sult of this. 
·· section is a cross section theorem which under certain -
res::trictions · says that .a cross section from a closed sub-
:,, ' ;, 
. . 
' . ' .. ' 
. . 1~ ,·· - . -· - ~ 
. . 
. . . . ' ' 
·• •. I' . • 
. . 
space of · the base spac~·-1ma-y be extended to a- cross. section · --
) - . . . 
. . 
of the ·whole space. - ... ' 
· The rest of the thes.is i examines. a definition} of -fiber,: . .. - ... ·' : : ;·· . -: . . . . . . . . ' ......... . ' .... 
. . ~- '·-: . - . - . ,;-.:.· .... ·. . . .-· .\ .. · .. _·:·-.:'·.--·."'·\~.:· . ·.·:.. '.._. . ... .-:.,:::.·-.-~t. ---· ' ·_ -~,.--.''. . . .. '·_; .. : .. 
. . . . 
. . ··. ~_;- ·:; . . 
•.p,, .. ,;.s..·.•·'> -
' .. . . . 
. . 
·space proposed by Fadell in-his paper, namely,· that a triple 
: ! 
' 
··_::. ;' '. .. ,. ' .. ·.:·.i:: .- . (X, p, B) · is a fiber space ·if there exis-ts a space . · F . and · -~. 
. 
. 
... ·•· ' ; ,< ·. an o.peD cover of B (call it · U ) ·.· such that (p-1 (u ); \ • 
. . .. : .. -. ·.·.·:_.·· .,i: . ··. : . . . .· . . ·. a .·. : . ·. . . . . .. · a ... · ... ,_ -· ::· - . 




) .. is fiber homotopy equivalent. to (U(lxF,q, U
0





.'., ./ .. ::.· :r··.y \:.·.. . ··:.··.· -~: ! :.:/·.{:·.'. ~ .. _, 
• '1, !·· ,, . ' ... __ ;. • . .. . - '' .- -~ . 
. . 
.. 
l ., • 
. 
:i ,··,::, '' \' 
I') 
Under this definition, it is possible to show that fiber 
spaces are inva~iant under fiber homotopy equi·valence, that 
all fiber bundles are fiber spaces in this sense, and that 
all fibers belong to the same ·homotopy type. ·rn addition, 
a generalized covering.homotopy theorem and cross section 
/ 
. theorem are established. Specifically, (a) there is a 
homotopy into X whose initial stag·e is f and whose 
\ 
composition with the projection p is homotopic t.o. any·· 
given homo·topy into B of po£ ~here f is any map into 
c' ' 
X, and (b) cross sections on certain subspaces of the base 
space for certain specific·fiber spaces have quasi-extensions 
to the whole space, that is, cross sections whose restrictions 
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CHAPTE·R l" 
Section 1-1 Introduction 
'lb.e study of homotopy theory, begun in earnest in the 
1930 1s, has spanned numerous advances in the field -of 
. . 
. -
algebraic topology. The importance of homotopy· theory to · 
mathematics\ is difficult to mini~e. It's applicatio~ to 
geometric problems alone -is more than enough to justify its -
. . :.. 
study. For example, the non-existence of an extension of 
a map from some subspace A of X into a space Y can 
often be de.monstrated by means of examining the ques-'ti.on 
of the existence of a homomorphism from H (X) 
m 
to H (Y). m . 
In connection with the ap~lication of homotopy theory to 
certain geometric problems, the concept of a fiber space 
often occurs. Further, fiber spaces .are: vital to t~e 
· calculation of homotopy groups of certain spaces and are 
useful in establishing a consistent set of axioms for 
homotopy theory .. 
A number of different definitions for a fiber space ) 
I . 
··exist _and along with each go~s. a class of object,_s known. as,~ 
. · . ·. . --~ . 
. ··.:,' 
· fiber spaces wh8S'~ cha1'.'.iC1:e:tistiCs VarY ftoni one definitt6h · ·. · .
' ~ :r "t ' • to another. · A succinct classification of the various. 
~~ .. . . .. 
. . . •. -·.. . . ' .· . 
•• • a, . . 
- . . 
' ' - . ' 
~ ., definit·ions and the implications between them is found in·· 
,.· · .. 
_·_ .. · · .- · .: ·.· .:·_ ·.:-.··:···.-.. : Hui s. book on Homotopy 'lb.eory :~., . p. 99]. A summary~ of the -· 
. -~·. . . ' - . . ': 
J •, ' ••• 
. . 
-. . . -· -· . ~ 
~:.y:·_:~:·:;·: ;:::;· .... · · -:.· .. _: .· _· : : ·:.:. more important: ·of· these de.finitiops _-.follows •.. 
·. ;. · .. , ···-i.-/ ·. '.. -, '" 
. ·. '. .· ' . . ~·- . ,),_ 
,• _;.; 
- I . 
. ·. ,: . 
I ' 
. . . . 
,: ~; . ·. '.\ :•.:- . 
' •' 
-. ·."·.· - ',• - . . : ... ,·_ .. · .·-: ~ ,; . ' - . ... 
.· .... ·'· ·.; . 
' . \ '• .. -::-· ,· .... 
. . 
,, . ·•. '·, ,•' 
.· · . . ·.: .·' ,:· -. "·,. .·:. 
! ' ,. 
'•. 
. \ 
~·. . ' .. 
I- . - • ',' '· ,'. ,· . .; ' ' ' I 
' I • ' ' 
. . ,(. 




. - . 
'·\ .• 
. -~· ,- ,....... ·:~ 
..... _· 
. ' . '. ' ..... . ~-' . . . . 
-. . .. . -:.r . . 
·. . . . . 
·~. ·. . . . . 
.. ~ .. 
• 
'~"'·" 
.~ .' . . ~ 
· A fiber space in the sense of Serre is a triple, 
(E, p, B), of two topological spaces, X · and B,. and a map 
(continuous function), p, p : E ,,.... B sat_isfying the follow-
ing condition: If X is a polyhedron and g a map, 
g : X ,_,. E, and if H is a map; H : Xx! -. B satisfying. 
H{X, O) = po g (x); then there exists a map G : XXI -. E 
satisfying G(x, o2_ = g(x) and poG{~, t) = H(x, ~) for 
' 
each x E X and for each t , I. (If for a spa~e~ x<;:,,. 
·. and maps, g and H, as above, a map G as above, exists 
then ·p is· said to have the covering·homotopy prop~rty 
with respect to X.) 
. I 
A f,iber space in· the ·-sense of Hurewicz and Steenrod 
is ~gain a triple, (.E, p, B) for which a unifie·d slicing. · 
function exists. That is, for which there exist a ·family 
,of open sets of . B, · u, covering B and a family of 
maps, . cpu , indexed by where each <pu:uxp-1(u)· -E. 
· .. ·: · s.atisfying the f9llowing: . 




' -., . 
. . 
... ' .. ~, 
. "· .. 
~ .... 
. ... ~ 
... ; . 
•, 
' .. ,, ; . 
. . ... 
(1) b E U, .x ·€ p '.(µ)· · 
.. • ·- ' . . . . 
.. ' : .~· ·. -·,• .;' .>. -. ,• ' , ... s.t, . 
. ,.· ' 
• •-, '.,• '· • ' ' I' , :· :,:•; • • : • ., 
,· 
...... , .. 
. . ·-1 ,',:c .. 
' .. · .. · · ··... (2) ·· q>u (p(x), x) = x for each x E: p . (u) •;. ' .. '·., " . ··.- .· . .· . ... . . . 
. ' : ;> ~~ . . . :·.. . ' [ . 
, ·.··. .. < < > : ·· · .. ·· (3) q>u(b,x} = q>v(b,x) · for each ·. (b,x). E 
... . . . . . 
" 
., 
. . .-· .•'- .... · 
,. ,.":-·. .·, ... . :· .· ·... :' .. - -. - • .. ". 
. ... ,:·· .. _ ~· -, : •. .- . :. . ' . . - . 
• ,. r ~ • ' ~ • • ··.-': 1 ~- ..... •, ~~ ~ • ' • t. • ' • • •. ·, . . .' • • 
.. ' . . . .. 
. - ·~ ~ 
. . ~ ~· . . , 
. -1. I • • --1 · . (uxp (u))n(vxp (v)) • 
. . :· : . 
. . ; . . ' . ., '' . . ~ . 
,,. , . 
. , ' . . . . ~ -._ . '-~ . : . ' . 
' • 0 ; .... ' ', < H. •• • 
c' · /\·, .. • ... > ;· . ·· O··• ·. A f~ber. space · in ·the·.· se.nse.of Dugundj i is a triple, · 
: / , ,\ii\ >i··.···· .. (E,p,B) .· .for.•whi0ch the ... covering .. homptopYproperty. hQlds 
·for all spaces. 
'· ~ ' 
.. 
'·, . ' 







r ? I • 
A fib~r space has also been defined as a triple, 
-·_(E, p,B) for which a lifting functi~n exists •. That is,'\\ 
for which there exists a map, A, A: A ~Map{I,E) -where 
A = (e, a.) I e e E, a € Map(!, B) and p{e) = a. (0) and 
Map(I,E) is the set of all continuous functions from I 
into E. Further, A(e,a) EA and poA(e,a)[t] = a(t) for 
each (e,a) € A and for each t € I · · . • • 
\ 
If the base space, B, is paracoinpact, e'xcept for a·· 
l.? 
fiber space in the sense of Serre, each of these definitions 
satisfies the definition of Dugundji, namely that. p has 
the covering homotopy property w·ith respect" to all· spaces •. 
(For proofs that thes·e definitions imply Dugundji 's, see 
. ,_ . 
[lip p. 61-99].) For Serre, p has the covering homotopy . , ... 
property with respect to polyhedra. Hence the covering 
homotopy propertr has often been taken as -... -the essence -of · 
·. -· -... ·. 
,. . . . . ' . ~ "- ·: . . ,. - ~ . 
. .. fiber spaces. 
Adjacent to the study of fiber spaces in homotopy· 
· _· · theory has been the study of fiber bundles. A fiber 
. ·. 
' .. 
. . . . . 
. '. ~ ' 
. . . 
.. ·L_.' .... 
....__t1;w-""C .. ·--
. . . . . .
·· _ bundle may be defined as a triple (E,p,B) and .a spac~·,. F, · · ._--. ,,. 
. with the following prope_rties; [ See ~~; p. 3 ] 
~ . . . . ~ ' 
. . . ,_ . - ~- . . 
. , . . ~ 
.. ., , .. 
. . .. 
. . . . . 
• • • ~I 1' ,:·' ,. :.._.}~;_• • • 
. . . 
.- • • - ! • . • ' .- '· 
. . ..... 
• • • • • • " ,; • C ·~ • , • •, • • ~ , ; ' ·• ' 
. ·· ... 
.. .• 
• .• '. • ' .. : -t t· 
. (1) p : E -~ B · ·is:·,a ~ap onto. ·B 
• I 
. . . . ... " -
- ; . 
. •: 
. ; . -· .... 
. :_ .. ·.. -' 
. . . . . . . . . 
' . . .· " - . 
. ... . .·.· . 
. · · (2) for ea.ch · b E B, there exists Ub an open set< in . - .. ., : -· 
. ·.. . . 
. . _,,. · .. · ·' . ' '· 
' . ', . . "'. . . ;· :: . .. . . : . . .. 1 · . : 
< , . . > \ - i · · . . B and a homomorphism, q>b : °i,xF ...,. p {i.1) .· 
- : . . ! . . . . ·. ~ _.: ' '' . . • ~ '· • . • : . ' . -
. 
··i ·.'/ ·> < > · satisfying P!CJJb(u,f) = u . for each u E Ub, f E F. > 
••• ·- - • ••• 1 ,, -
'· ' ~·, ' .. -: ."· -' ' ... '. . , . ·.. •' . . . . . : ', · .. ·• •. ,"' . - , : . . . ,. . : . ' . ,.: ,'. . 
. '.. .... ,• 
. . _ .. ·· .. :.. . . . . . . 
1 • ' : • • ! . ,• • • •• ·• - ' .•.. • - : 
. ·, .. 
. . . . . ·, .. ·. .. ,' . . . 
' . 
' • ·oJ--;f, ...... :.... - .• 
. . ·-· .• 
. .. · ,,;_ . . :· ._ ... ' .. .- ,', . •,- . . ·' . 
,1 ' • -
. ·:6 




. ' ' ·, ' 
. - • ... " ..... 
'. . 
r •"- • 
The above definition is only a part of the total restrictions 
placed on fiber bundles by Steenrod. The bundles are also 
''required to carry additional struc·ture i-nvolving a group, 
. · G, of homomorphisms of Y ••• ". 1 Further, for each 
-1 
. b e B, p {b) is required to be h:meomorphic to . F. How-
ever, several of the classical examples of fiber spaces 




· fact, if the base space, B, is paracom.pati·t: and Hau.sdorff, _.i,. 
a fiber bundle enjoys the covering homotopy property for 
all spaces [See ~1,p. 99] and is hence a fiber space in the 
sense of Dugundji. Fiber bundles are important in topology 
as· they generalize the notion of a product space. 
\ · This thesis is concerne;d with a paper writ.ten in L95 7 · 
• I 
by Edward Fade ii entitled On Fiber Spaces. ·The pape·r is 
devoted in part. to examining the characteristics of a 
triple (E,P,B) under a new definition-of fiber space 
v--\ 
• devised by Fadell. The~~efinition is patterned after the 
·· .. relaxed definition of fiber bundle and yet the triple · 
' . 
... 
~ . .. . 
.. 
satisfies certain of the characteristics of 'fiber spaces in-· · · .. · ·_ .· ·. 
- . •,• :_' _;_ 
'-'.... - the sense of Dugundji. A fiber space in the sense. of 
. · .. 
. . . . ,·~ . ~ Fadell is a triple :(E,p,B) together with a space,_ F, . such . -, · ".·:: ·. : 
• • t, ', •• ·• ••. .'. 
. . . 
. . . . 
:· ... :. :· .. ' ... 
. .. ·. . :_\ . ··. . . _ _. ~ ... '~ . : . ' . that-. there is an open cover · of · .. B. with p - l (U ) .·•. . ·.·• ·· . · ..•.. i.· . · 
. . . a . . _·. 
• .Jr'"".... • . . . 
- .. - . ' 
. ) . · ~ ·• • fiber homotopy equivalent to Ua x F. The central 
. ·. -·:. :·.{: . 
. ·motivation for the de'.finition s~eems to. be the need for a 
' ... - ... 
·: · .·.:>· . : · · type o.f \_fiber .·space for which. -a:11 fiber ._spaces·· wil 1 fall 
,'. _· .. , . ·:·: ... :·_: ·._... ,. · .. 
. . . 
. .. :_7· ·. ' 
. . 
. ' . '. . 
. ,.. . 
' > 
.. -..· L -.···,,.' '. 
. •. . . . . 
.. . 
. l 





into a single equivalence class when the class of triples 
(X,p,B) is subjected to~ partitioning by the equivalence 
relation, fiber homotopy equivalence. (The definition of 
fiber homotopy equivalence and the demonstration that -it is. 
an equivalence relation appears ·1ater in this thesis.) 
·This new definition of fiber space, although it meets _tl;te _ ~ 
central requirement that if two triples are fiber homotopy 
' . 
. 
~quivalent and one is a fiber space so is· the othei, seems 
\ 
to enjoy only limited-success as only certain of the 
properties of Dugundji fiber spaces are satisfied and many 
.-.- . . -of these 011ly in a .restricted sense. The ·followi~g. compari-
son sets forth certain properties of fiber spaces in the 
sense of Dugundji and corresponds them to the analogous 
·''
0properti:--e-s ~of "T:'l!b'eT .. .,spa~c·es. <~n,~he,=~~~S'e:<rcr~-3:J7~~~1 ~ . . . ' 
. 
. . . - . -- . ' 
.... '.-.. . 
.r. 
.:'" I i '.'' j. . 
--~-.~ _ Dugundj i Fiber· Spaces 
1. The covering homotopy 
property holds for 
all s.paces •. 
I .. ---.J 
' . -. . . . 
. . 
'· 
. :· i 
'
'. •. ·.: . •· . • .i. ·,-- •. 
. ·1 . ·,:·. ·_;.: 
• - ·: I • . ·•. '. ·: 
- -. ·.:·' -
·' . ' 
. . 
. ' ·.· . -
.'• . 
'I • . 
.. .i .-
.. : : .. ;_ r ... , 
.. .. · .. , - . ' . 
... ' 
. ' . . 
'.' ' 
.!' • • • ~' : ' ' • • • 
. '/.' ·.. . 
.-: ·. .' __ ; _.,. '. . . :·· ·- '· '.. . . ·. - ,, .. 
• ·' r • ' , , 
' ,/ '1 ~.. ·.:• 




Fadel! Fiber Spaces 
1. A generalized Coveri·ng Homo- _ 
topy Theorem holds for . s-pa·ces 
------,1., 
which are a-compact. · The 
-_· ' 'covering'' homotopy, G,. ·rs 
not such that poG = H but 
. rather on~y poG ~ H_ in a> 
. ' 
· · newly defined ''strongly. homo• -·-. • 
:··:·· ... topic'' sense. · -Altho1.1gh Fadell . 
.·claims that the theorem is 
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' 
.. 
.·. ·- .... _ 
3. 
. . 
. /,.} ' . ' .. 
• • . , ; .: '~ , , :'.·: I t • '·1 • . • , 
.. 
For all fiber spaces a 
--~. -
lifting function as 
\ 
) .:___I, 
defined earlier exists. 
A cross-section theorem 
holds when E and B 
·· are separable metric, 
' X is an ANR (sep. 
met), B is path co.~~- · 
' 
nected and weakly 
. locally contractible 
(to be defined later), 
and ·_the fibers are 
contractible. That is, 
if g : A -.X • l.S a 
. · -. . . . . : ·:. ·. · _ :. IU4·p from a closed sub~ 
. .. ' . 
( . -
·• .r ~• ·• ,• . • • ~ ' •• .• ; • 
· : .. · · . : . · · .. ·~ _· space of · B 
. •' ~- . : .. '. 
for which 
.I 
: •.. · . ..•.· i ': ·-
. . ' 
2. 
3. 
• • ·:',•: _; I 
' 'sufficient to. imply the 
~xactness of the hom~topy 
sequence and also the Leray-
Serre theorem- for the associ-
ated spectral sequence. U 2 
Ne, ' . ' :· ~ ' '. . lifting<>fun·ction · exists .. 
. ' 
·A quasi-cross .section theorem 
holds when E is an ANR(Q) · 
·where ·Q contains the closed 
subsets of B, B. is .Hau·sdorff 
~pc:I cr.,.,compact, F ~ cop-
-· .. ' ... ' :, ~... . . 
.. ·· 'Ji< ;:· .. 
trac:tible and A is conipac:t.· 
That is if g : A ....,. E • l.S a· 
· &ross sect·ion (pog(a) = ·a) 
. . 
I l1_i .~--.·f··-~ 
then there exis·ts a i: B · ....,. E --1- --- -- ·- . 
. such that· ii A .·~ :g ·--and g · 
. . 
. is a cross section .• · · 
. . ' . 
,f •• .", 
: ' : 
,... ' 
. . . . 
. . - ' . -· . 
. . . ' ' . .. : · .. ~· ' ~·~ - - ,• -'. . . 
" -·:. . .. : . -~ ' ' . 
' . -- , .. , 
.. - : . ; 
. -. ,. --., .... - . - . . . ·• - : . , 
' ···- ... 
. . . \ . -
. ' I •• • •, 
• •, .~;' - .· i . ' 
. .... . '' .. 
-: ._ .. 
'' .. ;. 
.. ····, .. '',·:. . . . ' 
.• ' 
-
' : :' \, . 
· :\ ·, ·: .. · pog(a) =.a,··then an 
. - . -: < · .. · . - • •l ; 
. :· ,· .. · '! .: : . ;,·. ·, . : . ' ..... :; . . .•. ·. ·. ' . -~---------" 
: . ,· . -, - . . ·. .· .. 
·· .. · • · ". · : . extension of · g tci 8. 
•, ' 
, ·.,·.,_:.-:··-··. :_.>" .... <··.· ·. ·. ·cross section. of B -· 
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·. 4. Fiber bundles as 
defined by Steenrod 
are fiber spaces. 
4. Fiber bundles as defined 
. by Steenrod are fiber 
spaces. 
.s.·· . The definition is not 5. The definition is invari-
invariant under fiber 
· homotopy equivalence. 
I' I' . 6·;':-.. All fibers, p-1 (b), · 
belong to the same 
homotopy type. 
6. 
ant under fiber homotopy 
equivalence. 
All fibers, p 11 (b) .· belong 
to t-he s.ame homotopy type. 
· Fina~ly, if the base space, B, is path connected and weakly 
'· 
locally contractible, then a fiber space in the sense of 
. I 
Dugundji is a fiber space in the sen~e ofs,Fadell. 
The object of this thesis, then, will be to ·conduct 
a thorough, line-by-line analys·is of. On ·Fiber Spaces by 
Edward Fadell and in the process to demonstrate all the.· 
·characteristics of Dugundji and Fadell fiber spaces ·:as .. _.·· 
enumera·ted in the a·bove compariso~ •. 
The organizational format of the thesis is.essentially 
· that of Fadell Is paper. The second section of Chapt.e~ 1 . · 
of the 'thesis deals with a particular tec·hnique of demon-
· :·. '. · ··(.'_:. ,i : .. ·· · · ·out· the· paper. · Chapter 2 . concerns the setting forth of · .· · 
.. ·:··,j>.->·_ ... 
. ·• ~ 
. ' . ' . . . . . ' - -· 
.. 
. . '. . . .· 
certain definitions. · ·Chapter 3 _considers: roughly .the. !irst 
• ' ~ 1~ ' • .• 
· > / ,> · half of Fadell,'s paper which is. largely concerned with ....... · 
'.' . . . . ... 
. .. 
' ~ . ., ' 
. . ~. ' .. ' . . : 
. . 
. -. .. . . . ·.: .. ·:· . .. _· ': ·. . ,- · .. 
: ..... . ; : :' ',,-' .:- ' -. . ... -_ . 
: ' ' . , . . \ , .. 
' .. ' . 
' I',•' 
'. ' : ... 
• -, ' <" • • ' ', I 
..... ',;, : . ' 
,· ' ; 
·.' ,.',,','. 
.. 
' ' .' 
' . • . . .., t -~-- .. . . 
... 
L, ' '.! .... /.~ • 
) . 
.. 
,. . . - ~ 
- ·,· .. -: .· ; 
•" • • I 
... - _-
. . ~ ".,. ~ ·,; . . . . . 
. ,-• ... ' 
. : ,• - :-,_ :'-: ,· / .. ' .. . . ~ . 
------------------~~---=-==:=,~__,, ___ .ja' " 
.. 
,. ' 
I - / • 
..... 
_L, ••• -'.~ -
. ~- . . .. . 
'·,r 
. . 
•,, •, . 
, ... 
~ . ---:-- ·.• 
. ' . 
. ·. . . ;'. ·:·. . . ' .. : ~"- .- . ' .. 
. . . .. '. '. 
. ' 
. . : :·. . 
. . 
. . . . 
,, ', ·-: . 
.. . ,: ',,· •.,· 
I. 
' 'setting forth the fut.tire reference some results on fiber 
spaces in the sense of Hurewicz, '' and also illustrating 
"techniques associated with the use of 'lifting functions'. 113 
\ 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the examination of a counter. example --· · 
. ''··!· .. _· ""1"' ·-
to some of the propositions in Chapter 3 if the base spac~ 
' is not weakly locally contractible. The fifth chapter 
examines.th~ riew definition of fiber space postulated by 
\ 
Fadell and considers some of its consequences. 
·,,...,_ --- --
Section 1-2 On the Dell\onstration of Continuity . 
'lhroughout the thesi·s the author w.ill assume on the 
part of the reader a general knowledge of'elementary· 
topology as may be found in Dugundj i I s text, Topology. [D] 
,, 
1..· 
Unless othe·rwise · stated, all notat·io·ns and def·inition·s may 
be assumed to, be those used in Topology. 
- 1 
I, 
Because the demonstration of the ·continuity of various ·.• 
· functions is -ien~ral to the prodf s of all the theorems arid 
propositions, an explanation of the method·used for such 
'. demonstration is given below. 
. ' 
•, 
. ' . ,. 
. . : . ,} 
..... 
' · .. ·. ',· .:,·: 
'!he technique used. in this thesis\fpr del]lonstratillg · .· .... ·.i < · 
. . . ',: :· .. ' . ~ .- . 
the continuity of certain kinds of functions has been vari:.. , ·c •. 
. · .. 
ously. c.alled factoring the .map or .-decomposing·. the. map.: .··.·It:··. ·~·. :··; . ·/: -· 
is based on the following. leJIUDa: · 
. ... ·. 
. · ..•. · T 'D"UU' A 1 
. ~~ . .·.Let Xi be a family of spaces, t=l, ••• , n; and 
\ ; ; . . .·. gi a family of continuous functions,· i=2, ••• , n, · where 
··.· 
... ·,, . 
( :~ .. 
' . 
.. . 





::··; .... : -
•· ,.---- .. 
. . . 
. ' 
I ' 
gi : xi-1 ..... xi. '111en the function defined by g(x) = gnogn-10 •. . j 
· ... . og2 (X) where g : x 1 ...,.xn is continuous. 
Proof: The proof is an induction argument based on 
'111eorem 8. 2 (1) ·· from Chapter III in Dugundj i I s Topology 
[D; p. 79] which states that if f : X _,. Y and g : Y -.. Z 
I 
are continuous so is go£ : X --.. z. 
\ . 
-Let gk • xl -',, xk • 
I 
• • .og2(~). -Then g3 is continuous by the '111eorem 8.2 (1). 
·-Suppose gk-l : x1 ....,. Xk-l is continuous. Again, by 
Theorem 8. 2 (1), gk = gkogk-l' · is also continuous. ..Hence 
-
-
• • for all k·= 3, ... , n. But gk l.S continuous gn - g. \ 
, rl-.·-· ··s ..... :-
Hence • continuous . '111us g l.S the • primary means for 
... 
. ' 
establishing the continui·ty of a function will be ·to e'lthtbit 
• I 
I·-· 
it as a composition of continuous functions or to ''decompose'' 
it.· Several~of the kinds of maps (continuous functions) 
\'into which a.give.n function may be decomposed occur often 
enough to mention them.'.here and indicate where a proo_f·. ~-~: 
/ I • 
' .. 
. .• 
. ,·· ,,.- l 
their continuity may be found. A list of such maps and . . ~ '~ ,. . ' .. . •.. ~ : ' . ·. . . . . - . 
. ..... , ·. 
the notations used to represe,nt them in the text appea~s) , . /, . ). 
. .·.. . - . • ,/:"·<': .·.· ,· ' 
-- .·•-._:.:. .,,1• ), ·.-
. ---~-;~·. 
. -, .. , ... : .- ·, ·. : 
now: · . ·r.-· r:--- . I . --
. . . . 
. . 
.. ,' ....  1 
. . . . : . . . ,•'. . The.· identity ·map. is· continuous. •·This. is· obvious .:pro-·· · . . ··,--:. ->;,.·--:.-:_,·· .. - ·'· .. '. 
• . ,. • • r ..• •• 
-.· vided the space X, has-'· the same .topology· in its role· .. _· ·_· ·,>_, .• ':: .. -'-:,_ • _ . ..:' 
. . 
,• . - . 
•. ,. • ; • I ... :.)· .- · •.• ,' • ·• •;, ! ·.,>· .. 
·- ;.. .· "' . . ..... 
;,.·i::.:.....,;, :. ·,' . ~ ' " . 
; : . . . •, . . . ~ 
'· :~ .',. ., 
. . 
. -- . ' . ' 
- . . ' :· 
• .=-.. ·~ • . -
····. •,. . 
. . ~ ' . . . . . :'. .--~ 
'. : .. , :'~ ~ ', .... ' -~. '. :' ,.._ . ·. ' . . . ' 
.· '. 
. . . . ~-.:,,. ' . . . . . ' 
., ' ,~ • ' ' I 
-. . .· - . '\. ... · : : ' ... ;_; · .. ,._ . -
. . .. · .. :. . . . . ,, ... ' .. ··: -... 
. ''. =(:···. '., . . .. 
. .' •,' 
' . . . 
: : ... ·- '. . 
', 
. •, .. 
.. ' .. 
', · .. •.-.. 
'. . -~ .. 
. . . . 
' . ' • '° ·•• ' .. . . ! ' ~' ', . 
. .. '. . . 
. :· ';. '.: ·.,.·: . . . . . '• . ~ 
. ~ ~ " . ' '. " 
' :· .. 
' ·, ': ·• 
. .. . 
. 
. both as domain· an:d rang,e. -~e · identity. map -on . X will ·, ·:,_ --· / · ._·. : · 
· ·. be · de.n.oted 1· x·· 
. ,', 
. ' ' ' • ·' ' ; ~ 1 . • 
, ' ·~· ., . . '. . ' . . . '' . '~ . 
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.. ,• . 
· 2.. A constant map is continuous since the inverse image of 
any open set in the range is either the domain, X, or 
~' both of which are open. The constant map sending 
x ~ y O will be. denoted by 
3. The restriction of ~ functi~n to a portion of its domain. 
_is continuous on that portion with the subspace topology. 
That is·., if f : X .....,. Y is continuous, and A C X, 
• 
f 1 : A -i,. Y defined by. f 1 (a) = £(a)· is also continuous, 
(£' will be denoted by £IA). See [D; p. 79 - Theorem 
8.2 (2) from Chapter III]. 
- ., ,' . 
4. The inclusion map is continuous~ If A (,X, then the 
f(a) = a from function defined by: 
continuous. For if V 
f : A ~ X is 
in X, £-1 (v) • is any open set 
= AnV which is open in A. The inc,:lus·ion ·map will 
b·e denoted by i. and a curved arrow will be used. 
i : A< •X • 
5. I·f f' : X -.. A is continuous and A C Y, then the map 
. defined by £ (x) = f 1 (x) from f : X .....,. Y is also 
. •', . 
continuous, for _f(:x) may be written as 
•' . . . ·,· . 
. • ,.. . ·''1i· 
I . · ... .-.. ·> <·· .. 
_i.,,.f_.: ... ·· where·.:· . 
i is the inclusion map. 
j 
-
. . . . . 
.. ·," ,· . . .. ·: 
6 •. If f : X ~ Y is continuou:s, ·then f-: may:.be :considerf:!d:: -·..-.:· <:~>---·=-··.· 
. -· . 
. . . ' . . 
. . ~ : • • , ~- . • , • r· ~ , . 
. ~ . " ' . ' ~ 
- . . ; 
. . : ~. '. . 
•• - .... , < 
_;· . ' . -· -~- " 
... 
'. ' ' '' ". . 
L. ·-~ : ' ' • 
.. 
"': .: --: .. 
~ • • I ! ,'• 
. ... . . ~ . . . . . 
. ' 
' . ,'·,. -
. ':.,·. ':,· .. ·· .. 
\•' .. : . : 
•. as a continuous map in;to f(X) 
• 
if - f(·X) has the sub-
space topology. ~ee [D.; · p •. 79 ·- Theor·em .8. 2 (3) from· 
.. 
' ,_. 
. ·. . ~ . 
... ·-. . ' 
. . ' ·. ' . _.'. .- -~ ' ·' . . . . -
. . 
,. ·_,.,· ·: . 
. .• 
. ,.,_ ... :' . 
. ; . ' . ,,• . 
• p ·; .-·..,. 
... ' -
• --.~ ~ _1. . • 
. a. 
. ' . 
: ,.;.· ' .'. . . 
' ' ,. I 
• > .•. ' ; • • ' • : • ':: .,... • ' • _.: ·,, • 
·, · ... · .. , 
·.: ;. ·: <. ,'• ·:.. · ... ,· . :- '. 
• • .l ',:- (• •• 
, ..... 
' . . . 
. ·. . . 
. . '.i .. ; ~. : 
. . 
. .. > 
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7. If f and g are maps from X ~ R' then af + bg: X ~ 
R' .is continuous where R' indicates the real number 
line. See [D; p. 84 - Theorem 10.3 (2) from Chapter III] • 
. 
a) Define£: R' -rR 1 by £(t) =at+b. Then £ is 
continuous for if f: R' -i,.R' is the identity and 
g : R 1 -.. R' is the constant map, cb, then . ' 1S 
af + lg. For an·y subset, A, of R', the .restriction 
.e IA.: A ~ £(A) is also a map. 
:8.. The function A : R 'xR 1 ....,. R' . defined by A(s, t) = s+t. 
l .--· •,:. 
is ~ontinuous. For let f: R'xR' ~R' be defined by 
f(s,t) = s and g: R'xR' ~R' be defined by g(s,t) 
. 
= -t. Th.en f and g · are projections and are con-
tinuous. (This follows by 9. below.) Further, by 
7. 1-f + l·g is continuous, but l·f_+ l•g(x,t) 
. '.' ' 
= f(x, t) + g(x, t) = s+t = A(s~·t). Hence A . . l.S 
continuous. 
Making use of Theorem 10.3(2) and (3), Chapter III 
in Dugundji·'s t-o·pology [D; p. 84], in a similar manner 
... . .. .. 
. we--may-.-define S: R'xR' -,.R' by S(s,t) = s-t and . 
.. 
M: R 'xR' -7' R' by M(s, t) =:s• t· 
._,;,< ' ' 
and also prove-that they 
. . 




' . . : .,. -. '. .,. 
AxB C R '?<R', then A I AxB: AxB - A(Ax'.13) 
also a map. Likewise·. S IAxB:AxB -.. S(AxB) · and 
',_. ., ~:. 
·.·· MIAxB:AxB -..M(AxB) are<also maps.· The<.t'estri.ctfC>n } 
. ,:., ' 
' 
; ·-' . 
, ''.' ·1 




• I " ' ' 
, · · nota~ion; AIAxB' S IAxB' and MIAXB; will be omitted in 
I' 
the text and we shall use A, S, M as the· addition, 
subtraction and multiplication maps respectively. 
r 9. The projections from a product space onto each of. its 
.factors are continuous. See [D; . p. 101 - Theorem 2.1, 
Chapter IV)-. Tp. avoid .cor.ifusion -with the p:'ojection, 
p, fro~ the total to the base space of a fiber.space, 




to Xk · will be denoted by 
. ' ' 
. 10. · There exists ·a homeomorphism between X and the. sub-:· 
space Sy 
0 
of .XXY wher'e 
y O is a fixed point of Y. 
3 .. 2, · Chapter IV]. 
S . = (x,y0 ) Ix ·'.E X and· Yo 
See [D; p. 103 - Theorem 
slice of XXY parallel_ to.· y0 • In all cases where · ~-
'' 
' I:,. ' ~ • ' 
.. ' 
-. .. ·... . 
• ' . , _'! • • 
. ' 
.,· .. ',. 
. ·. . " . 
., 
~ '.... : • '. 'a • . ' 
•; :. ._ . . . . ' . . . . . . 
' . 
'. :1-_ .... 
' ' . 
' .. 
, ..... 
' ' • I '.'" :• •,. •', 0 '! ' 
~ _; .. -.· ~ ..... :-·· ~ · .. -·. 
. .. •,, --; •.· . .; ' ~ . ~ _. . ~ . 
: . : . -~ ... :. 
' . ' . . . 
I •,. '• 
r . • : • 
such a homeomorphism is used, · it will be denoted by· h8 • .·.· .· ... · ·. · · 
If· and are._:families ·of spaces and for·· 
. ' 
. . . ...... - : . 
. \ ·,.~ ' >. . ·, . _· . 
~ . . . 
. . . .·' 
', ' 
. . . ··. ·. . . 
each a, there exists a map, fa : Xa -":"',Yet, then. t~~ ··_.,·:;· .: 
-.,. ' . 
. . , 
function; ,rfa _:. ,rXa --.. ,rY0· given by X0 . ~--,._fa (Xa) · .: · .·· . 
. is continuous. See [D; p. 102 - Theorem 2. s; Chaptet\> / 
' 
. 
•. is fini.te and ,rfa •.. will be denoted by £1xf2x ... · 
·,;:.:\:r: __ ,-.i· ,.i·.'.:i:; .· :<.-:>···_,..,·'·,:_.· ...... ·£ ... . 
,,,,.-.··,,. . ... . - . . ..... ··. . . . . . • • • X • . :: , \ : ·__ .. : . . . : - '.. . ~ -: · ..: -> ._,. . : ' . . . . . n_ - . 
.; . . . . •, ..... 
1,. ' 
. ' 
· _.- ·. -· _:. · .- compact then·;· f· is continuous· if£ (if and· only if) · · .. '·. 
·.•·" .,-... . . . 




' : .. 
.. ' ; . . 
. . 
. . ' 
. ·\ 
. ' '' ·:· 
f : X - Map(Y,Z) is continuous where f(x)[y] = f(x,y) . 
See [D; p. 261 - Theorem 3.1 (1) and (2), · Chapter XII]. · 
" The two maps f and f are called associates and will 
be denoted with the same notation, f and r, used by .. 
Dugundji • 
. 13. The function co, where m : Map(X, Y)XX - Y given by 




, ,_ : I 
' .. 
. .-
See [D; p. 260 - Theorem 2.4 .(a), Chapter :XII]. The \ 
. . . 
. ... 
map is called the evaluation map. 
14. The .functions ~i : X - XXXx •• . XX given by ~i (x) 
i factors 
• (x, x, ... , x) • are continuous. For y x •. ~i : X ...,. X 
k 
. .. 
-whe.re y is the proj ectiClt). on the kth ~9-~tor · are ;xk 
just the identity maps... Us-ing the theorem that stat·es 
. 
. '. . t, . : . ... 
a function into a product space is continuous if and _ -
only if its .composition with each· of the projections 
is con.tinuous [ D; p. 101 Theorem 2. 2, Chapter -IV], we-
_·._ have· that /:i. is . ~ontinuous for all i e z+ .. 1 
~- ·---~ . 
... 
. ;'. - . " ' / . . 
' : - .. 
. . 
15. · The function T : Map(I,X)- Map(l,X) ·. gfven bY( ;,.(a~;i~J?: ·'; : 
= a(l-s) is continuous, for T is . f -- where 
,• ...• ·~ : •• • ·I • 
·. . . 
. 1t·•':1•1~·.•.ct;,~· .• , .. J , 
·•··.·. · ,-·· .. : •• •. ·_ .. · ·. f : ~Map(I,X)xI - X by 
: - i i ·. ' . ·. . . . . -~ . . f (a.,~) · = a(l-t) .. - But -f may 
· 1 XJ - - · 
·_.· .. • :;fa.etored as f : Mal)·(I;X)xI Map(I,X) ) Map(I,X)XI ~ X _· . ' . ~. . . . . . ' . ! ..' ··- . ' . . - ~-- . :-, - .. ·· .. 
. _: .. ,. ' ., . '· '. '/ .. 
- . _-; ·-.~-. . . . . .· ·_; .. ? .... _: ·:: 
~ -·. ' . . ..... ' 




• viewed as the composition of continuous functions it - -1, ' 
. ' 
I• ' • ' 
is continuous, and since I . is locally compact f = T .. ·. · · 
is also continuous. 
.,. . 
In addition to making use o~ the above maps, the 
technique of factoring also depends on the theorem of 
unrestricted associativity for product spaces. See [D; 
p. 102 - Theorem 2.4, Chapter IV]. For example if f 
·and g are maps, . f : X ...,. I, g : X -? I and F • is -a ma.p, 
f : YXI _,. Z, then the map G : YXX _.,. Z given by the 
formula, G (y, x) = F (y, f (x) • g (x)) . may be factored as 
follows: 
However, the factorization depends on.' the £act that 
Yx (XXX) is ·homeomorphic to YxXXX, a fact which is 
', guaranteed by Dugundji 1s Theorem 2.4. See [D; p. 102 - 2.4, -
Chapter IV]. .All such homeomorphisms will be omitted from 
factorizations. 
Fadell's paper also makes use of the technique of ... 
. •· .. - . ', 
_. - ' -
. . . 
· .. ·. ·.·_d.efining a function piecewise on various subs·ets of its ' I 1 • 
. - . 
_· ' :· -. - ' ~ ' ·. . •. -
. ·:., /.·domain ~ . ,.. - . . . .. That is, a. function. may be de,fine_d on X if 
. . . 
.. . ' . ,,. . 
.. 
. . . 
. 
-
· . . · ·. ·._. · ·;_ · · _.,_. · .. · there ex is.ts a family . . · u· 
... , . . . ... . . . -. ·. . a of subsets· of . X · covering. 
· ... ? ?• • .... ·········· X · · and . a· family ·.· of·. functions _ ! · : . U ~ Y :. by setting -· 
.. a . a- .. _ . _ ' ' .. . ' 
·~ ; . · .. -'·,. ' : ·: . .. . ·, 
,•' ..... · .. · . . ' . . . . . 
. . :.• . 
,.· · .. 
' 1 '{, ... 
- ', .... •:, .. __ .,_·: "::l 
I'.'. 
£ (:x) = fa (x) 
f 0 (x) = ft3 (x) 
for 
for 
x e Ua and if for all 
~ 
each Xe u nu See a f3. 
ua and U13, 
[D· 13 p. 
-
,. 
Theorem 6. 7, Chapter I]. That a function defined in this 
manner is continuous depends on the family Su · and the 1 a., 
continuity of each fa. 
is continuous if each f 
a 
Precisely, f, defined as_before, 
• 




either an open cover of X or a·neighborhood-finite closed· 
\ 
cover of X. See (D; p. 83 - Theorem 9.4 - Chapter III]. 
In summary, then, the proof that a particular function 
defined in terms of other given continuous functions is 
continuous will be given as a f,actorization of the gi·ven _ 
function into a composition of other continuous functions. 
The format used is illustrated in. the proof of· 15. above 
and in the exampl-e below. 
Suppose f : A --. X; a -: I -r I; and· G : XXI · ....,. Y · are 
maps. Then F : Axl _,. Y given by F(.a, t) = F(f(a),a(t}) 
is continuous for it may be factored as: Fxl fx~GxI [ Y • 
Since f and a are continuous, fxa ,_. is continuous, and 
since G i·s continuous, Go (fxa.) is continuous. But 
Go (fxa) [ a, t] = f (a·, t'). -Hence F • • is continuous. In -
• 
· practice only the factorization will be given~ The exp1al'1~.:. 
. '. -i I ·• • ,,.;., I 
~ l . 
tion will be omitted. 
. ._ '· : ·' . 
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; ... ' 
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CHAPTER 2 · 
I 
.. , ,.· :·se.ction 2-1 
. 
Fadell's paper begins with a remark on fiber homotopy 
equivalent triples, a statement of the definition of a 
fiber space according to Hurewicz and some of its properties; 
and a defin·ition and proposition concerning a relaxed notion 
of l.ocal contractibility which Fadell calls weak local . 
contractibility. Chapter 2 is an amplification of ·each of 
these three areas .• 
. t·~· 
I " 
. Fiber homotopy eq,liivalence between two triples (!, p.,,B) 
and (L,q,B) over the same base B is essentially the 
notion that there exist maps between the tota.l spaces, ! 
and L, whose composition is homotopic· to the:_identity. 
Formally, two triples (E,p,B) and (L,q,B) are fiber 
.· 
. . 
' ' . 
•' . 
''_,:, 





· h.omotopy equivalent (hereafter symbolized by f) if the-te 
exist maps, £, f : E _.,. L and g, g : · L ....,. E such that 
. go£ = p; pog = q, and if there exist maps H1, H1 : LXI ,..,. L . · . ·. ,· . 
. and .· H2, H2 : Exl ...,. ! with :the properties:.· ~ ', ' 
- ' '' . ::· { '·:· . '. ... '.' . . 
, . 
' .... .' . ~·. - ~ . 
• . ~- . . '.1-• . ' : .-.- ._ ·. ' '{ __ :·. - ·-- .·, . . . 
' . . . . . . '. ' 
" 
. : ~- .. :~ . '.. ~ 
·i / . > :·: . ·· .. ·.··.· _ H~te;l) = 1, •.. ··-:.i,.: ' .··:·_···..:_,··>·-. -r ·.-... _H2 (e.,l) =·e· 
. . ... · . . . ,. - -· . 
. \ . ' ·- . '": -~:· ·. ' : . 
- . : '. .' . . 
.. . .... ,• ·. •, ' 
' .. 
'.::---.,, ',.· ' - . 
. . 
. ·.· (2) ·. q.H1 (£, t) = q (J,) .··.·· ... · .. < ·. ..i:, . p;.H2(e, t) = p{e) . 
. . 
· £:or ea.ch· (e, t). E>. Lxt·~· -:· · ·: ·,::, .. for each . (e, t) · €
 : Exl ·. · 
""" 
L O • • 
" . 




LEMMA 2.1: Fiber-homotopy equivalence is an equivalence 
~ 
relation on the class of all triples (E,p,B) · with a 
common base space. 
"' 
\ 
. r, ... ' 
't . - ' ;, • . . 
' I ' 1'.• ,. 
'• . 
' ' 
' ' '. . ' 
' , \ 
. . ~ ,;, .' 
. ' ' .•,,
• •, I ·: .'~ ,~'/: 
=· • 
-Proof: a. (E, p, B) f (E, p, B) . Define f and g to 
be the identity on E and the statement follows. 
I"\, I"\, 
b.. (E,p,B} f (L,q,B) => (L,q,B) f (E,p,B) 
\ . 
Symmetry is apparent since we- may define the f', f 1 : L ...,. E 
using the g : L ~ E and the g ' : E _.,. L using ·the f: E ~ L. 
~ ~ 
c •. (E,p,B) f "(L,q,B) and (L,q,B) f (M,r,B) 
I"\, I"\,, 
=> (E,p,B} f (M,r,B): From (E,p,B) f (L,q,B) we have 
the existence of:· 
f • E ~L H • gof I"\, 1 preserving • • 
·1 
f • • • • L ~E G • fog 
"' 
1 proJ ect1ons • • 
. i 
'• ·, 
= qof and p .q - pog 
• 
I\, • ···1 . 
From (L,q,B) f (M,r,B) we have the existence of::· 
\ 
f ':-... L ,...,. M H' • g'.,f'. 
"' 
' . 
• 1 1 preserving .. 
. .... · -·~ '' . . - ', 
-·~:. g' • M .....,. L G'. • f I og I 
"' 
• • 1 · J projections · 
, . . "' . 
.. ,- ' 
. : .·. ·_' : ... -. -, :-; . .,·· 
. . ,. '.' .: . ; . 
' . ~ . . ', 
rof 1 and q - r - ' qog , 
.. 
•. 
.. ' . ,• .. ', 
• J, • •.: • • • • • • ' • ~ •. 
. .. · :~:,,. :,,: .• -:;,;:-..L:n,_ ... · .. Then we may defi_ne: · ~ - . " ' 
~ . . ' 
. . 
.. 
,·' ·.. . ',; · ... -, .· 
~:' ·. . - . ~ . 
' . . : ~- ... ,.. .. '\ , .. ·, ·' 
' ' •,• ~ 
\ ' . ' . .,, 
' - • \ - ,, I ' ' 
. . . . . ~ ... ·. '\ - ~ - .· . : ;-. '' 
. , : .. . ·: .. ··•. -. - . 
:·.. ,,,· .. ,, . 
. ·. -:,. : . . . . . . 
f: E -M by f(e) = f 1 of(e) .. · . . . . . . . ~-. . 
• : .' ' • '1 ~ • ~·. ' •• 
.. ~ •·. . 
:- . ..-.. ' ' ... 
.• 
. , . . - . . . 
' . . . '.·· . : . -
' . . . .,· ,:' .. ~";' ':·. '~ . . . . . 
:·-·~.~.-.·_:_. ·.' ,·· .. '.',;· . ' .. ,,·J--~-~-·-,·.; .. : .... • •• ·-~-.>~··.· .. ;.,·.: ,· . . : .' __ .·,,·,:-.: · .. ·:, .. 
~ •-. -~ '..'· .. - . . 
·~ . ·' 
. ;, -. : . . . . 
! . 
:.r,· • • 
.. . 
. .. _,,.-. 





-and g are certainly continuous. Further, 
'• 
.. ' " ' 
' ' . . . ~ 




- ro f Io f rof - - qof - p --




' qoq' pog - - - r pogog - -• 
. ~ 'l . ' ,. 
' ' ~, .. 1 ........... , .. __ 
,~ ...... ,,. 
Now consider whether or not g'o f : E -,. E is· homotopic to ·· · , 
the identity preserving projections. 
-Define H : Ex! ~ E 'by 
\ 
ii(-e, t) = goH 1 (f.(e), 2t) 0 ~ t ~ 1/2 
~-
H(e, 2:t-1) 
·1/2 -~ t ~ 1 
/ 
- for 1/2, Then H • well defined, if t -is -
ii(e, 1/2) - goH ,. (£ (e), 1) · 
- gof(e) 
.... 
.::. ··\~- .::- . ~---: '-":-."•' 
. H(e, 1/2) - H(e, 0) 
.... . . ' 




·_ Further, H is· continuous, fo.r E x [ O, 1/2_] · and E x-:[·1;·2,· .. 1] ~-' . 
form a finite closed cover of E x I ... Further, ii -may be . · 
I 
defined as ii1 · ~hen (e, t) € E x [ 0, 1/2] 
., 
and Ii · · when · 2 ' . 
. ... .~ . ·-
(e,t) E E-X [1/2,1], where: ,, - ' ·. . . ... : - - -.-· - ' ' ... . : - . . ~·,, ... -.'. ·. ~ :.: . . . 
·.. .. -
. ' 
~ . · ....... ~ . --~ ' . 
- '· . ·~ '· -~-[· .'' - ........ . 
- . . ··. .... . 
. ·'''I . -
., C • • ' ,• 
,, '. 
h1 (e, t) = goH 1 (f (e), 2t) .· .. ·· 
- . . .. 
't ' 
' 
.. ·.· ·. 
. .· . . ' 
. - ' .· ' . . . : . ~·· . . -
,, ' .:·:··. '• . ' . 
'· · .... ·. . .. . 
. '('' . ·,. . . - . • • 1 •• ; ••••.• ,. '. -.: ·~. ' ; • • • 
. ,, ' . 
. . . . . . 
. ., 
. ~ . 
. ~~ . 
. . -·· 
' ·_ ·~- ' ;;;: -
.. . 
. :·, •. ·,. ~- .. ·. ~. ·,,. ~-·-;· .. 
• > • • ' 
~ . . , ' . ' 
. ... . .. ': ' 
' • ,; :' t • ' • ' . . ' ··•· •. . 
•, ;_ 
.. • .. ', 
. . ' ' 
. _.' ', 
Ii2 (e, t) = H(e, 2t-1). 
I • •· . .. 
i . ' . 
' • • ,. t ·., . 
. > ··.·,.•·. • -·•·• , < ... ·:• ... · .•....•... 'l'b.at, · h1 . ·····arid. · ii2 · · .. are·.·con.tinuous ··f911ows·i\ from: ·Define ..•. ·.·.·.·•··•· i'····· .. ·.· / .·.······,}.·•.· ... ·.·.··. ·· · 
. ·. ' .:·.; · .. . 
' . ; ·,;.' '.,\··' .. '' '; 
. · ... · 
. ' . 
• . 
• 
. :· ... ~ . . ' . 




- '·•\ ., 
. . .. 




• -- ,1 
. _· . . . ; ·. . . -~ ·. . 
·' ,' . . 
. . ··= - .. 
. . 
.!·. ..:· < - · ..
. . ., .. ':. -'· ' . . 
'. 
1 ; ~ .~ '.. • 
. ,. 
; ·- . . . 
:· .. ( 
- . , .• , ;;,. ·. 
, ... 
. ,: -. ; ' ' .· ~ '' . . ·, .. : 
. ' . 
'1 • [ o, 1/2] [ o, 1] by '1 (t) - 2t ....... -• 
'2 [ 1/2, 1] [ o, l] by '2 (t) 2t~l • -'P- -• • 
:, 
-
· Then we may factor hl as • - ,, • 
·~ 
1Ex.e1> E X fxl · 1tl!1lE E X [ ·o, 1/2] I ~Lx 
-
and . ii2 as: 
' 
· 1.x.£ · · 
E x [ 1/2, l) E 2:> E x I ! E 
' I 
We can now see that 
tions, for: 
if makes iof -v 1 • • preserving proJec-
· if(e,O) = goH'(f(e),O) = gog 1 of 1of(e) = 'gof(e) 
if (e, 1) = H(e, 1) = e. = l(e) 
poH(e, t) = pogoH 1 (:f (e), 2t) = qoH 1 (f(e), 2t) 
= qof(e) = p(e) if (e,t) ·e E x [0,1/2] 
'. = poH(e, 2t-1) = p(e) if (e, t) E ! x [ ~/2, lJ~ 
In a similar· manner we may· show that --fog '\, 1 · preserving 
~ . 
, projections·· and. the. proof is. complete·.·., · 
•._•. ,.,,,,-..,. , ...•.. 
. . . . 
. 
; 
~. ' ' 
" ' "• . . ' 
' 
'• 
. ' . -~- ' 
' 
... 
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For fiber. spaces···· a'S . neJ'.iy' de"ffbetf 1>; Fa'tlJi't;. £iht~;cq .. <·· ...... i •.: . ·•.i···.· . 
. . 
· .. homotopy equivalence partitions the class of triples in \ ·•i 
..... 
such a way that all fiber. spaces · fall into the same equi- · · · 
• - • ' • ·• •• • • .J • • • 
( < .··.··• ' > valence class.··· This is not true for most other·· definitions ·.·.· ~ . ' . . ,· ... ' ' . . . . . . . . 
. . 
•'. ' . 
. . 
.·., ... ' .. · . 
. ·., -~:, , . ' .. : .- .- . . . : .•• :: . ., 
. .·: ·,· .. · '. ', . '. ,_·. <:._ .. ,(,.:·~·:: .: .. 
. '. ... ·: . . ·. : . ' .' . 
. : . ,•,.' 
. . ; . 
.. 
' ' . 









' of fiber spaces, in particular those of Hurewicz and 
Serre wh~n the base space is paracompact. Specifically, 
Fadell implies the existence of a counterexample when the 
. base space is paracompact, the total ·spaces are the same 
. 
space, and the sense of fiber space is that of Hurewicz 
and Dugundj i. 
A necessary condition for the existence of such a 
·, 
' ' 
,, I .:,,, c 
counterexample is that the fiber homotopy equivalence maps, 
f and not be • of another .. For, consider g, inverses one 
the following argument: 
Since B • paracompact, fiber • • the l.S a spac-e in sense 
·of Hurewicz is one for which the covering homotopy property 
"' holds for all spaces. Now suppose (X, p,B)· f (X,q,B) and 
fog = gof = 1 where f and g are the· eq-uivalence maps 
\ ' 
, 
. and suppose .further that (x,.q, B) . . is ··a fiber s·pace in_._ . 
. ' - -. 
the sense of Hurewicz. 
-Let h : Y _,. X and H : Y x I· .... B such t·hat . ij(y,O) 
= poh(y) where Y is any sp~ce be given. Then · foH: Y -,. X 
·· .......... 
. is such that qo ~,~-~(y) = poh,.{y). = H(y, O). · That is,· H • • 1S 
.. ' 
a homotopy whose· initial st·ag~. covers qo (foh) .. But 
·~ 
. . .. (X, q, B) is a fiber space· .an4 hence t;here·: ex·is:'ts' an'. -H)···· ·· .. 
' 
. ' . . -
•. . .... I .. -· . 
" . . .- . . - ~ 
- ) :· -. . ; : 
. . . 
. . . . ·' . 
' .. . 
. . . ... 
H' : Yx I ~x such that ·H' (y, 0) = foh(y) .arid q o H '. (y, t) . 
t ; : ' > = H(y, t).. . 
.. .. . 
. .. . . •. 
... ·. - .. .. "' :.-..; ' ' .. 
. I 
· ·: _,· · · · Now· cons,ider ·. g.H •·, .. goH ... -: . Y ·x . I . .....,. X ·:·· goH 1 (y, o)· 





• l • . ' 
., 





. ' ... : .. ·~·· . . ' 
a. ,.., ,·,. 
- ··,' .- ·. .• , ·: ... · 
•. . ~- . ' --. 





= qoH 1 (y,t) = H(y,t). Thus we have that goH 1 • 1S a 
. . 
. ~:.~ .- · homotopy whose initial stage is h and which ·covers H. , · 
Since Y was any space and h and H any maps 
satisfying H(y,O) = poh(y), we have proven that (X,p,B) 
enjoys the cov·e.ring homotopy property and hence is a fiber 
"" space. 'Thus if (X,p,B) I {X,q,B) and (X, p, B) • l.S a 
fiber space but (X,q,B) is not, we must have that 
\ 
go£ f 1. Hence a counterexamp·le niust exhibit the property 
. that gof /= 1. 
Section 2.2. 
·. --~ 
The conventional definition of fiber space ·that :Fa,dell · 
makes use of for the first half- of.his paper is the following 
one: Given p, p : E _..,_ B, define ~ = (e,a) I (e,a)EEXMap(I,.B·) 
and .· p(e) = a(O)} • 'Then p induces a natural function. · 
p : .Map(I, E) ~ ~ given -by p(a.) = (a(O), poa). • (E, p, B) · 
. ' . . 
• is a fiber space· if ther~ -exists a ·· °A, " : · ~ -i,. Map(I,£) 
with the property that· po A = 1. Such a function, °A, is . 
c·alled a lifting function. . Such a fiber space enjoys the 
. ·, '. 
't ' 
···'.. . 
. . . ' 
... ·· ',. '~· ·, .. 
. . . . ' 
.covering homotopy property for all spaces, for: · Define · 
. '• .. , . 
. •'. 
': : 
: .: ,:. ! 




· . ·= (A·(e, a) (0), po -X(e, a);). Bu~ p,ri · = 1 . as well. · . So 
: - • : . .: . . • < • • ,• • : • -
'. · ·. · . d . ·i·:. :· ~-::,~: · __ .· · A(e, a) (O) = e . and po A(e, a,). = ""'· \,..4, •. These·are.exactly the 
.. ... 
; ;•- .11 • 
,• .. 
. . ~- . ' 
. · .. . 
.. .. . 
. · .. ·:· .. 
.. ' .· · ... '.,;. -
. " . 
• .. 
. - .. 
J ' ,;,-
' '• . . . ' 




. .~- . ·.-.' ;- . ' .• . -
-/-. • / _ _See_ [D; p~ J96 - Definition 2.1, Chapter XXJ. > . ·.
·' 
- • . I 
t I , 
Hence we may use the theorem by Dugundji which states 
that a triple (E,p,B). has the covering homotopy property 
if£ a lifting function exists to conclude that the CHP 
-holds for this definition [See D; p. 396 - Theorem-2.2, · 
Chapter XX] •. 
If we now define " · to be regular if A(e, a) is 
constant whenever a is, we have that if. B is metric, 
' A is regular. See [D; p. 397 - Corollary 2 .. 4, Chapt.er 
XX]. 
From this point on through Chapter 4, we may assume 
\ 
_ equivalently that a fiber space is one · for which a liftin·g 
. ·.-,·,:~ ..... . 
· functi&n .. exists or one for which the covering homotopy 
_property holds.·· for all spaces. 
.. Section 2-3 
For fiber -s--paces defined as in Section 2 above, .it 
is possible to demonstrate the existence of a space F 
·-
.. ·•--:,- ... 
and neighborhoods covering B such that 
under certain.conditions on ·B. 
-- ---·" F--•• 
I\, 
p - 1cub) I ub x F 
.. 
(This 
~ ·•. . ~ 
- . 
·will be done in Chapter 3). ·One·of these conditions_is 
. . . ' . ·. -· - . 
L. ' weak local contractibility which we now defi~e and analyze. 
.·.·.--- .. ; . 
·. A space is weakly -locally contractible (wlc) .if ev~ry . ·. _· .. ;> ,_ . 
• I •- !° ' 
. .. ' . -
. . 
. ' .. ,: 
' (; 
" . . . ' 
• :- · ... · .. point b0 , · of- B -has a neighborh-ood ·contractible_ to ·b0 · . /.. . . 
. .. \, ... ·.·. - . 
. . . ~ .. . . . ' 
->_ .. · · ___ • · over · B. 
; ·. ; • i . · . 
. . . 
. ,· .. - ' . . . 
·· ...•.... ·.··.·. \ ' , ....... LEMMA· 2.2.•··· A contract:i.ble.space;. B, iS Wlc. 
' . · .. • ,. . : . 
.. . . . . . .· ' 
. . 
. . 
·' ··25 . . . . 
. . . . 
_ .. · . ;-, : . 
... · '· ·_ . 




Proof: Let H : B x I _.,. B be given where H(b, O) = b 
H(b, 1) = b' for some b' e B. ' 1• I- ' 
Since B is contractible, B is path connected [See 
. 
D; p. 115 - Proposition 5.2, Chapter V]. Let a, a: I -,.B 
... 
• ••• C 
.. 
-:. ' .' . 
be a path joining a given b0 € B to b 1 • That is 
a,(O} = b' · a(l) = b. 
Now define H', H' : B _x I -,. B by 
\ 
H' (b, t) = H(b, 2t) 
= a(2t-1) 
H ir well defined for 
0 ~ t ~ 1/2 
1/2 ~ t ~ 1 
H' (b, 1/2) = H(b, 1) = b' 
H'(b,1/2) = a(O) = b 1 • 
That H 1 ·is continuous· fallows because B x [ O, 1/2] 
and. B x [,1/2, 1] form a · closed finite cover· of B x I 
and H' may be thought of as . hi . on . B x [ O, 1/2] and 
h2 on B x [1/2, 1] where 
"":. ' 
·:. . 
' . . . . h2 (b,.t) ~ a('2f-i) . ·. 
-; ,'. ·. 
.. 
. ' 
. . . 
But letting t 1 , t 1 : [O, 1/2] ..., I, be · £1 (t) = 2t and. ·.· 
. ' : . .-- . . 
. ' . • . ' 1 
. ., 
. . . 
. . 
. -; . . . . 
. . . :, . 
. . . 
. :· ~ . . . -· " :. : 
•:.' .. 
. .... 
. ' . •. 
. . ~ . ' ' 
• . •. • r . 
' ; . 
. . . 
. · · · · ·.· .e2, £2 : [ 1/2, 1] -+ I, be · . .t2 ( t) = 2t-1, h{ ·. factors as: •· \.· .•. · ··• · 
. . •' 
.. · ·: : '. : .·:. ·. · .. · ._:' · .· · ·· . · · · · 1 X £ . . 
· ...... ;· .. :,:.. .· ..• Bx.[0,1/2] B 1.>BxI!!.B 
. ·\. . ·. . ..... ' . .' . -; ~ .' ' ' ,. ; . ; . . ; . ,· 
' ,, . . .... · . ·., 
. . .. ··. ~ ·.... .~. . . ;~-:·· .).,_:_•: : : . 
. ·..,, ~ . .'. : . ~ .··' . ~: .:. . . . .. ' ~ . . ... 
"- > • . • : ... •I • • ·, .• 
... · . ·: .... ' . ' 
,· .. ·.!: ' : ·. ··· .. ' ' 
•' . ... . . . \ . . 
' •, ' 
.. " . ·~. 
. . 
~ ·' ' 
factors as: 
' • • r 
C 
' 
' . . 
L(' • 
J .a • 
·, ' I' '• "<' 
• .. .,:. ... -. 
' ' \· 
" Hence for b0 e B,. B is a neighborhood of b 0 contractible 
to b0 as demonstrated by H' above, and the lemma is 
. proved. 
LEMMA· 2. 3. , .If B · is locally contractible and path connected, 
· then B is wlc. 
Proof: If B is locally contractible, then for any 
neighborhood U of any point, b0 , b0 € B, there exists·a 
n·eighb:orhood V such that b 0 E V C U and there exi,sts .an 
H : V x I _..,. U · which has the property. that H{v, 0) = v 
and H(v,1) =u 
0 
for some uo E u. 
Let bo B be • and u B •• the <,def:inition E given - in 
• 
. above and we obtain an H : V x I -+ B such that H(v, O) = v 
and H(v,1) = b'. for some b' e B. But since B is path 






- , ,, 
, arid · a(l) = b0 • 
. .• ..'' : 'f. ' '.' 
Proceeding as in Lemma 2, we ~~-y ·n·ow. build· a·::_h~m9t;ppy · 
. 'i:.. 
" . •. '. ~ - . ::-< . _\:·{f(: .... 
'. 
- -, .· ... ' . 
' ,. 







.H':(v, t)· = H(v, 2t) .· 
. - . ,, 
... ·- . . ,. . .. 
. ~ , . . . - . ' . ,_' . . . 
0 ~ t ~ 1/2 ...•..• · ..··•···.· ...• ·.··. · • • i 
' ' • •' ' • , •• • • ~ • ,I 
- • • 
·.· 
,' ' .·· :· .•. 
. ... ~· . . .· . . 
. . . .. .·. 
- . : ' : . ·: . 
.. ... : . ' 
... , t; • 
. - . 
J. " • 
. - --·.. _.: . . . . : ,, 
. . . . 
' . ·, ·: . . 
. · -:>- = a(2t--1) · 1/2 ~ t ~ 1 , -· 
,1 -. 
' ·. ' . 
• ;' •. ' I• • ' 
. . . . . ' - ' . ,. :: . '' . ' .; 
- '· ' : .. .. ' . -.· 
·. ' { - , . - . .. ·- .. ' 
. . . .. : . ' ". . .. :~~:.,. 
• 
-
,,'! .'.. ',-, 
. . . ~ . -~ . : .· .. ·. . . . . ' . ... . •, . . . . ' . 
. , ' . : :~:' . '· : . . : .. ') .:: ' .. '.. ·';'::. :·tr,' ·.:· :'. o,_·, : _.;_·: i :~::: •''.it,./,:_ .. '.< ....;c~ .: ·, · .. ; ·._;- ·.\ .' ,:'.·_·,i <.. _' . ' 
- •, • I • ·, ~ • • .-, •' • 
" ' . '• . . . . . . . ,•. -- . ' . ' . . : . :, ' .. , -. ~-· _,· . . . . . ' ... · . .. . 
. ,• .. '-.. .- . . ~ . ' .. 
. ... ' . _. . ' ' . 
. ··..... . ·. .'· 
• •, A"", ,;'fl'- r·~·_-,,•,l,fl•• ,' • , • , 
. .. .... 
I ' •' • . :: .' .' • • • 
. . /. 
• : • ' 1 • • • ~· • -;' ' • :• :. •• 
·. 
which demonstrates that V is a neighborhood of b 0 con-· 
tractible to b over B. 
0 




Proof: · Let X be wlc and let X dominate Y. Then 
there exists an f, f : X ~ Y and g : Y --r X such that 
\ 
fog-~ ly. .• .... • ~~-.---.-J.... ,· 
Let y0 E Y. The object now is to ·find a neighborhood, 
:: ~· 
V, of y 0 which is contractible to y 
. o over Y • The. 
idea of the proof is to pass to X with g, find a con-
tractibl-e neighborhood there and then pass back to Y wiuh 
. -1 
g • 
Specifically let y O € Y, let x 0 .;., g(y 0 ). Let U 
be a neighborhood of x 0 such that there exists an U,. 
H : U x I ~ X with!~ the property that . H(u, o) = u; 
J . • 
- . -1 
H(u, 1) = x 0 • "Then let ' g (u). = ~- Define a homotopy-
.. from V x I -ip. Y as follows: 
-· -
... . t 
G(y,t) = 'P(y,2t) 
f(H(g(y),2t-l)) 
0 ~- t ~ 1/2 
1/2 ~- t ~ -~ · 
' . ' . '. _.,.. . . 
' ' ,' . 
' . 
.-. i · . where . (/, : . -Y x I · ~ Y · and . . -~ . . . ' ,. --'. . . / . . . . ·~· .· ,• ' 
. •,. ·, }-,> .·. . .· . 
~ . ', 
., •. .·-.' 
. . . 
.. 
. . . .. ' 
... 
.· . . . ' : . : .. ,, ·:: '. :. ... . . . ' '· .. 
,,.; . ' .. '·.: 
,· ~ . ,J~ ...• 
.. _ ..... 
. . . 
. . " . 
.. . . 
'. I ' ' ... 
-· </l(y, O) ~ y -•. </l(y,l} = f og(y) • •· ... · .. ·, : ,,, 
-. ·. : ·.··. :- . • .. . . . 
_- .. · -
. . : 
· > ·,·, · __ ·-· ·_ .. ·· .. ·_ ·· .. ·Then·_· .. G> ···•is well_·_ defined,· for ·_. 
• r ' , • ::, ' : ; '~ ,'.· • ·,· -~ ,: ',,i " ' , J, • 
'o, • • ' 
; . : . ~. . ..... ' ·: ' '. . . . ' . ' . . ' -' ·. . . 
.. •-.:- . ' .. '. . . . . : 
. . . -:.·• . . - . '. 




··... . '. .· . . . ..·.. : ~ . 
. . .. _... . . -··· .•·. 
. -- •'._·_.'/· _-', ._.,. • '· • •' ~ ·o., ' ', • .:", , • . . : ·.' .... ''. ,'•; • ,·, ','f' -~, ' 
' ' . . . - •. ,· . . . ' ·. .'' -, ... :' .. •, -... . .- .... · ..... 
. : ' .. .. ::,··:.<·· . -< i ..... - :_, ., '··.· _ .. --.·· ·-·~- .•. 





•• ., J 
y 
' . 
i ' ' I ." 
G(y,1/2) ·=·ct,(y,1) = fog(y) 
G(y,1/2) = f(H(g(y),O)) = f(g(y)) =·fog(y) • < ' • • > ;"~ I 
• since and if ye V, g(y) e U 
Further, V x [0,1/2] and 
V ::: g -l(u) . 
V- X [ 1/2, 1] form a finite 
• 
closed cover of . V x I and G may be considered as g 1 
on V x [0,1/2] and g2 on V x [1/2,1] where 
\ 
gl(y,t) ~ ~(y,2t) 
g2(y,t) = f(H(g(y),2t-l)) 
Hence the continuity of G depends on the continuity of 
g1 and g2• But if we· define .t1 : [ O, 1/2) - I by . 
.e1(t) = 2t and .e2 : [1/2,1] - I by .e2 (t) == 2t-l, then 
g 1 factors as: \ ,,....,.__ ............ -.. -. 
1 . .x £ 1 . . ' . ' '"' 
V x ·[ o, 1/2] v :> V . x ·I c 1 :.·y x I . Z, Y 
g2 factors as: . 
~ x [1/2,1] lv><£2) V x I g~v><11>u x I lx (y . 
.. 
.. Now,. G 
·"' 
makes · 1 "\# h y o. 
where h· y· 
' 0 
: V ...,. Y by. 
" 
' .,.... ' .. 
- ' •,,,. : ' .~ '.,: -
. 
.-:-'- ...... ,_~, · ..... : . . 
• <f •• 
. 
" . •. 
' . 
. . . 
.. . . ' ~ 
. . . ~ ... •, 
. . ' '~.. .: . 
.. -· ' .... :'· ' - . 
: . - . , .. 
. , .... ' 
· h ··(v) = fog(·y )· for 
. y ~ 0 ' . 
,· . 0 . ' . . 
· .. t .. ·, • i ~. - • • ' ·: -· •• • • •• 
' .... 
- ',.- . - ' 
-· . '. : - -, 
. . - . 
" ,' ... . ' ·;, ,·. : 
. ·.. . - ' ' : . •. . . . •' 
"·-,·-·:: ~ • .. '·- ··/···,;·_,:- -
' . . . . .:··_.~· - .. ,. ' : . ~ .. -
'• 
.. . ' '. . ' . ; ' ' . ':: ,,,- ~ . 
- ,··. ''., -, . ' ... ' ' 
' -·~·.},-.':'.,'._, :·:···.· .• ~,· .·: ·r. ·,,:-.'·>· .... 
' J. • ·: .•.• ..,,._ : • • :· ' 
' . , 
- -. 'i ·.-,--· . 
. :· 
. . . . . 
. . . 
. .'\\· ,, . 
,':,I• 




cp : I -? Y defined by cp (t) = cJ,(y 0 , t). Yo. Yo 
,• \ .- ' .. . 
_., •. • ,:· ••• ··1 
. . 
' is continuous and provides a path from y 0 to fog(y0 ). 
•-· r • .... ,c;.:i 
. . ' 
' 
.. - - . 
' 
. Specifically, define K : V x I -,. Y by 
K(v,t) = ~(y0 ,1-t) 
\ 
:"'" 
K may be factored as: 
where 
1vx.e v1 Vx·I >Vxl :>I 
hg· cf>jy XI 
----:> y X l . . O ? Y 
0 
l: l-rl • l.S .t(t) = 1-t and ·h is the homeo-s 
morphism between~ I and the slice of Y x I parallel 
But K(v,o) = $(y0 ,1) = fog(y 0 ) 
'I•. 
Hence G • 1 "\, h and K • h t'\,, u where U, • V . ...,. y. • • • Yo. Yo Yo y 0 
by U. (v) - Yo' and we have. 1 I'\, u Yo 
. . V Yo • - -···11- . . 
.. 0 
. ,,,. 
COROLLARY. wlc is a homotopy type invariant. . . ·. ,· .:. .·, ·-•• • •, ·! 
- ~ . ' ' 
': .. ,.. . ... ' ' 
. . . •," . . 
,•, . _: . 
. , 
' - . . . ~ . 
- . ' . 
.· . Proof: If X and Y are homotopic and . X · is .. • :. . '.' . :• -~ . . . . . ' ,·, . ~- - . 
- ... - -·;· - ... ,, 
. . .. '. ·. ··-:( ~. . ' . 
' I ' • r ~-!' I ' ' 
. . . . . 
·wlc, since X · dominate~, · Y, so ·is Y . wl~ •. . . : .·;·· .'' : .. · . ·:: . '~ .. 1.·:' . 
' .. 
- . .. ,• 
•.. . 
'-=-·· 
: l J • - ' • - - • 
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,., .;_ . . . . . ' 
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. \ . 
,; ,, ~.. . ' -
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This chapter is devoted to proving several propositions 
·in connection with fiber spaces as defined by lifting 
functions. 
- ·--·· ---·-··· ----~ ----
----- - - . . 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X,p,B) denote a fiber space and 
\ ~ 
its lifting function. Then if A is defined by: 
'\, 
" : Map(I,X) ~ Map(I,X) 
'"\, 
A(a) = A(a(O),poa) .. 
we conclude that there exists a homotopy H, H: Map(I,X)xI 
.,. Map.(I,.X) with H(a, 0) = a H(a, 1) = " and poH(a, s) (t) 
= poa(t) for a11· a E Map(I,X) and s,t EI 
In -order to illustrate the flexibility of the lifting 
function, two proofs are presented. 
Fadell. [Fadell; p. 2]. 
The first is due to 
The induced lifting function " · assigns poa lifted· 
J'•'- ··I;" .. I ,, 
to start at q:.(O), to a giveri a :.€ Map(I,X). (poa _is a . 
path in Map(I, ;s·)). If we think· ·for a moment no~ of the · 
· paths, but the curves a(I) C X· ·and A(a(O),po~)(I) .C X,,·_.··< 
we see that A may be thought of as assigning to one 




- • ·I • 
• ,.• I 
·.· .... show that A "' 1, we need · in'. this view to show that ·the· 
- ... ,: ·.·· 
' ' ' ,. I 
' ' ' • .. 
. ' . 
•' I •• '- •' '' 
. ' . ' ' ' . 
. . • '.'. 
.1 '. 
,,, , . 
. ' 
( 
curve a(I) can be pulled continuously to the curve . 
'X(a(O), poa) (I).· As s runs from 1 to O, the homotopy 
which Fadel! defines p~~~ a(I) up beginning at a(l) 
and lifts it to 'X(a(O),poa)(I). 
Proof 1. Define a.8 E Map (l;,X) for each a. E Map(I,X) 
and s EI to be: 









l-:-:-r"...... • .. . . .. w • 
a (t) = a(t) S· 
a(s) 
from . a(O) to 
and then stays put at 
O~t~s 
. a(s) as t runs 
a(s) as t runs 
Define w = p~a a:nd- the let: 
rol-s(t) = 
w(s+t). 0 ~ t ~ 1-s 
ro(l) · 1-s ~ t ~ 1 
from 0 
from s 
' 1-s So. rn runs from poa(s) to poa(l) as t runs from 
· 0 to 1-s and then stays at poa·(l) as t runs from 
1-s to 1. 
- . 
The required homotopy may now be .d_efined as: 
·~ .. 
·H-,(.~,_-s) (t) = .a (·t:) 
. .. . . . s ... 
· ·. c· ) 1-s · 
. 1[ a s , ro · ] ( t-s) · s · ~ t ~ 1 . · 
_.· .. ·. ·-,. :_ .. ·Th··. ·H 
·.····.·· ·.'.· .... · ..... ·_ .e-.n 
' .. '• •, ', . '. is. we.11 de·fined for:. 
' '~· -, 
: ' ·-·. ,"' . ' 
.·' '. •:., . 
. '. 
' . \ 
• ,' :'' • r,' • : ' 





'; ·,:::;;f..,........-· ... ::. 
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. : . .. ., ,; · ... 
'. .· .". 
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• ··,, ', I 
' ' 
i ' • ~ 
.. 
. . . 
:"• - .• . . . .·: 
. ,. { .• ·.-' . 
. I 
. ' 
. . I 
H(a, s) (s) 
H{a, s) (s) 




= a(s) ... 
Further, H is continuous if the map h is .continuous 
where: 




. ' :, 
' ·, . ' . - . ~ ' . . . . -
. . . 
given by h(a,s,t) = H(a,s)(t). For and I is 
I 
locally compact. Hence we shall investigate the continuity 
of h. If we define . h 1 : Map(I,X) x It _,. X by 
and 
by ,; ., ' 
' 
- 1-s · h;(a,s,t) = ~[a(s),m ](t-s) 
whe·re 
' ------ -.....--·-- . 
""- .... l; 
' . 'l .. . ":: ' ·_ -
- I 8 = ( s 1 t) E I x I I s ~ t •. . • • • t .. . ' .. . ~ '' ' ' . 
.  
.. ~ ... ·~, ... •. 
'. 
. . . -.·· ' . 
. · .. 
I J : ' -[. . . ' .: . 
. ' . ' . 
-, ,I ~ ,I • 
' . 
. . . ' 
.'• . ' . ,. ' ', .:. , . 
,-,i,~ -
• l ,'\ 
.· "• :. ' 
, .., __ --
. . ' 
then, because h may be thought of as .-h1 . on -Map(I,X)x_It 
and h2 on Map(I,X)xI8 . and because h1 ·= h2 on 
(Map (I,X)_~I8 ) n (Map(I,X) x It) and because Map(I,X) x 18 
.·. and Map (I, X) x It form a · finite closed cover of·. 
. . 
. ... •'• 
. . . ·' 
. '. 
•/. '. '· ·... ' . 
· · :33: 
' . '' '. : '' 
•. i ,. ,, 
" . 
\ 
', .,·,(, ', . ,· '', 
, • I • 
"J ... 
,· 
• . :\ .. 1 ·, • 
,· . 
. ,-. ' . 
. ' ~· ~ 
1. 
Map(I,X) X IX I,. h will be continuous if both hl . and 
h2 are. 
· In order to establish I 
. ' define the.preliminary maps 
pl : Map(I,X) x It -,,. X_ 
by p1(a,s,t) = a(t) · 
\ 
., 
t·he continuity of h1, we 
P and p· 2 where · 1 
• ·-·--_.._i.;, • ·-·· • 
Pz : Map(I,X) x I 6 - X 
p2 (at, s, t) = a(_s_) 
·Then p1 and Pz are continuous for they factor as 
follows·· 
• • 
1 . . ) X'I( I I ·. . . · 
'· ' . 
. !'. ,. ,· .· 
. ' ·.~. ~ 
• ' -, ••• f :, • '. 






.. . : ~_. . .,., ' 
.,. 
· -- - p : ·Map(I,X) x I,t Map(I,:l(_ t t::> Ma:p(l~1X)xIR~lt 
. . . 1 
~ . . ' . . . ' 
-· where en · is the evaluation map. 
1 xv I I P2 : Map(I,X) x Is Map(I,X) t. 8 :> Map(I,X)xI ~x 
. . 
' .. ~ ' . ·. . -
. ·-S.ince · Map(I,~_? x It and Map(I,X) x 18 form a finit-e · 
.. 
. . ·\ 
.. '.'' ··-;- ' ·-- ,,__ - --· ' closed cover of · Map{I,X) x I x I and since p1 = p2 = 
a(s) = a(t) - on · (Map(I,X)xit) n (Map(I,X)xI8 ·) we -~y _ 
d·efine a ·continuous p : Map(I,X)xixI ....,. X · by 
' • t ,.- •• - ·~.,,:',. •• - • 
I 
' ... 
- . . 
. . 
. ' . . . . ~ 
. . .... ~ . ;,.; 
_ .. 
e • F ~ 
.... 
. . .. , ..•. ' 
-· ·.- : .' ' : 
. ,,,". 
,•.. . . ·., .. 
. r . ,. " , •. 
. -- . .. .. ' . •:,•· . . , '. ·_:·,.: _., ' 
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... ,,,. ·. p(a,s,t) = p1{a,s,t) ·ff ·.(s,t) e It .... ··.· .. ·•• .. 
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•• ' _· • • :· f ~ ~ ':· .. _,,- • :, •. • • • • - • 
' .• • •• , • .) I •• ' ' • : ; -, ',,'·: • ' • .... ' ', '.I.,•.· :, 
. ·, . . .. · . ,'! .... . 
: ' ·.- .: : ! .• 
·, • . •· .. ··' . b• 
., . . 
.·... ;:. 
--.'-'.-,-~-_-"-.·. /· ; ·; . > ·· .. ·· Becau~e . · l .•.. .is locally 
: :·.. . . : ;~:-·,::·.: '· \:··:· :..··: .. : . - . - . . . . .,.. . . . -
· .- ._:-·-·-:·_:,:._ .. :;:· defined by -·-p(a,s)(t) 





('. '. ' 
I • 
r. -· ·. , . -.. : . ·.-




compact,. i : _ Ma.p(I,X)xI .-P. Map(I,X) 
= p(a, s, t) · is .continuous and · 
, . 
. , 
l :, .. 
---=-=· .... t:,--~-.-·,--
. . ' 
.. ' . ' •,-' 
A , pXll 
h 1 : Map(I,X)xit < ti Map(I, X)xixI :> Map(I, X)xI Q; X 
.. '-, . 
" .,' 
- .•'r' •--,"·.• 
where w is the evaluation map 
In order to factor h2 we define the preliminary maps 
q1 and q2 where q1 : Map(I,X) x 1r, - B by · q1 (a, s, t) 
= poa(s+t) and q2 : Map(I,X) x I~ -B by q2 (a,s,t) 
= poa(l). I = (s,t) E Ix!jt ~ 1-s and I = \ ~ . .·1 
(s, t) e Ix! Jt ~ 1-s 
• 
The~ q1 is continuous for it factors as: 
· p*xr w Map(I,X)xit5 . . > Map(I, V)xl -,. B 
where p* : Map(I,X) -,. Map(I, B) is given by p*(a) = pea; · 
and is continuous bx L.D; . p. 259 - Prop.osition 2. 1, Chapter 
XII]; and where r : I~ --.. I is · r (s, t) = s+t.' (Note if 
t ~ 1-s·, then s+t -~ s+(l-s) = 1. Hence r(I) CI.) 
'Y._ 
Then q2 factors as follows·: 
p*xc 
Map(I,X)xI. 1::> Map(!, B)xl ~ B 
--- . -· . . "Y 
.. 
~~= .. ,-... _ •c-· --- ::i: 
--.... . ,-.:. 
. . 
. ' ' .: .. ., '·. .. 
.. .. 
. : . 
. , ' .. ,.. .• ~1 ,.' 
' . .. ,• •,. 
' ', .. "_ r, _-" ,-' • .'·,, ·, , • ' • ' -'. ~· , 
' • I, 
.. ·.' .· 
' . ,, . : 
• ,' , , ' , : •• J " • " , I' •, ,. · · 
' '. . 
' .. 
\ 
where c 1 : I 
'Y 
...,.. I is the constant map sending 
and where ru is the evaluation map. ,: ,,· ~--- . ~. 
". .. I 
Now, suppose· t = 1-s, . then q1 (a, s, t) = poa(s+l-s) 
~-poa(l). q2 (a.,s,t) = poa(l). 
are continuous on .Map(I,X)xir> 
tively and because q1 = q on 2 
..... , 
· ·35 · 
" I • ',,:., 
',.: ' 
Hence because q1 and· q2 
and Map(I,X)xI · respec-
. 1 
(Map{I,X)xI ) n(Map(I,X)xl ) . 
.• . ~' ~ . 
. . . 
' ' 
. ..,, . 
. .. 
~ - . -, 




....... ~ . 
- ' 
I 
.. , ..... ' 
, ., 
. . .- . -·--:: --:' 
.• 
•, ; , C 
.. 
and because Map(I,X)xl - and Map(I,X)xl 
. ~. ~ 
form a finite 
closed cover of Map(I~xixI, we may define a continuous 
q on Map(I,X)xlxl into .B by: 
q.(a,s,t) ·= q 1(a,s,t) if· (s, t) E I~ 
q2(a,s,t) if (s, t) t I • ~ 
·Now because I is locally compact, ~(a,s) defined by 





We may now 
• tr, .... ,_,, 
-· 
factor h2 as follows: 
lx~ 1 ·xv xl 






AXS . _ w --
_____ s> XXMap{I, B)xI8 ) Map{I,X)xI ._ X 
where w is the evaluation map, and S : Is ..... I . is 
S(s, t) == t-s. (That S(I8 ) C I 
t~s ~ 0. Further t~s ~ t ~ 1) • 
• is: if s -~ t, then 
--
:- --....---~ 
Now because h1 
· ·continuous and since 
a~d h2 a f e cont i.nuous, h. · -is a·lsJ:, : ". - ·.· . , 
h = H, so also is H. 
_) 
r --
Finally we have that· H is the proper homotopy for: 
.. 
. . ·. ( '' (1) H-(a, o)[ t] = a (t) = d(O) if.. t = 0 
.- 0 . . . - . . . . . . . ' 
' ·J .• '-. • :· '' •• 
,' . ' ., -, 
-' . ' - ....-- ' 
. . 
.. = :>-.[a(o),w1](t) ·tf O ~ t ~ 1 
\ .·. 
·. . - . . 










• • I 
~ t '. , " - '(' : ,' :i .. ,. 
~ I + , 
I •</l 
'v 
or H(a,o) = A(a) 
,·.·,; .. 
I , ' 1, T / I ' • 
'...:: 
L •.. . : 
REMARK: 
(2) H(a,l)(t) = A[a(l),m0 ](t-1) if t = 1 
= A[ a(l), m0 ] (0) 
\ .. = a(l) 
.. = a 1(t) 
= a(t) 
or H(a,l) = l{a) . 
if O ~ t ~- 1 
•. 
. <) 
(3) peH(a,s)[t] = poa8 (t) 
= poa(t) if O ~ t ~ s 
. ··~ 
· = po/\[a.(s),ro1- 8 ](t .. s) 
· · 1-s ( ) 
. = w t-s 
-~ poa(t) if s ~ t ~ 1 -
. 






{Map {I,)() X 11,) are clo.sed ... ' . . . .:.'.: ,- :_.._., . .. . . 
-~ 
. • . -
subsets of Map(I,X)x·rxr follows from: Map(I,X) • l.S 
closed in Map(I,X) and each of are.· 
- ' ... - . ; .. ' .. ' .. 
-· · ·,·· ,- - · closed in Ix! -and the produ·ct of closed sets. is closed. 
'I . ' 
,'' . . ' •; ~-· .. 
~- ' • .. , i , ,:· I ,.' • ,, 
' ,, I •' '·.·' ,··' '·_,I• '. 
' ' '. _.,· I 
,_: . . ' . ". ·_ - ~- .. . 
' • I ,, '- ' [ ,.·.. ,· 
• • 
. . ,, ' ..... . 
37- _ 
' 
.: .• I 
. ' r. ,' . 
,,. 
··~· 
,,.: . ,, ~ . 
That It, I 8 , I 6 
considering the maps 
and I are closed may be seen by 
'Y 
by and 
£1 and £2 where 
'2 : Ix! _,. [ o, 2] by t 2(s, t) 
= s+t. The maps are continuous, and It= -1 . £ l ( [ -1, 0] )~ 
, /"' ,., ,. 
Is= ti1([0,l]); 1 6 = t21 ([0,1]); and I~ -1 = £2 ([1,2]). 
Proof 2: The second proof involves the~se of an 
ex·tended lifting function, A, A : D _.,. Map{!, X) where 
D C X x Map{I,B)xI; D = (x,a,s) fp(x) = a(s) 
··, • 
the property that A(x,a,s)(s) = x and poA(x,a,s)[t] = 
a(t). See [D; p. 397 - Proposition·. 2 .. ~_5, Chapter XX]. 
The idea beghind this proof is to pull a{I) up to 
..... 
A(a(o),poa](I) as s runs from 1 to -0 by defining 
' 
t·he curve a·t a particular· s'· and· t t·o· be· p·o a· lifted 
to be a(st) at time st with the extended lifting 
· function and then evaluating at t. Thus at. s = 0 
' 
p•a 
is lifted to be a(o) at time O and evaluated at t • 
. 
This is A(a). At 1 is lifted t~·b~ a(t) s = ' p~ a, at 
time t and evaluated at t. This is a. 
Formally, define H, H : Map{I,X) x I ~ Map(I,X} by 
·a··, 
. ·'1 ·• 
• =·. ·_ 
. \ 
H(a,s)[t] =, A(a(st),poa,st)[t] • •- ' . .'. ..· ·. 
, . If we define h(a,s,t) = A(a(st),poa,s~)_(t), then H 
will be continuous if h is for H = 8 · and I is locally 
•, . - .. 
. . . •. 
'' . ·: ... 
' . 
•' ', ' I ' ·• 
. ·, · .. 
- ... · . :~. ~ ',, ~ . ...: : . . . . : ' . ' ' . 
I ''., .:. '··,·. ,.• .,- '/ 
... 
. ,, 
. . - ~ . . 
• • . - l.• • ' • 
. ,•. 
. ' 
· ·.· ... · '38 · · 
• '.,• ,.• I• • ., ' : ., . . . . ' 
•::, '•.•,', 
I '/ '• • 
. ' ; 
~.. . . ' 




. . . . 
- . . .. ~ 
·_-• 0 0 ,· ', \ :M; 0 
.' '. •• ' .• '.· < ,,.: ~ • .... 
, ';., ' :'-I '•.1 .,.'. 1 •, 
. . .,, ' - ' '-' ~- . ' ' 
. - : ",' _. . ,/• ' 
'. 
' ~ . . . 
.... ,, . . . 
.. . : ;•,\ 
.. ?'. : . 1 • '. :,; • ' -. 
compact. Recalling M : Ix! ·....,. I by M(s, t) = st; 
p*:Map(IxX) ...,. Map(!, B) by p*(a) = poa; and w the 
evaluation map, we have h factors as: 
1 x~ · 
Map(I,X)xixI MaQ{I,X) 2> Map(I,X}x(IxI)x(D<I) 
. . ' 
·. . . . 
' ' I,•:{'" 
lMap(I,X)xMx.,,.t" ·Map(I,X)xixI ~2xll> ) ) ( ( ) "I'\..., 
-- - - / (Map(I,X xl X Map I,X XJ.rl 
mX(p*><lr)xl1>x x (Map(I, B)xI)xI t\xl1> Map(I,X)xI ~ X 
...... _"'""°' 
(That we may apply A is: The first four maps send 
(a,s~t) to (a(st),poa,st) C Xx Map(I,B) x I. But 
. 
p(a(st)) = poa(st) .• Hence the composition of the first 
- -
four maps sends Map(I,X)xixl into Dxl, so we ~ay apply . 
Ax lT at this point.) 
Since we now have that 
A 
h is continuous, so· -is 




That H is the proper homotopy • l.S: 
. (1) H(a, o) (t) = A(a,(o), poa, o) (tj 
= A(a(o);poa)(t) 
. ..,,},,..,., .... ~ .... -,,, 
"" 
\ 
= i(a) ( t) 
\ 
I'\, . 
or H(a,o) = 1(a) . 




,·, '. . 
. . . . ' ' . ' 
.or H{a, 1) 
· = a(t) 
= l(a) • ' . . ' : i :,, . • . ~: ..... . ..•' _, ... ,_ ,·,'•:_'"." I. I ' ' ' .. ' ' .- .: . \ 
... 
' . 
'' ~ :..·. . 39 
. . .' 
I ' ' •: ~ • 
,,. ,. . · ..• ~ 
~. 
. . ·,. 
. ' ! . ' 
' • s • '. • I ' '., - • • • ' ·:, ,, • -





';, r ' -
. . 
.• ' ' (3) poH(a,s)(t) = poA(a(st),p•a,st)(t) I' :' I' •'.';•,'I;' < !T " j:•.'. ' ,' ,,' • 
.. 
=·poa(t). 
Before proceeding to the next two propositions, we 
prove a lemma t_hat -is helpful in establishing certain· 
homotopies in Propositions 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 3. 1. Let {X, p, B) be a fiber space and F = p -l(u) 
' 
for U C B. If there exists a map L, L : F -,. Map(I,X) 
such that L(x) · is ca.lled ax 
...{'""'"".·:· ..... . 
and a (1) ·=x, then the X 
map . x --A[ax(o),poax]{l) where x E F is homotopic to. 
the identity, lF. 
Proof. Define a G : Fxl _.,. F as follows: - G(x, t) = · 
H(a ,t)(l) where H is the homotopy established in X . 
Proposition 1 · making A ~ 1. 
That G is well defined follows if G(Fxl) CF • 
.. 
But· G(Fxl) CF if poG(FxI) = b. poG{x,t) = poH(ax,t)(l) 
for each (x,t) e FxI. 
Further, poH(ax, t) {l) = p(a.x (1)) = p{x) = b. · G 
also continuous, for it ·may. be factored as follows: 
Fxr c •XxI l_x><A2) xxrxI Lxlrx~ . 
• 1S 
' . 411 ' 
. ; .. ',. 
' - . ' 
. ' 
·• •. · r. ' 
•. ,• 
. . ,, ... ! ·• • 
., 
. , r·- . .. 
· -· · · Hxc.. · 
.. ~' . . . . 1 . ·. 
· __ · .· · .. ·: ·_-., ... , ....... (Map(I,X)xI)xI · :> Map(I,.X}xl ~ .X 
.. 
:,-w_here c 1 : I ...,. I is the constant map to . l. · .But ·now, .. · · 
G has the following properties: 
. · - _· ·40 
. ' 
\I '• 
. ' . 
,. 
... 
'i . ~ .! 
p. • ~ ' 
. . ' .. .. .,_·· 
l. ' . 
,· 
.' 
(2) G(x, 1) = H(a , 1) (1) = a (1) = x • X X 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If (X, p, B) is a fiber space and B • l.S 
path connected, then all the fibers have the same homotopy 
type. 
I 
Proof: Let F = p-1 (b) and F' = p-1 (b 1 } be two 
\ 
fibers in X. Let ro be a path from b to b' and 
m* be defined by m*(t) = m(l-t). Define 
cp, cp: F -F' by cp(x) = A[x,rn](lr 
0 
,--- -----.. 
t, i/1 : F' ~ F by t(x) =· A[x,ru*] (1) • 
.. 
We now need to show that i/tocp : F -,. F is homotopic to the 
identity and that cpot, cpoy,·: F' ....,.F' is alsohomotopic ~ 
to the identity. Calculating to~(x), we.have to~(x) = 
,; ( A[ x , ro] ( 1) ) = " [ " [ x , rn] ( 1) , m *] ( 1) . Us i ng Lemma 3 • 1, we 
can establish to~~ 1 if we can show the existence of an 
L, L : F -? Map(I,X) for which ax(o) = A[x,ro] {l), 
.c 
poa = w* and a (1) = x. If we define L(x) = A(x,w)* =· X X 
\., 
°'x where A(x,rn)*(t) = A(x,rn) (1-t) then L has the 
right properties for .ax(o) = A(x,m)~(o) = A(x,ru)(l); 
poax(t) = po A(x,rn)*(t) ,; poA(x,rn) (1-t) = rn(l-t) = rn*(t). 
·Hence Po Cl = rn* X • _Fi~ally, · ax (1) =· po ~(X., cn)*(l) 
· ·=· po/\ (x, w) ( 0) = -X. 
•• •• ,. j ••• 
. ·4:,·1··· ... ·.· 
'; _':ii· ;· .. ' ; ·:. 
,, 
. . . . . . -~ ' ' 
. ' 
... 
That L is continuous follows from its factorization: 
. 
. h 
Fes1 .. X -+8 X x m ci•X x Map(!, B) A. Map(I,X} !_ Map(I,X} 
. 
. 
where T(a)(t) = a(l-t). [That may be applied follows 
for p(x) = w(o) = b]. Hence to~ ~ 1. Calculating 
• 
~ot(x), we have cpot(x) = cp(t(x)) = cp(A[x,m*](l)) ~ 
A[A[x,ru*](l),m](l). Hence to make cpot '"\, 1, we need an 
'\ 
L', L': F'-,.Map(I,X) such that (if L'(x) is.denoted 
a') 
X a~(O) = A[x,ru*](l); poa~ = ro and a'(l) = x. X 
Define L', L' : F -P Map(I,X) 
when A[x,ru*]*(t) = A[:x,ro*J{l~t). 
= A[x,cn*](l) 
by L' (x) = i[x,w*)* 
Then a' ( O) = A[ x-, w*] *( O) . 
.x 
poa~(t) = poA[x,w*]*(t) = ·poA[x,cn*](l-t) 
. ~· 
.. , 
·= ro*(l-t) = ru(t) • . . __ .. --~ 
' 
Hence . _ P• a~ = w . . _ 
' ' 
. ___ ,.;.. ~ . ..:..·.·' 'i ·, 
' \' ·-~. . . 
.. ·,.,. '" ... · 
; . :• ····t·-~~-
·-" .. 
· a'(l) = J\[x,rn*]*{l) = "X[x·;m*]{O) = x 
. X . 




L' is also continuous for .. it m~y be factored·as:· -
,,., .... , . 
. - ' ; .;· . . . 
. - ' -, 
F' c i •X ~ .·.· X >< m* c i·.,X.x Map(!,BJ i .··. · .. · -. . J. ; .' ' '. 
'·-·· - - . ' 
. :,. ,·:·· ... 
4' 
. .. . • . 
' . 
. . . 
,• , .. -· . 
T . . 
. Map{I,X) · _,,_ Map(I,X) .. 
. ': ·._ .. 
. ' 
. -. _.,- · . · ·: _-. ·.- : : [ That 1' · may .be applied is: . p(x) =. w*(O) . = w(l) = ·b-1 ."] ·: .:'·· .-· ._':. ,;-:, :/.< .. ·_ 
- . - . 
· · '· ... >_:.:.::. :·'·,>··- ~· _- Hence -cp.,; ~ 1 · and the_ proposition is proved. _ -· -
,•' 
• ! ; . ' : - . 
I ' • : ., • ' 
. ,.. . 
• • T ;,·. <•: • ,7 •,• \· ' 
. - -. . ~ . . ... 




PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (X,p,B) be a fiber space and let 
X be path connected. Then any two path components of a 
given fiber belong to the same homotopy type. 
r . 
r 
Pro·of: Let C and ____ c ' be two path components of 
-1 Fix C and p {b). XO € x' € C' 0 and let a : I -rX 
a path from XO to XI• 
·o 
So a(O) =x· 
o' 
a(l) = XI • 
0 
Define cp' cp • C _,_ CI by • 
cp(x) = A(x,poa)(l) 
,; ' ,; : C I ~ C . by 
·~.: 
.. 
t(x') = A(x', (poa)*)(l) 
be 
where (poa)*(t) = poa(l-t). That- cp is well defined is: 





to x' for all x EC. To that end, define: 0 
'3(0) :: x., ··and ~(1) 




'Y: I -..p-l(b) by -y(tJ'.;,;· A[~(t),poa.](l) 
.'Y ·is continuous for: 
---·· · ~ . h Xl. . 
... · ·'-:y : I 2::> IxI s . 1 :> l>X .. ·.·. poa. X I C 1 .. (IxMap(l,B))xI .· · .• 
t • ··.-·. r. -, ,-.. • • 
' ' ., •, '1 ,. ' ' f3XlMa (I B)XI .. · . . _ . . . · ._ · . /\XC1· _· _ 





···-::- -. •, 
r , ~~ -. 
. . . '. 
' .-
'· _, ···•. 
> • • ' ' ·;· '. :, • • • < \< •. 
. I 
I . 
•. , . ' . . . - ' . ,' 
,, 
• '11· [That we may apply is: pof,(t) = poa(O) = ~]. Then 
. .'i. ,:· , ' 
l • j • ~-•• ':' • l ·:,. ' 
:; . ·, .. -.· ... •', .' 




,1(0} = A[f3(0),poa](l) ,= A(:x,poa)(l) = cp(x) _ 
-y{l) = A[l3(1),poa](l) = A(x0 ,poa}(l) = cp(x0 ). 
'.' . ·":,· ' 
' ' ' ' ~ • • ' I '.,,•/ 
,. 
. . ' 
. :• 
Further 'Y is a path in Map{I,p-1{b)) for: 
po-y(t), = po A[l3(t), poa] (1) = poa{l) = p(x0 ) = b. 
Now define 'Y ' : I ...... p - l (b) by means of the homotopy, H, -· ------
from Proposition 3.1: 
.. 
1'·' (s.) = ·H(a, s) (1) 
)'' · is continuous for ·it is hi 
__ ci}xrx 1 
to·. ·x ': .·· 
·O 
-y' as a path from cp(x 0 ) 
. J .: . • . 
• 
·4' 
where H = h. 




. = A[x0 , poa] (1) 
' . . 
.. : : . 
. . 
' . . . 
.. 
.· .. ', . . .- .. • 
;., ' ·' 
. -··. - -
I • • • 
. ,, . 
. . . ·, . ··- . 
_, '' .. ,··-: -. 
:' . 
• • :. C • • 
.. . 
. '·.. , . 
' . 
. . 
. .. · 
'·. : ; 
. . : . . ~ . ·,: "'. : . . 
·. =!, -_ . = cp(xo) . 
. ' ... • 
. . 
' . ·-· 
' .. 
,· 
. ' . . . . . 
- .. , .. . ~ •, ' ' - - '. . ' ~ ·.. . . . . . 
. • - • . ;· - . • : '' .· J-.. . . . . ·. 'Ir .• - - . :,.., 
. ·.:, . . . .. . . .· ". . . ' .. 
·- ---_ - • __ : - :_: -y 1 (1) = H(ct,1)(1) = A[ct(l),P•ct'J{O) . - . • . ::\ 
. .., 
,. ... 
. .-..:.._: . 
·. .. .. ' 
··-~ 
. . r, 
·- . . ' .. 
" .. 
- .· .... _·. 
. ' ' 
.. . . . . ' .. . ·. ,• . 
. . ,- . ' .' ' '• .. '. '.. ... .. . . ' . . . . . .-· . ' - .... _.. . . ... . 
. - ... ' .: . : . . .· - .. ~- - . . . 
. . . . . .. .·-,. ,·- ... ,_- . . . . 
,· ..... _ . . . 
- . ; ., . ·;, . '-. < ' -. ', :-.- .. . •t . 
--_ -__ - · · • < _., •_-- ----. ·_ •-··-_ ·-y' ·•is also a path in Map{I, p-l (b)) for 
' :' . ·, . 
. ' • # 
. . . -.·.· "=. a(l). ·:::: X 1 
' .. ; •... ··'' ·. •· .··. 0. 
• - I • • ' ' '• • ~·,' • 
. • .. !''. . . :· .' . ;•:: . 7 ~ • ' : • 
'£ • • : • • . • 
. . . . . . . 
:~ . 
. . ··:' ',: ·. ~- . 
··:. ~- - '.' ~ : •• > • • : • 
" :" I·'. ' . : '• ·, , .•. ·. ,--. . ~ ... · 
... 
Hence we bave ,~, a path from ~(x) to ~{x 0 ), and ~·, 
-1 
a path from cp(x0 ) to x~, both paths in Map.(I, p (b)). 
Thus there is a path -::; : I -p-1 (b) given by: 
"::i(t) = 1(2t) if O ~ t < 1/2 
)''(2t-l) if 1/2 ~-t ~ 1. 
from ~(x) to x~. But x' e C~ and C' is a path 
0 
\. -1 
component of p · (b). Thus cp(x) also belongs to · C'. 
-rn a similar manner we may show that t is well 
That is, that t(C') C C. To that end let f3 ' defined. 
be a path • in p-l(b) from x' 
0 
to XI• Then f3 ' ( 0) = x' 0 . 
. 
and f3' (1) = x', where x' is any element of · c·• . 
Define 6 : I ...,. p -l(b) by J 
6(t) = A[t3·1 (t), (poa)*](l) : . .. -- ~-
Continuity· follows from the factorization: 
~ h Xl . 
. I 2:::,. Ix I. 5 I) Ix (poa.)*}xr c 1 ._IxMap.(I, B)xI 
f3 1Xl . . · 1'.XC · 
Map{Iz B)x1>, XXMap(I, B)xI l> Map(I,X)xl · ~ X 
I ' • . .. 
... . -.[fhat we may apply is: pof3 1 (t) = (poa)*(O) for 
po f3' ( t) ____ = b · and poa*( 0) , = (p·oa) (1) = ·b]. Now ,.;'.6 , is a· 
path from t(x~) to t-(x 1 ) . for: 
.. 
. . .. 
:1. . i .· ' ' .. :~ . 








. . : -·· . 
. ". . 
. •' ... 
-.·. ,. 
..... ' . 
. i ' 
. 
. 
6(0) = X[~'(O),(p,a)*](l) = A[:x~, {poa)*]{l) = t(x~) 
. ' ~ 
' 
,. 
6(1) = ~[~'(1),(poa)*](l) = ~[x',(poa)*](l) = t(x') 
0 ·is a path in Map{I,p-1{b)) for: 
po6(t) = p•~[~'(t), (poa)*](l) = (poa)*(l) 
\ 
= poa(O) = p(x0 ) = b. 
If we now de:.f ine 6 ' from I -1 . to p (b:) by: 
\ 
6 'i(t) = H(a*, t) (1) 
• ' '1 






where H · is the homoto.py of Proposition· 3. 1, .we have., as· .· 
,. 
before, that 6 1 · is continuous and provides a path frqm 
·,. 
t(x') to x , for: ·"'.!· ' 
0 0 
. ---' ··-- -
'· .. , .. : 
" '. '• : "' ., 
· .. = t(x~) · 
.. ' 
.. 







.. ·.. .·-·: 
. ·.. . . . 
. .4, . 
.· ·'.·, . :' . 
•. . .• : - , • r . '. .' 
• . ! • 
_,, .. .-. 
. ~ . . . . 
. - . . ... , : ·: .. ·;.' . ·, '. . . ' 
4 ·~ ., • ' '. 
. . . . .... .... ,•.: ,. - .. ·, ,- ..... 
' .. . 
. . ·, .... - ·: ·.· . 
... - -. 
' . ·• '.· 
.• . . . ' 
. . · · .. ·.·· f> 1 ·(1.) : = 1[a~(l), (po.a)*] (O) . ·. ,: · . · .. ,·.: · · ·. 
·.", ' .. -:·· ~ . '. __ :" · .. ' ·. . . .• . . . , . . . ' 
. -- ~ ,• .. , :; 
•. I •. ~ ._ • • "• ' 
:. I' 
. . . . . . .•: ..... 
• ' :, ~ •' • • ' ' ·.'_,. -',. . :·· . , ' . . ·, ·: • - . • . ' . • . .._' . . • :·a 
• • _ l.. . • ' • 
' • . ' . ·.- ~ • • 
- . . .• . 
. 
. =#:·a'k"fiJ> ~>a(Qj' · == ~ 0 · ••.. · ·-... / .. -.-.:,' :• .• ··.•-·· •· •·· ...••.• - i · ,: < . \ : .. ·-·-, ... <•· · . 
\ .. ·· . .'. ·-·. 
. . . ... 
. 
. ,. . ... 
' . ' . "" 
' • I ' • ' 
, .. ··. . . : 
. . . ·• ,. 
. .:- '. : . . . . . : . 
. ·. · .. _. . .. . - ' .. 
.. .. . \: .. 
' . . . ·. . - ... · . 
. . . -.. _ . -.. ,:-.~ ::-' . . ,. . 
;:.:·::·.: .. ;"~;'\:,··,·· .. '., ,:: ··::· . .- ... · .: :: . I . · .... ·.··. ·.· ·.. . .· ... ··· . -1 ... · .. ·; ·. · . ..c·: .. _;''.:". •. -.:.:'.: .. :°·. :. ·.: .... ··.·· .. 
> : .. -: .. · .·.· · ·:·· ... -' -~s ·before. · ~ ·. · is a path in Map(I, p (b)) . fo·r: ·::· :: . ·t,·: .. ··• .. : .. · · · \ . ·. ·•· 
• ·. . 
·; ; . ! ' ' '' ·.·, ·~~ . • ' -
. • ' 
. ' . 
. . . . ·.· ' ' ' ' . ' 
. -
: ·:·.·, ' .... '\ . ' 
' .' . 
. . 
. po6 1 (t)·, =.poH(a*,t)·(i) = poa*(l) . 
< = poa(O) = p(x0 ) = b. 
. ,l: ' : .. _. '... . ··-.. . . 
..46· .· 
' ' \' 
.;., ... 
-
... - .. 
~ .. -. 
-=:'" 
'~- ~ ' . 




' ' . . .... --.~ ... , . -··~--.---"····- . .- .~. '''\ 
. 
, .. '. 
... 
.\ 
. . . 
•, 
' .. ' ·., 
Combining 6 and 6 ' in the · obvious manner, we may pro-
vide a path in Map(I,p-l(b)) between -;(x')· and x
0
• · _·. 
Since x0 e C and C is a path co~onent of p~1 (b), 
' . 
- ,~ 0 • • I 
t(x') € ·c and thus ·t(C') C C • 
· Thus we .final.ly have that cp . ~ ~nd t 
\ 
are well defined. 
.. 
We now show that they are also continuous: Recall that · 
cp(x) = 'A(x,.poa) (1) cp factors as follows: 
\ . 
,. . ' 
h . h S · 1 S C ~ CX poa. c , XxMap(I,B)--,. XxMap(I,B)x l 




.- XxMap(I, B)xl 1:> Map(I,X)XI· ~'.X. 
• 
- [ Tha.t we ·may apply 7' is: p{x) = po<l(O)- • · since . -1 . . . .·· ·. X € p (b) · · .- .... 
, ... . 
and poa(O) = p(J.:C 0 ) = b.] Recall that t(x') = 'X(x', (pea)* .-
-(1) 't factors as ·follows.: 
C' !s C 'x {poa) * ( 1 ) XxMap(I,.B) !a XxMap(I, B).~ l 
.· .. ·.· .. _·· .. ·_.·.· • <_ i t :XXMa( .. -I B). xI AXIL . Ma .. :~, (I X)XI · .. · ~ >x 
.. .P ,_ . ->. ,p' ...• 
. . . . . - . . . . 





. - . . " ' ~ . '• ' . 
: - :. - .. ·: . . ;~ ·: 
'• • • • ', : • L : ....... ' ,· 
":: ~ • .,:·,- 1, 
. ~ · .. :.. ' ' . - ·,' ·. . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
' . . . 
. . ~ •. . . 
- . ,··, ... ' ,• ,• .. 
. > . - --- ,, . . 
• ,'> _.,;: - , ' I ' 
• - , • • ., ~ ': ,' •. ._ '. ,'. ':• r 
. -. 
- . .-; 
- • !.. • ' 
. - . ' " " -
.•· : · :_ ; [Again we may apply /\ for p(x') = b and (poa)*(O) 
; .......... ·\.·_.·._· .· .. ·•.··._• : ...... =·poa(l) = p(x;) ·=,b.] ... ·· 
- . 
. . -- .· .'.. ; 
.. , 
.. ' . - . -· . 
. . 
, . ... . . -
' :- .. . . 
: '. ·.' .. '. . . .. . ' . . . ... . . 
. . ' - - '. . ~ . ' 
\· • ~ -. :·--!..) 
To see that . foq> "' 1, we proCeed as in Proposition .•. 
·,::: :_ :·_: · '.-,:: ·.: -~ .:, __ , ~ ,.., .2· .. and ... · u .. se Lemma .J. 1 .. • 
,· . . .... - ·:.' _ .. ·: ... ·. . ,·-~ ... -
.. . I . 
• l ..•. ' 
Calculating V/ocp(A), we find , Vocp(x) = t(cp(x)) = ·· ( ·. : ' i .·. 
' . ' . . .. . . ' . .' . 
- .. , , t(A(x,poa)(l)) = /{X(x,poo:){l), (p.,a)*](l). Heiice the L 
' . .. . . . ' . 
:· ' 
.. ·.; ... 
·"·· .. 
.. 
for Lemma 3.1 where L(x) = ax. must be such that: 




Define L : C ~ Map{I,X) by L(x) = A(x,poa)* = a . 
X 
Tlien ax{O) = -X(x,poa)*(O) = A.(x,poa)(l) 
p~~(x,poa)*(t) = po~(x,p~~)(l-t) 
. :, ·~ t t-~ . 
. "'W 
.,; --
.\ = poa(l-t) = (poa)* 
··....;_ 
cix {l) = A(x, poa.) *{l) = A{x, poa:) (O) 
= X • 
The continuity of L follows from its factori·zation: 
h . h l 
C _s ex po a. C 1 • IxMa p (I, B) . _s IxMa p (I' B) X 1 J 
. /\XII .· 
e- 1 • IxMap(I, B)xI ... · > Map{I,X)xI .. ~ X · 
. . 
Careful examination of Lemma 3.1 will show that it 
. . -1 . 
·provides tocp "" 1 if tocp : F ....,. F where F = p (u) for· 
some u. This is not the· ca.se with C, however. · To· 
' • i 
provide a rigorous proof, · it is nec'es·sary_ to show that · 
~. . 
;,. 
•, ' . _·,: 
the homotopy in the lemmcl, given ip .· this, case by.·. G(x, t)• 
• ! . . ' . -; . . • . •. • :•~r f'-. '. - . 
.. '. ' .. 
= H[A{x,poa.)*,t]{l), maps C x I· into C •. To this end, 
. . . . . 
- .. 
·c .. · ' ··.··· ···•· · .. ·.· .. we need to connect · G{x; t) . to a point· in· C · with a path 
. : . ·• ~- ·• . ... '.. . 
'/". :, . ·. . ·; .· .,: .: . . . : . . . . . . . . -1 . . . . . " . . 
:: ;_;;.~ :::. . ~ .: _·. . . <... · : · : .. · : · · . 1. n -· Map ( I, p, . (b) ) . • . · ~- . 
• ';,: -~ . • . • ' ·, •.: ::~1 I • . , '• . \. • • . • . . . • • • ' • 
.. -. 
........ 
. . ·., .'' -
,• 
• • • ' ~ : ·1 ~- '. •• •• .' •. ' ••• · • 
. , ·, 
·- •,' - .· .. · . 
. .. ···.; .'·'. ,· ~ 
~ .. · . . . . 
·Let.· (x1 , t 1) , C· ~ l.. ·. Then. ·.the requit"ed patij .. i~ ···•····.· · . i : •\· ···. · ·. 
. . 'I . 
I . 
f : I '"? p-1 (b) by f (u) = G(x1, t 1 -t1u). f is continuous 
for if t, t: I '"?I· is defined by £(u) = t 1-t1u, we 
have: 
·' 




. . . ' .•_.:,,_~.-. ,· ~ 
..... '!" ·~·· ----- J ~- --
...... . .' 
But ~: 
h . G f : I ~ xl · X I e, 1 t X x I ...,. X • . 
f(O) = G(x1,t1) 




:• .. --~-.. , 
~ A[~(x1,p~a)*(O),pa~(x1,poa)*](l) 
= A~(x 1, poa) (1), poa(x1, poa) *] (1) 
·a 
. - , . 
. , 
' . ( 
... 
I . ; • • ." ' • . 
.: ' . ,.. 
. •  ..,..J • 
;.: _, _· . 
. ,-· .· 
,- i-· •• --· '. 
. ' 
' .. ·· . ' 
·- - . .... . . . . . 
·= poa(l-t) = poa* .,- . . 
' . 
----:--- -·-- So. f(l) = A[A[x1,poa](l), poa*](l). ·. However, 
A(x1,p0 a.)~l) = q>(-Xo). Siilce XO e C, q>(xo) E c• .. Th.en 
... 
:;·"· 
:: ,: ., ~ 
.. '· : .. 
•.. - .:.r-.. ' ;,.:,· • .• -':·>~ .· 
• 
• '•. .I ,' 
., . . \ 
. . 
,, . ._· . 
. ,, . . . 
( ·. 
! 
' ' . 
' ' I .• • 
''; •' .. 
,•' '.' ' 
.. ~· . 
. . 
'. , . r, ·, ,, ,I • 
• r I i , I 
, - '' 
. . . 
' ' (,. 
_,. - ·- . 




. -1 . f is··a path in Map(I,p (b)).· is: 
\ . 






= po~(x1,poa)(O) .· 
= p(x1) = b. · ' ':'; ."' 
i 
. ', '. ' 
' . . 
' •· . 
'. -
r' '. ·' 
>-,·' ,, . ' i 
. ~. : ' •, ·, . 
•. !_" '' .: • ' . 
.. ' 
' . 
... .- . ·' 
r • • • 




.. ' " <j ., 
.. .. -. ·:· . . . •. 
~ . '' ,• 
. . 
• •·.· t-C", •• . 
" - • i J' . I 
' ', • • • L, • 
' • I• I• ., 
. . .. . 
.· \ . 
. ,· """' •. 
\ . . 
To see that cp.,; "' 1, we follow a similar line of 
' ' 
t . 
· -reasoning. This time we leave o,.ut many of ·the details. as 
the proceed as before. 
. 
; 
The L necessary for Lemma 3.1 is given by: 
L.(x.) = 1.(x .. ,. (.:p.a).*)~-~ .• . ' 
. . •, . ·_,, .. · .. : 
, 
. :. Since ............ • .. . .. ' . ; ~ . - . {-,·,' I ' • ' --·- .' 
. . _1·. ' · .. •· . 
~ ' ., . •' 
. , ~ '· '· ' . '. 
~ ' . . 
. - . 
-W•Y(x). = cp(t(x)) = cp(/\(x, (poa) *) (1) · . 
. . . . . ,' :. . ... :· - : ' . : . . 
·-. . . ~ 
. ,· . ·, - . ' ' 
L \ I •• 
,:-: .. 
• ·• ' ..• -. • ,'!, 
. . . . ' 
·.·'.·_. .. ·.;::.:, .. ,·":-~ .. : ./ ,.-- .. 
',•; 
= A(A(x, (poa)*) (1), poo.) (1) · . . .. , .... . . .,:·. 
. .:, . .. . 
,-, : . .. ··;. : . . . . 
. ' . 
i-. •• • • • . • '.;_ • :· '• ~ • 
• •L• 0 ' • 0 • 
-", I • " • • 
::-- .. . 
.. · . 
. . ' .. · ..... _ ' -~---·--·-..+-· \ 
. That the lemma . will suffice to give a map frofu~ ,, ...•. ·•··••··•· ) < ' : 
. •'· . . 
, . - C'xI -c' depends on being able to connect G'Cx1,t].). . '. < 
·~ ... · .. ' . . . 1 
. . . . -
.· .. · · . ··· .. ···. •· • .· .. ·. · to a point · in C' with a path in Map(!, p (b)) . where the· 
.... -• . . . 
·••.• ; :/ ,· G'' in this case is:. G'(x,t) = H[A(x, (poa:)*)*,t](l) and· 
· \ < _ > ··.·•·•·• i .·.·.··• {x1 , t 1) € C' x I. · ·As · before such a · path is given by 
• .. / . • .·.·: G'(x1,t1 .;t1~). ·· .. Having th\ls established the existence of · 
' . 
,'., •.:'." .'-,. :. -,, 
I I •I .• • ' 
r· 
a homotopy equivalence, cp !' C -"P" C' we have that· C and 
C' are of the same homotopy type. 
PROPOSITION 3. 4. Let (X, p, B) be ·a fiber space with B 
wlc. Then for each b EB there exists a neighborhood 
-1 ~ -1 U · such that (p (u), p, U) f (gxFb, q, !,!) where Fb = p (b) 
. and q(u,f) = u. 
' Proof. Since· B is wlc, for each b € B, there 
exists a neighborhood, Ub such that Ub -ts contractible . 
to b over B. Let b be given and Ub the .contractible 
neighborhood. Then there exists a map j, j . : UbxI - B 
such that j(u,o) = u for each u E Ub and j(u,l) = b 
for each u e Ub. Since I is locally compact, j is 
continuous. Let J ~ = J. Let· J(u) 
°'u .. is a path from u to b. 
.. ··Define: 
I • ·~ 
be denoted 
· ~cp(x) = [p(x),~(x,J(p(x)))·(l)] 
... 
and define b-y 
· t (a, f) = A(f·, J(a) *) (1) ./ 
... ·-- --- ·-·-
whe-re 
•,• .. ···.· . 
· .. 
. ; ~ ,. •, ,' ' ' ' . 
' • ,,-, •• -:· ' .;• I 
' . "• . ,,; ' .· . i· : . '' . 
' ' ' .· '. > ' . · .. ' . :, •. . . . ' ' 
.•. - ,, : '. ... ', :~ :.''·-· . 
.. ,.. · .. 
. ... . . 
. ' .. ,





. " . . .. 
. ' ·'' 
·:~. 
!'~ 
' ' 1' 
,. ... ,·. 
. . . 
..,·' 
Then both cp · and ,; are well defined for: . ; •, . ~:. \•,.' .. -· ''-'• '..·' ' 
; .. :;., . -~ 
' ' ' I 
'. I ~ - , ' 
' .. ~ 
. .. 
. ' 
<p : if x € p -l(ub), then p(x) E Uh 
. . ' 
and poi(x,J(p(x))(l) = J(p(x))(l) 
. = j (p(x), 1) = b. .. )! I . 
::.. 





= J(a)(O) = j(a,O) = a e Uh.!--~ _ ! 
Further, both cp and ,; are contintfous for: 
--
.. 
• "'I ._,.,..............._. ----· 
.-L~f'~~.~ _we may apply " is : p(x) .. ~ J(p(x.)) :(0) - since -· 
J(p(x)) (0) ~ j (p(x), 0) = p(x)]. 
-
~ . . . . 
, .I•,,, • '' : . 
. . . . '·: . 
. . ' . 
.• .. ' 
·.lF XT . h \. . . . . . . b · · . . . ·~· . . · ·S·· .. · -- · 1 · · · ) FbXMap(I;B) - FbxMap(I, B)x 1 Ca • FbXMap(I, B)xI 
: . . . . 
.. ,, " ,· . 
. ' 






· .. ··AXl- · 
. 
1::> Map(I,X)xl ~ X 
.. \\ '.·, 




where Tr : YXZ ....,. ZxY is given by Tr(y, z) = (z, y) • •' .. ' 
T: Map(I,B) -Map(I,B) is given by T(a)(t) ·= a(l-t). 




... ' . 
,, 
: - , 
. . 
:·,. 
= J(a) (1) = j (a, 1) = b. ] In addition, q, and ,; are fiber . · 




maps, that- is, qocp = p and pot = q for:· 
(1) qocp(x) = p(x). 
\ 
(2) pof(a;f) = p(~(f,J(a)*)(l) 
\ 
= J(a)*(l) = J(a)(O) = j(a,O) = a 
· = q(a,f). 
To establish tocp"' 1, we may again make use of 
Lemma 3. 1: 
. ~ ---Cal cu 1 at in g Vo~(x) we,have, tocp(x) = t(~(x)) 
= t(p(x),11.(x,J{p(x)))(l)) = /\[/1.(x,J(p(x))(l), J(p(x))*](l). 
Hence the L of the lemma needs to satisfy: (if L(x) 
= 0, ) 
X 
ax(O) = /1.(x, J(p(x)) (1); poax = J(p(x)) * and ., 
.. ,!. 
. ' ··.-=--' '. . 
~~:~- _,. ·-~i;-'-· . .. ax ( 1) = x. .. 
Define L : p -l(Ub) _.,. Map(I,X) by 
- ~ '' . -
• ! . : 
.~ .. 
.J .•• -,. . • 
- .. 
L(x) = /1.(x, J(p(x)) * = ax • . .. .. '. ·-:; .. 
' .. 
. . 
. ! .. 1' ', 
• .. 
•r· '\ ,;; ·._ 
•. 
.; .· Then .. . ' ~-:; ~ . . . . ,,, :• 
' 
. . . . 
. 
• . 4'' 
1'' • ,' 
. • ; • ~ '~ . ,· : . • j ' 
.' ·~ •. ·• •·· . "· . .. 
... . ' ~ . 
' ' •• - I • , '. • 
,. . ,. 
•j r• ·, ' : : • 
,, -._ ; - ·. ~ -' 
,: '.' ~ •, . ' •' ,.' . ' 
. . . ., . . .,. ,_.' ~ . ,'.·:~.-<_·-.. -, ·'~. !, r•··.' ·, · 1 i • .• . , 
:· ., .,::. ·. • . . . i':. '·. ;. .. ' ~\ -~ ' • . . -
• 1 ' • •· ;; /' • • • , · c' • _1 ' , , ·: • ., .f ·: ' 
', ,,, . ' • ' • r ~ • , 
. ' ' ' . ' ' 
. ' 
' • ' I 
.• 
. . 
. . . 
. . ' 
•. . 
- . . . , 
.• ·, ' .. ,-· i_ • 
. \. 
; ............. ...:. ' 
(1) a.x (0) = /\(x, J(p(~}) *(O) = A(x, J(p(x)) (1) 
(2) peax(t) = poA(x,J(p(x))*(t) 





(3) ~ (1) = ~(x,J(p(x))*(l) = ~(x,J(p(x))(O) X· 
=x. 
. ~- ' 
Further, L may be factored as: 
. 
~ lp-l(Ub)Xp 
P-l(ub) .....,.2 P-l(ub)xp-l(ub) > 
... 
: ""'.". 
lp-l(U )XJ · - . /\ 
. b :> p 1 (Ub)xMap(I, B) -.. Map(I,X) ! Map(I,X) 
where T(a)(t) = a(l-t). 
[ That we may apply A is: p(x) = J(J.?(x)) (O)· 
J(p(x)) (0) = j (p(x), O) = p(x).] 
. ,, 
• SJ.nee 
·. ' ,/ ,._ .. , ._ 
. . ':•·•··· ,, 
' . 
·, .-,,. .. ' 
He~ce we have a homotopy establishing ·t.cp .ru 1. How-· 
cl' eyer, this honJq,topy must ~lso preserve project·ions.·. 
Recalling the proof of t·he Lemma 3. 1, we see that in this 
i 
·, ·. ·'.:: 
i ,·.. ,\ • 
. ·,' 
:, . ~ ,. 
' I, ' 
.:_· ., ·: .- •. -.. ·. 
;. ~'---~· 
.. ----v 
case the homotopy is given by: G(x,t) = H[X(x,J(p(x))*,t](l) 
But poG(x,t) = po~[A(x,J(p(x))*,t](l) 
,~ po~(x,J(p(x)))*(l) 
• ''. ! ,, I ' - ·:'- L' 
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-
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,' 4r ,, ,·: 
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. ' .. 
::,.. \' 1' .. ,· 
I , 
. ' . ~ po~(x,J(p(x)))(O) 
= J(p(x)) (0) l · 
i •. ' ~ ' ' .' ~ ' ' : .' I :, '' • ",·. ," ' 
' .... - -
.• i ' . ' .:·· .. '1. .'! 
.. ,,,,, 
,i, ' ' .I 
= j(p(x),O) 
... 
I , = p(x) 
To establish cpo-,Jt:r-"t;-1 we apply a similar technique. We 
have that. cpaj(a,f) = ~(t(a,f)) = ~(A(f,J(a)*)(l)) 
\ 
-
= [ po A(f, J(a).*) (1), A[ A(f_, J(a) *) (1), J(po A(f, J(a)*) (1)] (1)] 
= [J(a)*(l),~[~(f,J(a)*)(l), J(J(a)*(l))](l)] 
·i = a, A[i\(f,J(a)*)(l), J(a)](l) 
• 
. . 
Rather than using Lemma 3.1, this time we define a homotopy. 
directly by: 
G(a,f,t) = (a,H(X(f,J(a)*)*,t)[l]). 
Then ' G is continuous for it factors as: (U. = ~ F = Fb) 
~2XlF I 'luxJxlF I . ' ' 
ux·FxI ' X > UxUxFxI . X >- UxMap(I,.B)XFXI 
luxTxlF ·r . · luxTrxl~ ..•. · .. . .· · . . / · . 
. · x :> UxMap(I, B)xFxI ... · ··· ~ UXFXMap(I, B)XI · 
J ! I 




10x:>o<11 · . .·. h . . . 1 . 
. :> UXMap(I,X)xI ~ UxMap(I,X)xix 15 . . ' . . ·~ : _, . ·,;: 
. . ·, . ' .. , 
. ' 
·i luxHx11 · ... ·. · ... 
·. ·< > ·t1xMap(I, X)xlxl . . · > UXMap(I,.X)xI ·. 
. .' \ ' - ··,_' .. ·. 
,. . . 
' ~ --
. •' ••• !. 
. :'.. "l XTxl . . . 1 Xru · · 
.. ·. '. ·. U t:> UXMap(I,X)xI U ) UXX • . · · · · . 
' . ' . - . '' ·~ .· 
. '/"'.. ,· ,,· . ' . "··. 
: . ' . ' 
' . ' ' . 
• 'r ' .' , 
.. ,: ,) ' . ' 
· 55. · 
..... 
. . . ... ~ . . : 
. ' 
'.,,' : : . 
i:_· "' ._. ' . ' . J·'· . \. . • l • 




'" ' . " 
[ Tha .. t we may apply A p(f) = b • 1s: and J(a)*(O) 
= J(a)(l) = j(a,1) = b.] G is, of course, well defined 
for 
; .:J· 
-.:·.- ... ' 
poH(A(f, Jn(a)*·)·*, t) (1) · ~·-- .._ - . •' - ,·; -~~ ·.,··-_7.: "' 
= A(f,J(a)*)*(l) = A(f,J(a)*)(O) 
= f 
' 
the proper homotopy for: 
,. 
· (1) G(a,f,o) = (a,H(~(f,J(a)*)*,O)[l]) 
. 
= (a,~(X(f,J(a)*)*(O), po~(f,J(a)*)*)[l]) 
' 
·:. 'h" 
= (a,~(A(f,J(a)*){l), J(a))[l]) 
= cpot (a, f) 




= (a, f) · 
.. _; ., 
. . . . 
•' ' . 
r 
I "', - ; 
(3) 
. . 





COROLLARY. If B is contractible, ·ex, p, B) is · fiber homo-
. t9py equivale~t to a product $p~ce . 
" . 
,,•' ,:: ... ·_.,:.'. \ 
.· .- ·. ,' '. ,· ·, 
. . ' 
', 
' . 
, • , • '; ~ , C- • 
. - -~· '. - . -~ . . 
......... __ ,..., _____ _ 
r- . ; . 
• . . 
, Proof: Let b0 be the pqint: to which B • is con-
tractible. Then in the proo~ of the proposition, we may 
substitute B for Ub and we obtain 
•' 
"' 
-.,\b-·-· ,·~i '. c::·..;. . (X,p,B) f (BxF,q,B)~ 
1 \"' 
PROPOSITION 5. Let {X,p,B) be a fiber space with ·B 
wlc and path connected. Then there· exists a space F and 
a family U 
, a 
(p -1 (Ua)' p, Ua) 
of open sets covering 
'\, 
I (UaxF, q, Ua) • 
Proof: By Pr~position ~' -there· 




1ua of open sets covering B such that (p-1 (Ua); p, Ua) 
(U xp-1(b) q U) where b 
a a, '· ' a a 
• the point to which 1S 
U is contractible. Pick b0 EB a, such that U 
"aO 
. . 
contractible to b0 for some a0 • Then 
-1 ~- . 
·(p (Ua), p, U0 ) f (UaxF a' q, U0 ) • ,. 
Let be the fiber· -·maps · between -1 p . (U ) 
a 






-13y · 'Proposition 3. 2, F 
a 





,homotopy type. Let fa . and ga. be the homotopy equiva- · 
lence and its inverse for 
. I 
F . and · F . · Define . .. 




.. . :, . ~ . 
' . : . 
.·.· .. · :r0 : p-l(Ua.). - U0 xFa · by:· r 0 (x) = (,ru ocp(x);. fo'lfF ocp(X)). 
· -o · · - a. 1'· a 
_. . . . · _ • · . _ . -l · CJ>a . lXf . is continuous for: p (U ) - U xF,.. ~ U XF ·. ·. · a. - a u, - . - a a •. O· 
... 
••.:...1-•oJ--· ·••H 
. :- ~-' 
' . ... 
- ,, _, 
Define s : u xF - p -l(u ) 
a a a 0 a 
by· ... ,, 1 
·sa = "a.o U· xga. Then 
,I •• _.:..• 
a 
sa is continuous for: 
lxg· .. ~ 
a "a -1 u XF --:> u xF ) p (Ua) a a 0 a a 






a by q ~ 7fa . a (projection on 
Then: 
\ . . ' 
1 .. r is· a fiber ~c;1p: (or q or = p) a - · a a 
where·· , cp ·(e) = u, f. 
. a, 
. I 
= u = p(e). Hence q (r (e)) =p(e). 
a a. 
2. S is a fiber map: (or q = pos ). Let a a a 
(u, f) € UaxFa • Then posc/u, £) = po,Jra(tl,ga(f)). Btit 
0 
pota = q or ~pofa(u,ga(f)) = q(u,ga(f)) = u. But 
qa(u,f) = u so pota(u,f) = q{0u,f). 
.. --~ ~ G • 




cp O cp "V~;-1. ~rha t is 
a· a _ .. · ' 
· · -1 -1 . G : p (U )XI _,. p· (U ) be 
a a 
-G(e,o) =to~ -(e) 
.a a 
G(e, 1) = e 
GI : F XI _,. F 
a . a. be G ' : g o f. f\, 1 , tlla_ t is, . · a a 
• ' '~ • ' L • 
... '-·-
u ) . a . 
,§>' 
' 
' •1· i.'-:_ ",1'·• .. • , •• 
-.._ 
' :~ . . ' . ' .. _}. -.. , \ ::· •·· . . ..: ; . 
.r ' • - ••. · •• 
,. ' 
. ·, 
.. '• .· ' 
. . ls° ·.' ' 
., -, . 
" · · G' (f, 0) · = ga• fct,(f) 
• . :_ .• _::_S .. ·. . . 
'. . \ ·., 
' ' . 
. . . .·, ' 
' I • • ' 
. : ::· ,._:· ._'.:_: · ..: .. : ., ··: . ·• -. ·. G '.( f 1) = f 
. . . ' . . '·'· . . . ; .. '.. •,: . ' '. ·.. . .. . ' 
. .. . ~. 
\ ;, . 
' • ' .' ~ r '_ ' :· ,· • • 
;' ·,· ,' . ' ·, 
•' '·,. . ,i,.. - .. '.·\.: "'' . . 
. ··.-,, 
' i 
'· .··. ·,'.:'_' ' 
... 
. . . 
:. . . . j . . . . ; : : \ . ' ··. . ' ' . ' -' _ .. :·.. . ' . . ' ',•,, - . 
i ' .• '. ,,.,,,, : •. •, ·•. • 
·,. • • o I • I • • • 
•·• • .. 1 .• , ,• '.-,· r ,; 
• ' r· . 
L 
-1 ____ ___,. 
., 







:' ' . 
. , . 
. . . 
' '' 




H(e,t)·= 'Ip' a. ( 7r u o q> a ( e) , G ' ( 'll"F. o q> a ( e) , 2 t) 0 s_ t s_ 1/ 2 a Cl· 
G(e,2t-1) 1/2 ~ t S, 1 . 
lu xG' 
a cpQ -1 :> U XF --;> p . (Ua,) a a 
•• .........., '!. ---:-, L: ,,.....;.. 
. ..,:. 
where 
tr: [O,l/2] ...... r is .e1 (t) = 2t and _e 2:[1/2,l] ..;.,.1 
..... 
On the intersection . ?, ··'.1. . is wel 1l defined for,· 
on t·he one . hand_, 
. ':,·· 
hl(e;l/2) = ta<'lfu ocpa(e),G'('lfF' ocpo:(e),l) 
u ·a . . 
. -
. ',·:;, I .•, L_ ' ', ' ', 
. . . ..- ' . - . 
' - . ' ' 




·, .·~:. _· ·.· = .t aoq, a, (e) . 
-, '• 
_-- '. . .' . •' .. ' ' . -
. . 
: .... 






' ,. ,• e O' '•: L •. 
... /' . 
>· 
. . . . 
: .. :· 
. , 
On the other hand h:i(e, 1/2) = G(e, 0) = taocpa (e). Since 
p-1 (U0) x [0,1/2] and p-l(ua.) x [1/2,l] form a finite 
-1 
closed cover of p (Ua) x I, H is well defined and 
continuous. But 
H(e,O) =,; (~U ~cp (e), G'(1t. oq>rv(e),O)) 
a .. a a, .tt· a \,.c, 
-
\ .... 
H(e,1) = G(e,1) = e = l(e). Further poH(e,t) =-p(~) 
'· ,-:~·~·-1 . 
.. _ _.,, 
for each t e I: 
po H ( e, t) = po,; a ( '11b o ci:>a. ( e) , G 1 ( 1~?: o qi a. ( e) , 2 t) ) 
a a · 
-
= q ( Vu O ·CJ) ( e ) ' G I ( '1f F O cp ( e) ' 2 t) ) a a ·· a, -- a 
= 1f U o cp a, ( e) = q o cp a ( e) ... ,= ,P. ( e) . • 
a ... ,... . · ..... ·. 
or poH(e,t) = poG(e,2t~l). But since; G r',\ is . the· · f ib·er · . 




poG(e,2t-1) = p(e). ,•., 
.... : . 
' ' 
/ . ' 
.. 
'. ,/ ' 
' C 
1 , •• 
" ' _i • 
,. .• .~ 
< • 
. ' ' 
.... '... ·.. ·,.' , 
•. · ·"'""' ' 
:· . :...,------ -
. : . . . ,- -
.,.•,-
. 
:Hence we have tha:t · sa:ora '"'- 1 -preserving projections. - · · 
1
/ , '..: :: , 
4. To demonstrate that -· r o·s. -"' 1 -define 
a a .. ' -. . .·· •.: 
. . ' . 
'I ' . 
' J . : U · x F·?<. x I -7' U · · ·x F 
-a d: · a a 
.. 
. to be the homotcpy maki,ng <Pa.•ta "' 1. i That is, 
. ' . ' 
'-· 
- . .. 
, . ..:. 
. -~ . ' . . : ' : 
J(u,£,1) = u,f 
J 1 : F ~ F to be the ~omotopy making 
°'o ao 
f og ~ 1. a a 
Define 
\ 
J I ( f, 0) = f o g ( f) 
a,.. a 
JI (f > 1) = f • 
K = U X F X I _,. U X F- by · K(u, f, t) a a 0 a a0 
= (u,J'(f,t)). Then let H' · U xF xI .....,. U xF be 
• a a a a 
· 0 0 
· •• c. 
. ' . ·''· ' . 
u, ,• ' 
' '• '~ •.', ' I ' 
That is, 
(1r oJ(u,g (f),2t),f 01rf· o J(u,g· (f),2t)) .. 
ua a a a a . 




factors as follows: 
._ 
h 1 • U XF 1 · · a a 
0 
hi which is continuous for • J.S 
U .. xF. 
h' 1 . 





· a. · a;: 
·- :'·,· -, . . . . 
. . . ··. ·... _,,'·.- - . 
,' , 
'. ·,, :_. :. 
/; .... -. ,, -.. ' ._ ,) .. 
lx:·£ ~ · 
· 
0 :;> U xF . • . . . ... . 
a a 0 , ... · ... ·: ....... _· .... '··· 
• ' ':' •• •, • -· ' 0 .'! 
'" . 
H' I U XF x[ 1/2,1} is a h2' ·. whi_oh is contitluous for ·. h_.2• a a 0 ·.. . .. 
• fac·tors as · foll.ows: · 
'' . 
' ' . . 
'.' 1, '(' 
1X£2 K 
· h 1 • U XF [ l / 2, 1 ] :> · U XF · I - ~ U XF 2 • a. a 0 a a.0 a a 0 
' ,, 





where .e1 and .t2 are as before. On (U0 xF a0
)xl/2 
l-' 
hi and h2 agree on (U0 xF*[ O, lf 2]) n (U0 xFx[ 1/2, 1]) .. 
On the one hand, hi (u, f, 1/2) = (1ru. oJ(u, g
0 
(f), 1), -
. ~ ' 
fa.o'lrF oJ(u,ga(f), 1)): Vu (u,ga.(f), fa.o7TF (u,ga(f)) 
a a a 
= u, f g (f)). ---·· 
a.a '-)'..) . 
h~(u,f,1/2) = (u,J'(f,O)) On the other han·d, 
~--.. ---~---~ 
_;:..:i - ----,.._ - - ' • 
... As before H' defined by hi and ·ht_. is continuous . 
. ..... 
-Then 
H'(u,f,O) = 1ru. oJ(u,gc/f),O),f0 ovF. oJ(u,g0 (f),O)) a . - -a. -· .· . 
= r o s .(u, f) . a a. . 
· H' (u, f, 1) ··~ K(u, f, 1) 
~ --.·-••. ·'! 
= (u, ·J' ( f, ~)_) ___ _ 
""i. 
.•~ 
= (u, f) . ., ',· 
, a , 
' > :i" ; : :, ' •;,'?_ -: ... ' ' ,it - ; ·_-·;/··;·;:;\; ,( 
·· I l· -~- • 
Fur~I?-~r, H' .preserves projections. -Tha.t is· we can show 
, , that q0 oH 
1 (u, f, t) ::: q0 (u, f). For O ~ t -~ 1/2, 
. . - .- .. 
. - q0 ~H'(u,:J:, t) = 'ITU oJ(u,g0 (f},2t). j ... . . - . a . . .. 
~ •- - ' ' . 
,· ,• . ~ 
., 
., . ,,, 
. . 
'· 
' .. , '- _.: '.' . 
However, vu = q. Hence q0 oH
1 (u,f,t) = qoJ(u,g0 (f),2t). 
Cl 
But· J also preserv~s projections. Hence 
qf course, q (u,f) = u. So. q oH'(u,f,t) = q (u,f) if 
.a a a 
0 ~ t ~ 1/2. For 1/2 ~ t ~ 1, 
~ _. 
qa.oH'(u,f,t) = qaoK(u,f,2t-l:) = qa.(u,J'(f,t)) = u, 
\ 
and qa(u,f) = u. This gives us H' making raosa ~ 1 
preserving projections and so the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (X,p,B) be a fiber space where 
X is metric and B is wlc and paracompact. Then 
,. 
(X, p·, B) is reg-ular. That is, the- lifting. func .. tio.n-, .A,. 
'. ' . . ;, . . - . 
• - •• ·J 
provides a constant function as the image of a constant map · 
into .B. (If a ~s constant, ~(a) is .~onstant). 
Proof: We use the Uniformization Theor~em of .. ,.Hurewicz 
. " (See [D]; p. 403 -Corollaryl/3.6 -Chapter XX) which 
states that (X, p, B) will. be .regul.ar if every p
1
oint · b 
I 
-1 . " . 
has a neighborhood U so that (p. (IJ), p I _1 , P') is. p (q) 
regular. Since (p·-l(U),pl _1 (U),U) isa fiber space for. p 
... any U ·(See · [ D; p. 394 - Example · 5, . Chapter XX]) we need 
only show that .each point in b has such a neighborhood 
. . 
for which (p - l (U}, p I 1 , U) is regular. .· Using the 
. p - (·U) 




f· ,, -· . 
! . 
' 
- .. __,............ 
I . 
' . ' 
' ' i . • . 
Dugundji (See [D; p. 397 - Corollary 2.4, ·chapter XX]) 
which says that a fiber· s·pace is regular if the base space 
is metric, we will succeed if we can prove that the u's 
.given by Proposition 3.4 are metric. 
To ·sh·ow. U is metric: Using Proposition 3.4, 
-1 ' ~ (p (U),.p,U) f (UxFb,q,u) for some Fb = p~1 (b} where 
b E U. Now this implies a cross section exists for . 
pl _1 . Such a cross section is a lifting of p (U) 
1~: U .....,.u .• 
Define f : uxo ....,. uxFb 
e E Define cJ, : UXI _., U 
by 
by 
f (u, O) = (.u, e) __ for ~ny 
• 
</>(u, t) ·= u for each 
Then and are continuous and is a homotopy of 
t. 
go f. Since WxFb, q,U) is a. fiber space, there exists. a 
homotopy, </l':V.xl -?'U><Fb covering· c/>.g So. qoc/>.l(u,t). = 
</>(u,t). Define CJ: U -p-1 (U) by cr(u) = Vo</> 1 (u,o). 
Then cr is a cross section: 
po cr(u) = poto cp' (u, o) 
!'-!•',''''· . 
'"· ' .· 




/. = c/>(u, o) = qo f (u, o) = u = l{u) 
Hence cr -is a cross section. 
_, .. __ ._ - ._ 
·-..--',;.. ' 
. . -1 
Now U may be embedded in . ·x:: cr : U -,. p ·. (U) is 
. .. 
.. •.•.•. 
I • • • . • 
. t:,he embedding. Define cr-l: cr(U) ..... U by cr-1 (e) =p{e) 
-1 o:r a : cr(U) i p-l(U) Er U so then cr-l is continuous 
' . . 
. . ' .... ·:.-· _' ' 
,, ' . 





. .. ', ' 











a-1oa(u) = o-1 (cr(u}) = p(cr(u)) = l(u) = u 
croa-1(e) = cr(p(e)). 
But' since e E cr(U) ,· there exists u1 E U such that 
e = cr(u1). So crocr-1(e) = crop(cr(u1)) = cr(u1) = e. So 
. 
this is the embedding. Since metrizibility ·-is a topological 
and a subspace invariant (See [D; p. 186 - Theorem 5.1, 
Chapter IX].) we have that U is metric and the proposition 
is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3. 7. Let (X,p,B) be a fiber space. Let 
= p -l(b)' r-··· F b B be such that F • contractible • X € 1S in 
~ 
to X € 
0 
F. Let n be the loop space based at b. Then 
n dominates F. That • there must be f F ~n is, an • • 
which has a left homotopy inverse. 
Proof: Let c : FxI ~ X be the contraction. So 
c(f,1) = f c(f, o) Let A C = c. So C ! F -"" Map (I, X) 
where C(f}(t) = c(f,t) so C provides a path from x0 
'u 
to any point -of f in X. Define F C Map(I,X) to be 
',. 0 . 
-




F if a(O) = X poa(l) =b 
·O 0 • • 
"' " I'\., . 
Define p : F _.,. n 
. . 0 
"' . b-y p(a)(t) - poa(t). Then define cp : F -r n by _.,,_...._.~ .. __ · ··--·-. ,- : : ,-.--:. 
cp(f) "' ~ - poC(f) 
_-· I'\,' . . I • • I' 
. q> 
. ' .... 
C · i· '\I P 
: ·F _, C(f) '2 -, F 
O 
~-n .. - . : 
:-. . 
·1 r •. • 
• • • ' ~ I '~' .. ' •• _ ' 
I I . 
; . 
i 






.. . .. 
·' ·~~ _•,1· -· ., .. 
. . ' 




So takes • • F, takes the path from to cp a point in XO 
that point .. and a~,ops it to B with Hence it • a p. is 
loop at b. 
Now define t : n ~ F by t(a) = A(x0 , a) (1). ,; is 
well defiiled for: pot(a) = poA(x0 ,a)(l) = a(l) = b. 
Hence t(il) CF. t is continuous for it may be factored 
as: 
\ 
h . 'Xxl n ..... s X xnx 1 ' 1 ,xxMap(I,B)xI ~Map(I,X)XI '4x ,,,,,,,~~-c.;· 0 
[That we may apply is: p(x0 ) = b and a(o) = b.] 
But t is a left homotopy inverse for ~. To see this 
we may make use of Lemma 3.1. 
By Lemma 3.1, we need a continuous L, L:F ....,. Map(I,X) 
with the following propertie·s: (if· L(x·)· i·s· d~·noted · ax). 
(1) (l (o) = X 
X 0 
(2) ax.(l) = x 
(3) poax(t) = ~oC(x)(t) , 
. . . 
If we define L : F -,. Map(I,X) by L(f) = C(f), 
' 
then L is certainly continuous,, and further, · __ . 
I (1) 
.,af(O) = C(f) (0) 
. (2) · a (1) C(f) (1) -·-
.. f . 
p -- • ~ • ' ,, ' • 
- c(f, O) -
= C(f, 1) 
66 
. -., .. . 
'·,' ., . 
- X 0 
-· f 
. ·• 







.. ._ . . ~- '. .- : ., 
l 
so poof= PoC(f). By Lemma 3.1, we·then have that 
to~~ 1 and thus that dominates F. 
. 
COROLLARY: If (X,p,B) is regular and F is contractible· 
to x0 relative to x0 , ,then ~(x 0 ) = e; t(e) = x0 and 
.at b. 
relative to x where 
0 
e is the constant loop 
cp(x 0 ) = e: By the extra conditions, we have that 
\ 
= x for each t and-that ~(a) is constant 0 
whe.never 
But 
• a,. l.S • 
cp(x ) = ~oC(x ) 
0 0 and Po C(x 0 ) (t) = poC(x0 ) (t) 
. . 
= poC(x 0 ,t) = p(x 0 ) = b for each t. 
So ,(x0 ) is the constant loop at b, or ,(x0 ) = e. 
•, 
(2) t(e) t(e) .;, A(x 0 , e) (1). A is Since - X • .0 
regular, ~(x 0 ,e)(l) is also a constant path. Hence 
X{Xo, e)'{~) = /\'(XO, e) (0) = XO. 
(3) relative to· x: 
0 The homotopy developed 
by Lemma 3.·1 to show ,;ocp ~ 1 is: G(x,t) = H(C(-x),t)(l) 
where ·H is the homotopy of Proposit·ion 3. 1. 
. -
·- . ... . .. 4. 
But then G(x0 ,t) =H(C(x0 ),t)(l) .. Recall that 
··. U{~(X0 )~ t) fl) = A(C(x 0 ) (t) ,rul-t(l) where 
:f\ : '' 
. ' 
•. , " 
., 
_;. -.. >-
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But poC(x0 }(t} = b · £Or each t. So rol-t is constant 
for all t. Then since ",.'"is regular, H(C(x 0 ),''t).(1) 
= i(C(x 0 )(t),m1 -t}(O} = c(x 0 )(t) = C(x0 ,t) = x0 for each 
t. This proves the corollary. 
LEMMA 3-. 2. Let /\ be an H-space with identity e. Let 
F be a space for which there exists cp: F ~A and 
t : A ~ F \such that e E . cp (F) that • 1s, there exists an 
x E F such that f(x) = e and to~~ 1 relative to 
0 0 . 
x, then F is an H-space with identity x. We need 
·C> 0 
to exhibit an H-structure for F. That is we need a 
·r: F x F ~F such that (x 0 ,f) r(x ,f) ~ 1 and 0 
(f,x 0 ) -r(f,x0 ) ~ 1. Since A is an H-space, there 




H.,g • AxI ~ /\, and H • AxI ....,. /\ for which H t(Y' 0) • • r 
.. .. 
. = .6.(e,y) and H £(Y, 1_) = y and H (y, O) = ~(y,e) r 
Hr(y, 1) = y. Define r • FxF -r F by r(x,x') • 
= tol:.(cp(x},cp(x')). Then define K.e: FxI -F by 
K is continuous £ 
·cpXll 
;Fxl ) /\xI 
H· 
l -t' ~ l\ ~F-· 
-
· .. r is also conti:nuous since it·'s .. ::-'.· . . :, '. ' -
. .· 
and 
•. 0 .. 
... 
.. ; 
'_. ~ . ' - - ' 
·-' . 
~ ,··_.-·'' ,, j~ •. ,;,- . ;~, .- ·•,. 'i:''. -. ) 
·!11 ... ' 
.· ·. .·• 
. f • -. 
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K2(x,O) = toH1 (cp(x),O) 
= ,p(6(e,cp(x))) 
But r(x0 ,x) = to~(cp(x 0 )cp(x)) 
= ,po~(e,cp(x)) 
s,o Kl(x,O)' = r(x0 ,x). Now K1 (x,1) = ,;oH,e{q>(x),1) 
= ,t.ocp(x). But ,Yocp "" 1. So x _.,. r (xo, x) f\, 1. Define 
K • Fxl ~ F by r . 
cpxl · H · 
K : F·xF ~Ax! r> ·A t..,. F • · 
r 
.. 
Then Kr(x,O) ~ 1p'oHr(cp(x),O) = ,po~(cp(x),e). But 
,., ' 
' •.. 





r(x,x0 ) = toll(cp(x),cp(x0 )) = to~(cp(x),e). So Kr(x,o) = r(x,x0 ), 
,, 
But again jocp ~ 1, so 
X _.,. f(X,X ) . ~ 1 . 
. 0 
.. 
The definition of H-space used by Fadell is tha·:t of 
S'erre rserre; p •. 4]'8] and requires that r(xo, xo) = XO ... 
Hence we have ~(e~e) = e. ·· But then · r(x0 ;x0 ) = . 
. j 0 Ll{cp(x0 ),cp(x0 )) = 'lp'(Ll{e,e)) = t(e) = 1p'(cp(x0 )) •. But · · 
. . 
1if · M: to~~ 1, then M(x ,t) is fixed for all t. ~ 
·.· . .· 0 . 
But M{x0 , 1) = l(x0 ) = x 0 and M(x0 , 0) = 'lp'oq>(x0 ). So 
. . . 
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Then =x 
0 
.---.,.J -· ,_,,, ..... 
as required. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let (X,p,B) be a regular fiber space 
and F = p-1 (b) a fiber. If F is contractible in X 
to F relative to then F • H-space. XO E X o' 1S an 
Proof: · Since • H-space [D; 380 l.S an p. 
Example 2 - Chapter XIX] and since the conditions of 
\ ' 
the proposition satisfy those required for the corollary 
to Proposition 3.7, we have maps ~ and t: 
.. - . t_:...-. 
cp : F _..,,. n t : n ~ F 
• 
such that jo~ ~ 1 ielative to x. Further, in the 0 
proof of the corollary we note that ·~(x0 ) = e. Hence 
the conditions for Lemma 3. 2 are satisfied· and its app.li-
catiori proves Proposition 3.8. 
Note that the composition in F works as follows: 
.. ~ ... ~,~"'-•f?,J. ·:-· :-.."' ·---:T·· 
For two points x,x' e F, find the paths from each to 
\ 
x0 provided by the contraction. Drop these paths to 
• using p. Then compose the two loops Map (I, B) 
obtained. Lift this composition back to Map(I,X) t,o . 
~t~rt at x and then evaluate at 1 to obtain 0 






Before proceeding to Proposition 3.9i we .need to 
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paper from this stage· on, he makes use of a class of 
spaces known as absolute neighborhood retracts (ANR) 
and another class of spaces known as absolute retracts 
(AR). According to Dugundji, (See [D; pp. 151,152 -
Chapter VII]) an ANR (Q) is a space for which the 
following condition holds: For every space XE Q and 
every closed subset A of X and every map f: A ...,.y 
\ 
(where Y is the ANR), there exists a neighborhood U, 
-such that A C U and an extension, f of f to U. 
Likewise are AR (Q) is a space, Y, for which-a similar 
condition holds, namely: for every Xe Q and closed 
A -c X, and f : A ~ Y, t.here exist··S an extension f of 
.. ,, "' 
.·· .,,· -
., . ' (. ' 
... - ,. ':, ' . 
f to . X. These definitions are exactly those of Hu' s -. . ,~:-. 
. .__. 
absolute neighborhood ex.tensors and absolute extensors. 
. ... . . 
[H2; p. 35]. However,. for Hu, an absolute neighborhood 
' 
retract (A.NR(Q.)) is a space Y E Q such .that every 
homeomorphic image of - Y · as a·· closed subspace _of Z 
- where Z e Q is a .neighborhood retract of Z. An absolute 
retract. (AR(Q)) is a spa.ce Y E Q - su-ch t~at .~v~-r:Y 
-homeomorphic· image .·of y· as._._a· closed subspace of z ~ 
l 
where Z E "Q i& a 'retrac't . of Z. . (H2; p. 80]. - Assume, 
. as Hu does, that if the Q ·. is omitted, Q stands for· ·the 
. .. . 
class of metric spaces . 
We may take as our· ·no.t1i-on· ·of an AR and .-ANR thos·e. 
. . ,· ·_·:;~. , '.>-' ... :of. Dugundj i, for when .considering Q ·as the class of 




. ,.... '• 
. ~ .. _ . . 
. .--). 
t 
metric or separable metric spaces, ·the definitions of ANE 
and ANR (according to Hu) and the definitio~s of AE 
and AR (according to Hu) are equivalent. For proofs of 
these equivalences se~LH2; pp. 83, 84 - Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2, Chapter III]. 
· In addition to these definitiops, Fadell also makes 
.. 
use of a Homotopy Extension Theorem. The theorem is used 
in two vers·ions. The first • l.S: If y • is an ANR and X 
a met·ri·zible ·space, then any partial homotopy on a closed 
subspace, A, of X of a map f may be extended t~-a 
homotopy of f. That is, if. H :· AX! _,,. Y is a homotopy 
. 
of f I A' then there exist.s -an ex tens ion· of H -to XXI 
which is a homotopy of f. For a proof see [H2 ; p. 117 -
Th-eorem 2. 2, Chapter IV]. The second v·er-s·ion i·s not as 
__ .,.> ·;:; 
strong as the first. If Y is an. ANR(Q), where . Q 
C''c)tft1l1:ns ·th'e ·cjl--o's·e·d ·-subsets of a space B, then a partia·1 
homotopy on a .closed subspace, A, of · B- .-: .of a_ me:p f 
defined on a closed subspace, C, of B (where -A C ·C) ·may _ 
_ .,.,-. ":" 
J' • 
. be ~xtended t.o a homotopy of f on C. (See [ Hann~r]) . . -~ 
·-- .. · ., -. 
. We now have: 
• !•' ._ •• 
. ·. ;, ~\ .. :; '. . . ?---.' :: i ~,.-;_ 
-BROPrOSITI,t)N 3--,9. Under th~ ·f,ollowillg conditions·:· ·_ 
.(1) (X, p, B) . is a fiber space; · ·(2) X is separable metric 
· • · .·>·a· n', d- an 
''. ': ;-• ,-. -. . . ANR (separable metric); (.3) B is. separable. metric, _ 
path connected, and wlc; and (4) All fibers are contrac-
tible we have the implication: If there exists a cross 
72'. ,·· 
~ ......... .,_..; 
., 
f 
section, g, defi-ned on a clos,ed subspac~, A, of B, then 
-g can be extended to a cross section, g, of .B. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.5, we have a family 'Ua 
of open sets covering B and an F = p~i(b) such that 
there exist maps cp0 
t : u xF ..... p • 1cu ) 
and "11., cp : 
'a' a 
p -l(U ) ..... U XF 
a a 
a. a a f9r which cp0 ot0 ~ 1 and· tao~a ~ 1 
preserving projections._ I •. 
' .. • 9"''"---. 
Step 1: Since F is contractible we may assume that F 
is a single point: 
The proof of Proposition 3.5 demonstrates that if F 
and A belong to the same homotopy type, then 
~ imp.lies that 
But, because F is. ~ontractible, we have an M: FxI ~F 
_ _... .............. ,..7""' 
such that· M(f,O) = f ··and· M(f,1) Thi.s contraction 
provides·a deformation retraction. (See [D; p. 324 -
Def·init:ion 6. 3 - Chapter XV]) But since any_ deformation· · 
- retract of a space belongs to the· ·same homotopy type as 
a 
· th·e space its·elf (_[D; p. · 365 -- Proposition 1. 2 (1) -
· Chapt~r XV.III]), the space 
type as F. ·. Thus we· have: ·. 
,, 
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·q>a· • p-l(Ua.) .....,. U X X • a, 0 
-1 ,, ta • Ux X • .....,. p (Ua) a 0 
and ~L .cp ~ 1 preserving proJ·ections. 
'a a 
denote a countable open cover of 
each . . • = 1,2,3, ... w. C Ua for J' J J 
,.(, .. 
That such a exists • cover 1s: 
Since B is Hausdorff, the intersection of all 
closed supersets of a point is the point itself. ·Hence 
·taining 
b E B, there must be a closed set . W 
. Cl con-





' ~ . 
,_' 
. ' 
' I ; •,,~ •,; ,",; e,~-1 . ·, . • 
each U would be a single point ·and B would be discrete.) a 
' Since B is metric, it is also normal and hence for -each 
, 
.w such that b and closed set C u, there • V exists a 
-a a. a· 
C ·va. -~ C V C U0 • The family Va forms an open cover. a 
But because B • sepa.rable metric it • also Lindelof l.S is 
and hence is reducible to a countable subcover. 
(If B 
'! ...... ~ 
is-discrete, U is reducible to a countable sub-a 
cover.) (See [D; p. 311-and p. 174]). 
Step 3: Let g: A ~x be a given cross s~ction ~here. 
A is closed in B. We shall prove that there exists ari { 
extension g1 to A0 U W 1 = A1 which is a cross section 
. where A0 = A. Exactly the same proof will by induction, 
. 
' ,- . 
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·provide an extensio~. _gi+l to Ai+l :== Ai U Wi+l· Assume 
• .. .. .... 1 __ -
we have defined g. on A. ]_ ]_ = w. ]. U Ai-l where A0 =A 














:1. ·Then· for any ... j: ...... > · i_,. gJ. I A. = :g: 
' - l. 
Induction on 
. ' 
• i+l (true by assumption) Suppose it • true J - l.S -
g . IA. ·= g .. Then gn+llAi =g+1IA IA. • n: since n l. 1.. n n 1. 
CA = g (A. = g .. 
n n l. ·1 
2. '.Define- g··· ! on w.. to be .g· • lw .. 1.. ·]_ 1. -i Consider 
W. n W. say J. > i. Since W. C A., W. n ·W· C A.. Bu't 
. . 1 ' J ' ]. 1. l. - J 1. 
.·the,n g! fW.nW. = g. jA. Jw.nw. = g·. Ji-1.nw. = g! 1w.nw •• J --~ l. J J 1. 1. J 1.. i J l. r l. J 
'. 1 : , 
3. Since W. J :forms an open Cover and g? I w. nw. = ,. 1. ]_ J 
= g·! JW.nW •• · Defin·e J 1. J 
-g to be" g! ]_ 
osition will be proved. 
on W·· l. 
I 
and the p.rop-
.step 4. Now it remains to find a cross section on · A· 1-
. . 
. .. 
'( '-·-: '1 ! ' • ..• ' ·- .... 
. ,', ; . 
• 
whi,ch exte.nds -g .• We offer first a sketch of the proof: ... ·. ·· ;: 
·. ~ :t .:·. : 
~ ·J 
by using t-
, .. a 
........ ' 
1. Find a cross section on w.1 
C U • · · That is a . . ·: ;where a let·· 
-is the index for which W 1 
.... ' ,- ,- .. 
. \ 
. . 
.' ·;. . ... 
' . ·, 
h : wl ....,. X be cpa ,w.lx XO • Since 
. . 
pot = -q and a. 
q(b, x 0 ) = b, this will be a cross- section • 
.. ~ : .. '. ' ' .... · ;: . ""': .. '. ··. . . . ' i 
.. 75. , ,, 
... ' :, 
r 
_j: 
•· •. '•1 ._,·' i . 
' . I' 
' .. ·.' ,·, 




. ."\, .. 
' I, 
2. However, h may not agree with g on . c1 = W-10A. 
Even .so, hJC1 is homotopic to gfC1 in such-a way that 
each homotopy stage is a cross section. 
"' 
3. The homotopy making hlC1 ~ gJc1 ,can be extended 
to w1xr by the Homotopy Extension Theorem. We then use 
the initial stage of the homotopy, sa.y 'Yo' as the extension. 
This agrees -~with-' ··-·g on c1 certainly, but may no longer 
be a cros·s section. 
-However, the composition. of p with the above extended 
homotopy make - po'Y O homotopic to po h whic~ -is the identity. .·1 
since h • • is a cross section. Further the composition of 
p with the extended homotopy is equal to the composition 
. 
of p with the original homotopy on c1 and consequently 
if we denote the extended homotdpy by 1, theri 'Y(c,t) = c ... 
. 
· fu.r each an-d for each t E I. 
-
;'--- j~ 4. ·Now., for each b E w.1 ~> ')' c provides a pa·th from 
,·· 
h(b) to 'YO (b). If·we pull this path dowri to Map(I,B) 
with p and then lift to s·ta.rt. at 
~o(b) and evaluate 
a.t ·1 we wil.1 obt.ain a cr .. oss section agreeing with g on 
\. 
Formally, fix a such that W1 . C U0 • Define 
h : ill -'r X by h(b) = ta ,wlx XO • . Then h is continuous 
and is · further a 
/' . 
·.; '.. ' :. . ' ' .. 
.Jo ' • ·,· 
. ' ; - ~ 
. ·,, i '• .,. ,; '_ • ,,: 
• I • ( 
cross section for, 
7··6·:,: 











; 1· •• 
' . 
..... .'.,, '.: 
. . '•' .. 
• L .,., :- '"" ... ~1·,:··~ ~,,.,, .• .• 'li::_.·,'.."'.,., -~~<·--~ ,•····,··,-:•,c-•·'- ' ' 
I ' ' ,, I' l 
. 
Further,·· there exists a homotopy, "/, from c1xr to 
p -l(Ua.) whose initial stage is g IC 1 , whose final stage 
is hl91 and for any other· t is a cross section. 
Let r : p-l(U }xI ..... p-l(U ) cbe the homotopy making 
a a 1 _ 
" ,., 
,.. I 
., ta.-0q>a. "'1.. r(x,o) = x; r(x,l) = ta.•q>a.. ,Then define 
.... ----· 
. . -, ... . ~ . 
' ,• ''.;,:.,. ,' . 
. ' . -·. : . ,.. ;' ' . ; . ·.. :.. \ .·. - -
............... 
'Y : ClxI - C1 . by -y(b, t) = r(g(b}, t). 'Y · is continuous 
for it factors as: 
[ That g !C 1 maps c1 into p-
1 (Ua,) .· is: pogJc.1 (b) = l(b) 
. 
-
= b. But b e c1 £ wJ1 C Ua.] 'Y also satisfies the 
requirements for: 
I) 
(1) 1'(b, o) = r (g(b), o) · = g (b) =· g tc 1 (b) 
~ 
(2) -y(b,i} = r(g(b),l) = ta.oq>a.og(b} • 
However, cp0 og(p) is, such that q o(paog(b) = pog(b) 
= b. 
t·hen 
,,. ,_ ..... ~ __ .. ~ . . --· . . 
Hence we must have that cp0 og(b) 
, 
taocp0 og'(b) = ta (b, x 0 ) = h IC 1 (b). 
3. Recall that r _ p~eservesprojections. · That is, 
pir(x,t) = p(x) for each t. Then for a fixed t, 
po)'(b, t·) = ·por(g(b), t) = p_og(b) = b. ·Hence each stage of --
··-- I 
the homotopy is a cross.section. 
' .' " ; . '. ·-: 
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We may now apply the homotopy extension theorem to the . 
homotopy )' which is a homotopy of hlc1 to -obtain an 
extension which is a homotopy of h. 
- -1 Let 'Y* : w1xr -"" p (Ua) be the extension whe·re 
-y*(b, 1) = h(b) · -y*(b, t) = -y(b:, t) for all b E c1 . 
where 
-y* 
0 is not a cross sy-ction, but we do have po~*~ 1 ( * 0 
"given by ,'*(b) = ~ (b, O), for: 
0 
po)'*(b, O) = pa')'*(b) 
0 
po)'*(b, 1) = poh(b) = b. 
• 
' ... 
Further po7*(b,t) = b for all be cl since po~*(b,t) 
= po')'(b, t) = b for each b E. c1 t e I. Now define 
H* : W1 ...... Map(I, B) by H* = -;?. Hence H* is continuous. 
(That is H*(b)(t) = po~*(b,t)). 
C l(b) = A[~*(b),H*(b)J(l) . 
. · 0 
Recall that B is metric.and hence (X,p,B) is regular. 
' 
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= H*(b) (1) = po'Y*(b, 1)· • ' I .. -~._ .. I ' 
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(2) * po)'~(b) = po)' (b, O) and 
H*(b)(O) = po1*(b,O} 
So we may apply A. 
~ is also continuous for it factors as: 
·' • -'.l .."I ... -· •• , \ 
~ *><H* g : W1 ; W1XW1 'Yo > p-l(Ua.)xMap_(I,B) 4-Map(l,l{) 
h . 
_.,.s Map(I,X)x 1 C 1 > Map(I,X)xI ~ X. 
Then g -is the required ex tens ion on w1 · for: . ·. 
(1) On e1 g agrees with g for: Let b E c1 
g(b) = A[g(b),H*(b)](l). But H*(b)(t)= po')'*(b,t} 
= po~(b,t) = b for all t .. Hence H*(b) is a constant 
map •. Since . 1 g"'\, (b) is regu ar, is also constant. So 
g(b) = A[g(b),H*(b)](O) = g(b) . 
(2) 
.' 
. ~ g is also a cross section for: 
- .. /· ,. ~~-
·po·g(b·) = po_A[g(b)-,H*(b)](l) 
-= ·H*:(b) (1) 
.. . . :::; · po-y*(b, 1) = poh(b) = b . . · 
- ,;::--: ----:.· ,.';··- ""f ' • 
,, 
•· 
' ' .~.' . 
· If we now, s-et g1 : A1 _.,. X . to be · g on A and · J,, on 
- g and g • since agree on is well 
79: 
.. ~ .. 
\ 
., 
,• :'' -( ,,/' 
; ', 
---=-~ . '.... . . ; • 
' . • • ',•'_r'•" 
,;. .. •· .;, .... , . 'j • 
. . I 
.·...;. 
... , 
• ·• ,• 1, 
·. • r,. :,,>•.' > 
' . ~ . •,. ~ ~ ' .'. 
•I. •• , 
defined and continuous and is the required .extension of 
LEMMA 3.!. Let {X,p,B) be a fiber space with 
(1) X are ANR (Sep. met.) 
(2) B path connected, wlc, and paracompact. 
'1;hen the base space B and any fiber F are ANR's. 




Applying Proposition 3. 5 and its proof we h·ave for 
U E u 
a 
the existence of a : U -r p -l(U) which 
is an embedding of U • into 
a family U · for which 
a 
Denote cr(U) by U'. 
p - l (U.) . (Where U is from 
-1 ~ (p (U ),p,U) f (U xF,q,U )). a a a a 
Then U' is a retract of -1 p (U) ' -1 for, r : p (U.) -... 1 
given by .crop is continuous and also a retraction. 
Since U • • • is open in But is open in X. 
'. 
since f:Nery neighborhood retract of an ANR • 1..s an ANR, 
we have that U' • ANR. [H • 41 Proposition l.S an p. -2' 
5. 2, Chapter 2_]. 
' .,, ...... 
• 
The ·p·r·operty of being ANR • topologic,al an l.S a 
• • • for, y "\, y I and Y' • ANE. 1.nvar1.ant suppose l.S an 
-
-
Let A C X be closed ·-and f • A _.,. y be a map • Let·,,. • 
'h be the homeomorphism from y to y'. Then £' = hof 
. . . 
~ ... 
' , .. 
- ., 
" • 'I•, ' . ·. \ .. ". ' 
··, 
. . . > , . , . , I_ • j. , , ·r , . ,". . , , 
. ' ' ' 
. . I • 
- . _.. 
'I:·,,"'·:,. 
. . i' ' ' . 




. ··. ''. . ' : " 
'\ 
I ,·; 
l • ,; . • ' ,, 
t . F' : X - Y' an ex ens ion -,- of f'. 
But F: X _.y given by F(x) = h-1oF1 (~) 




1 1 . -1 F(a)· = h- oF 1 (a) = h- of' (a)= h ohof(a) 
= f(a) for each a EA. 
··Now :-s-ince: U.' is an ANR, so is u.~ 
To prove that B is an ANR, we will make ·use of the 
theorem which states that if all spaces in Q are regular 
and fully normal then every local~ ANR(Q) is an ANR(Q). 
[ H2; p. 68 - Theorem 17 .. 1, Chapter II]. Since we have 
that u~ 
a is an o_pen co.ver of B 
ANR, the theorem is satisfied and B 
and each U 
a 
• is ·an ANR • 
• 18 an 
.,. 
To show that B is metric, we use a theorem.from 
Stnirnov, ·[Smirnov, The-orem 2], which states that if a 
. " 
normal space has a locally finite covering by:metrizible 
spaces, then the space is metrizible. ... ... .. - .. ~. 
.. " 
But the embedding a as defined preyiously views U ---
as a subset of X which is metric. Since metrizibilitY 
' . 
is -a top,ol:ogi:ca,l and -sub:spac.e invariant, ··u is metric. 
Because B. is paracompact, it is normal and further the 
cover has a locally finite refinement. Henc·e the 
· theorem applies and B is metric. 
That B is separable follows for the continuous image 
of a separable space is separable. [D., p. 175 - Theorem 
:·' '' ! . ', . • . '. 
'• .'-·: .,,r.l·. '. 
' . 
- s· .. : 
.. -~· 
'- ·s ·:. 
,-,. 




. ' ·· .. ·:~... ·, 
L ....... ·; 
. 7. 2 (1), Chapter XIII], and p:X-,.B is continuous. 
B. To prove that F is a separabl·e metric ANR : 
(F = p-1 (b0 )). First F is a subspace of a metric space 
X and is hence metric. We will next show that F • • 1S a 
neighborhood retract of X. But since any neighborhood 
in X is separable and since being a retract of that 
\ 
:neighborhood will make F the continuous image of a 
~eparabl~ space, we will have that· F is also separable. 
(D, p. 175 Theorem 7.2 (1.) and (2), Chapter VIII]. 
Now to show that F is an . ANR we will use a theorem 
which states that every neighborhood ~tr.act of an ANR 






{.Hz; p. ·41 
• • proJ ections 
- Theorem 5. '2 - Chapter -II] . 
are continuous and , 1 
... 
·(:Bx· ·1 ) is, a clots·e .. d subset of B x I. Define h, 
· h : T ....,. B by 
h{b., O) = b; h(b 0 , t) = b 0 ; h(b, 1) = b 0 • 
-- .. -~· 
' 
·But B i-s an ANR .and lie.nee -there ···exists a V opeti 
. 
' 
in -B x I such tha·t T C V and h is extendable to k 
,. over V. Further b · x I C V -_ a..:nd hence there exists a 0 . "·--· ., .. .( ·,_ •· .. · '----.. . 
G open in B such that b0 € .G and G x IC V. ([D, 
. 
· . -p •. ·,. 2.88 - Corollary 2. 6, ~hapter XI]). So we have a k, 
,: 
" .. ,
• • ' I 
...... 
"' ' - I , 
.···a.2· ... 
' . : :,. ·,, .. ·.' ... : . 
J. . : :'· . ,..,.· . ! ,' .· ·.• •, ' . . .._.·--~ ·<·· 
. , ' . 1.s:,.:,, - '. I ' i ·, !·' ·,,, ' 
• J' 




"•. ,,', ''. 
.. ( ... -., '; :, . , 










. k : GxI - B with, k(b, 0) = b; k(b 0 , t) = b0 and k(b, 1) 
= b .• 
0 
Define H: G _.,.Map(I,B); H(b)(t) = R(b,t). Now 
define r : p -l(G) _.,. F by r(x) = /{x, H(p(x}) 1(1). That 
r is well defined • is: 
por(x) = poA[x,H(p(x))](l) = H(p(x))(l) 
\ 
= k(p(x), 1) = b 0 • 
- so 
., . 
r(p-l(G)) C F. • l.S: That r is continuous 
!' . ·-·· .----
h 
-!' Map(I,X)x 1 c i t Map(I,X)xI ~ X • 
(That we may apply A is: p(~) = H(p(x))(O) for 
H(p(x))(O) = k(p(x),O) = p(x)]. But r is a retrac.tion 
for let x E F: Then r(x) = °A[x,H(p(x))](l). But since 
x E F, ,p(x) =, ,b 0 •. _And.' H(b0 ) is a constant path to b0 • 
. ~ .. 
·,.: ,. . ·... " 
,) . : ' 
. '· 
D f' ',,~.: •, 
. ,.l.f ' 
. . . ,··, 
,· I • 
I 
. . 
· Since B is metric., A is ·regular, and hence 
) 
A[x, H(p(x)) ](i) 
' • ;"> ·. • • 
· .. 
-= A[, H(p(x))) ,(0) = .. x .. 
Then r makes F a retract of a neighborhood 
. · ·and hence we -have that F is an ANR . 
. ·.r~~':"{':!_'":_ ......... ._~·-/. 
G·" .. 
' 
. ;,PROPOSITION 3 .10 .. Let 
~., .. · •' . . . 
(X, p, B) .; be a fiber space: w-ith:: . 
- . 






















' .. '' ., 
I 
(1) X :is a finite..;.dimensional separable metric AR 
(2) B is path connected, paracompact, and wlc. 
(3) All the fibers are path connected and contractible. 
-
Then (X,p,B) is fiber-homotopy equivalent to the product 
space Bx F where ~F is any fiber. 
Proof: The proof used by Fadell depends on homology 
\ 
theory and is not examined in detail here. We do, however, 
reproduce it for reference: 
/, Using Lemma 3.3, we have that any fiber F and B 
bl . ANR's. ar-e. separa e metric Since any subset of a finite 
dimensional space is finite dimensional [H2; p. 150 -
Lemma 1. 2, Chapter V], F is fini_te dimensional. Since 






and further .. for each U. a cr embedding a a ·· · 
Since finite dimensiooality is a subspace and 
topological invariant, we have B covered by a family of 
finite-dimensional open sets. But B i,.s ·-p-aracompact and . 
hence we ·may reduc.e the cover to -.a .... neighborhood finite /' 
I 
one. But any .space with a locally finite open'° ... co.ver b_y 
. . 
f·in'i·te di.mensi:onal spaces is finite dimensional. {N; 
-p. 1 23 - Corollary to Theorem II; 6] Hence ·-B is finite-
dimensional. 
Then since v1(B) = 0 and X ·is homologically 
· trivial we have that B. is· homologically trivial. Since_·· 
' -.._ ..-. 





. . .: " . ,- ~! 
' ... :· 
'· . 
·--------------------------.....,_-____,.;. __ _ 
·. ·. ,:;., .· ' 
:•-. 
.. 
. . . 
. ' ·, ... ,., .. 
. ~: .. --; ' .. '.. '_) . . . ' ,;' . . 
. - ' . . '· )_ ,,, . . -... 
' 
., 
B is simply connected· and acyclic, B. is contractible. · · 
But using Proposition 3.4, the result then follows. 
NOTE. A purely topological proof can be found if the 
conditions can be made to imply that some fiber is con-
tractible.. For, assume that some fiber is contractible. 
By Proposition 3.2, all the fibers have the same homotopy 
\ 
s' • 
type. But a space is homotopic to a one point space iff 
its contractible. [D. p. 365 - Example 1, Chapter XVIII]. 
Thus all the fibers are contractibe and all the conditions 
for.Proposition ·3.9 are satisfied. 
Now let· b E B .. Let -1 X E p (b). Since B • 18 
i•r··-•·--·- -- ., ..... 
. 
H. aus. do.rff, b is closed. If d f. 1 b X b · we e 1ne g : ...,. . . y 
g' (b) = x. Then g' is continuous since it is a constant 
. . 
· map,. and ·is also a cr·oss -section. Thus. by Proposition 3. 9 
we may extend· g' to a cross section, g, of B. 
' .t'. .' . 
•, 
· But then g (·B) ~ B for: ·.-. •· .. 
. -' . 
g : B ....,. g(B) and Plg(B):g{B) ...,. B ,;, ... :~ _!...._-=---... \ ' . 
,..:.. 
are continuous and. 
. .. . 
' . . ., .... .!.;.·~ ... ·: _.'..., ... ,., . 
(1) pog {b) =b . ' . • cross· section s1.nce g l.S a 
(2) go p(x) =X for • g(B)' there exists· since X E 
a . b' 
€· B· such that X ==,. g (b ··) . So 
. - :, : . . .,· - · .. 























Further, r : x -,. g (B) 
retraction, for: r 
defined by r(x) = gop(x) 
factors as X a. B S,. g (B) and 
• 1S a 
. 
rlg(B)(x) where x = g(b") for some b" is rlg(B)(x) 
= gop(x) = gop(g(b'')) = g(b'') = X. 
Now, since every retract of an AR is an AR, [H2; 
p. 40 - Proposition 5.1, Chapter II], g(B) is an AR. 
Further, since being an AR is a topological invariant, 
this makes B an AR. But B is then contractible for 
every AR is contractible. [H2; p. 96 - Theorem 7.1, 
Chapter III]. Hence we· may apply Proposition 3·. 4 as 
Fadell does and the theorem would be proven. 
REMARK. The search for a proof that the fibers are 
contractible • the conditions of the theorem may be given 
aided by th~ following facts: 
r 
Because X • AR, X • contractible, [H2; l.S an l.S 
p. 96 - Theorem 7. 1, Chapter III]. If a map r : x ~ F 
can be found such that rlA I'\, 1, then F • contractib.le l.S 
ove:r itself for: 
Let. X ...., F. be • and H FxI .....,. F such th-at r • given • • • 
H,:(f, O) = r(f) H(f, 1) - f. Further let G • XXI ...,..·x. - • 
a contrac_tion. where G(x, o) = x; -G(x, 1) = x 0 • If we 
n·ow define G* : Xx! .....,. X by G*(x, t) = G(x, 1-t), then 
the contraction of F over itself is given by: 
. ·, 
. ,• 
' ' -'• 






•• ,' • \ • '• I• ' < 
't' -. ', ,:.·,. .' . 
' , ... 
be 
. ~\;/ "~~!;~~:-~·-,'f'i: __ '. ,',: 
•1-, ·.·; 
' . . 
........ -" 
.. 
,"" ..... ~ ... 
. K(f,t) = r(G*IFxI(f,2t)) if O ~ t ~ 1/2 
= H(f,2t-1) if 1/2 ~ t ~ 1. 
·H is well defined for on- F x 1/2 K is 
and K ·is also: 
H(f, 0) = r(f) 
H is continuous for it may be defined on F x (0,1/2] 
as ~l and on F x [1/2,1] as k2 where 
.. kf Fx[ 1/2, 1] -.. F by H(f, 2t-l) 
I' .,. i ·:·~,.· ... 
.. . 
and these ·?maps are. ·continuous: kl. factors as: 
1 xi, lFX £ 2 G I I FX[ O, 1/2] F 2:> Fxl :> Fxl Fx7X !:,. F 
where 
:\;., 
., . - :. ,; 
£1 : [ 0, 1/2] ,...,. I .is .e1 (t) = 2t ...... . ) 
::. . . ' 
",d"~ • !t!. ··.~ > .:. -. : ··: - ,", ..... ·"!:_.0::J" _ _. 
J ~ - • . '--:""·".. ·: . '. • 
•. 
- is· .t2 (t). = 1-t 
. ,,, ' __ ,., 
: ' - ' ·" .,,· . ' ·.- .• .• ,' ' 
.. ·.,·: .. 
·, 
. ,.. .·: ~· ; ' . . 
C 
_ k 2,. ·. factors as: 
I, ..... . ' . . ' .. 
F X [ 1/2, l] _) Fxl ! F 
.' '-·_ ·.,, ·- ,• - . 
· 87 .. 
• ,. < • 
. T . l'• : : .. , •. , . ·, ~,.. ... ,;. • . 
I • ; . 'I. 
' . 
" " ~ '• 
"i;. .. ' ) .. 
I ( 
,..,,.,,.-,, .. ,,_":>;,,,,r;.. 
. 
where .t3 : [ 1/2, 1] -.. I is 2t-1. 
is the required contraction for: 
·\ 
K(f,O) = roG*IFxI(f,O) 
= roGIFxl(f,1) 
= r(x 0 ) 
K(f, 1) = H(f, 1) 
= f •• 
Clearly K 
Further, the search for a proof that the fibers are 
contractible is a worthwhile one for the conditions and 
conclusion· of the propo.sition taken together do imply 
,_,-that the fibers are contractible: Since X is an AR 
-· 
it is contractible; hence yn(x) = 0 for all 
"\., 
. . . . 
the theorem holds (BxF,q,B) .f (X,p,B). -Thus 
n = O. If 
i 
1r (BxF) b: 0 
n 
for all n L 0. But ~n(BxF) = ~n(B) x yn(F), and hence 
. " " 
1r (F) = 0 fo.r all n. But F is a separable metric 
-n 
·-- .. , :,.1 
ANR by Lemma 3. 3 and therefore F is contractible .. 
;• . ·.· ,f': : ··-.'.·: 
:,· -.:- _ .. 
::,.: . 
:•: 
. " . ., 
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CHAPTER .. 4 
In the propositions proved in Chapter 3, a condition 
often imposed. on the
0
base space was that of weak local 
contractibility. That the condition is necessary for 
each of the propositions of which it is a part is demon-
t-t'l 
stra-ted by Fadell by means of an example which yields two 
.. 
fiber spaces. One of these fiber spaces will satisfy all 
of the conditions other than wlc of the propositions in 
question but the conclu~ions of these propositions will 
not hold. 
. --·· - -- ---------- ------·-~ ·- ~ --- -------.- - - - -, - --- - - - - --
This chapter examines that example in detail and 
illustrates .its use as ~ counterexample for ~ropositions 
3.4, 3.5, ·3.9, and 3.10 and for Lernma.3.3·. A ·brief out-
line of the chapter appears be·low for ·purposes of ·re·ference. 
Section 4.1: The Example 
. -.:. 
. Part A: Definition .of a spa,ce B, a space X and 







(B P B) i. s a f_-fber ' ' . 
Definition of' x·· . and "'\, g an.d a homeomorphis-m 
"'\, 
. ~ 
between X and· B. 
D.. Demonstration that jt' -is· an· · AR 
"\, 
E. Demonstration that B . is an ·,c:,,,AR'. 
, , ;\ • • •, I • 
" -·· 
"' .... 
; . : - ~ ' 
' .. I,' 
,.. 
. ',• - : ·:·'\ 
.•, .. ---
' 
·-- ----- ... 
· ... ·. 
.. 
F. Demonstration that A is an AR 
G. Demonstration that B is not wlc, not an 
ANR, and not an AR. 
Section 4-2: Its Use As a Counterexample. 










base spa~~ J.s not wlc. 
Proposition 3.9 does not hold if the base 
• not wlc . space l.S 
"\., 
(B,f,B) Demonstration that . . :8 l.S 
example for Lemma 3.3. 
. 
Demonstration that (X,B,f) • 1S a 
example to Proposition 3.10. 
The Example 
Let A·= 1 (x, y) Ix = O, -2 ~ y ~ l 
A2 = (x,y) 10 ~ x ~ 1, y = -2 
counter-
coun·ter-
A3 = (x,y) Ix= 1, -2 ~ y ~ 0. 
A4 = (x, y) IO ~ x ~ 1, y = sin 2r/x ... 
A. l. • 
Further, let X =. [ 0, 4) and define f 
... · .. , ,, 
.~· .. '., f·:·X-,..B. 
by · me-ans of.: .. ....... · 
' . 
.. 
. ,, .. •·.;· ,, .... 
','~ ' ' : 'l : . 
. ~ :'° :·· . 
· ... 
.. . . 
~ - ' . '· 
t' '. 
' ' . . ' . '. . . .·· ~ . . . 
,' '. ·, '', ' 
.. . . .. '-' . 
. , -~ ' . 
; ·.~ :, .. , ·_. ' 
,'' . ' ' '·: ·; ·:: '. - '. . ' . 
_' , . . ~I' ' ',::•,: ' • ' .'., .• 
. , ··,- .···(-
. : .... . ,~.:.. · . .,. ··-
- -.• -1.,. 
'. ' c:· ' • r-... 
•', i -; ; ·,. \; . :•' 
~~----------------------------.· . ·::?··· ·.' 
; 
;,•• ,' ,'.,' '_ •:,,' •, • o"'• ,, ,: 
. . ' 




f2·· : ;[ ·1, 2] --r-B by f 2 (t) - (t-1,-2) 
· .. 
.. 
f3 • [ 2, 3] -,.B by f3 (t) - (1, 2t-6) • 
f4 ·:. [3,4) -,.B by f4 (t) (4-t',, • 2,r/4-t) ., - sin -
where f 
and £4 or 
• l.S f1 
[3, 4). 
on [0,1], f 2 on [1,2], f 3 on [2,3] 
Clearly f is well defined, continuous, 





a,(O) = b 
0 






B r Map{I, B) to be 
whe·re b 
0
· =· · ( Q, 1). 
I'\, -~ . 
· .. •. 





ala e Map(I,B) and 
Define p, p : B ~ B ·by p(a) = a(l). Then I'\., . (B. P. B)·". 
. ,_ ' 
· is a regular fiber space. This follows by ·the. theorem 
that if the base ·space. is--·:·metric, · the . fiber · space -is 
'( . 
' :·, 
' . ' 
• ,. • ' f • • . ' • . • . • • ~ • 
• < ~ .'• ' ,'' ' LJ,., ,: • •' • 
,. . ,' 




• • ·, f,·;, •. - -
, .. ··, .. ::·:-.:::r·-~_·': 
-
.. . . -
, .. ' 
. , . 








regular [D; p. 397 - Corollary 2.4, Chapter XX] since 
B is metric and from the following lemma, since B 
is path connected. [St; p. 138]. · .. 
LE:MMA 4.1. Let Be be path connected and P(B,b0 ) be 
the space· of all paths in B starting at b 0 • That is., 
P(B,b 0 ) = ala€ Map(I,B) · and 
p : P(B, b 0 ) _.,. B by p(a.) = a(l). 
P(B,b0 ) C Map(I,B) where 
a(O) = b ···.. Define 
0 
Then (P(B,b 0 ),p,B} is a fiber space. 
Proof: · Let f, f : :X. ...., P(B, b0 ) and cp : XXI ...., B, a 
~omotopy of pof be~given where x • 1s_any space. f. may 
• .. r. 
be considered as a map into Map(I,B), and because I " l.S 
y " locally_ cqmpact, f, f : XXI ~ B is continuous where 
~ . 
f(x,t) = f(x)(t). 
I • 
Consider DC Ix I where. D =(Ix o}> U ( -0 x I) 
U (Ix 1 ). If we view Ix I as a subset of R2 and 
.. 
consider the map given by· projecting . I x I ont_o D from 
. -· 
the point, (2,1/2), we have a. continuous function which 
--____; 
\;, 
), • :. 'r ... ' 
maps I x I onto D. Hence D is a retract of I x I. -~ 
Now define h, h. : X x D _., B. by: 
h (.x, s , 0) = b -o. 
. h(x, ·o, t) = f (x, t) · 
· Then h is well ('defined for: 
92· 
- . 
,. . .. 
.·· ~ 
-, 
. . --·- .. 
. •. - -: . 
- ,, •-' •;( ·•. ;. • ; • • T ._. ., ' 
. .. 
- ,: '• ~ '' .... 
. . .' . 
., ., •, . 
. ' ."-' . 
'• j:" 






h(x, o, o) = b 
0 
or 
f(x,o) = f(x)(O) = b 
0 
h(x,o,1) "' = f(x,1) = f(x)(l) 
~(x,o) = f(x)(l) \ 
or 
(since pof(x) = cp(x,o)._ and pof(x) = f(x)(l)) 
·. Furthel° h is continuous for X X (I X 0}), 
1 ), and Xx ( o} x I) are a finite closed 
Xx D and the definition of h is continuous c.over of 
on each. 
Becaus·e D is a retract of I X I, X X D • 1·s a 
retract of X x I x I ID; p. 322 - Examples 1 and 3, 
Chapter 15:]. ·Hence h may b·e extended to on -H, 
H : X X I x I _.,. B [D; p. 323 - Theorem 5. 3, Chapter XV]. 
· · f 1 ···~ 
~ 
Since I is locally compact H : ; ..... 0. .. , I _.,. Map (I, B) is 
( 
continuous ·and is -the require.cl covering of cp . -for: 
A ¥ 
-(1) H(x, o) (t) = H(x; o, t) = h 1(x, o, t) = f (x, t) 
= f(x)(t) 
/\. A . (2) poH(x,s) = H(x, s) (1) = H(x, s, 1) = h(x, s, 1). 
= cp(x, s) 
. 
,.. . . . . ---- . .., (3) . H(x,s)(O) = H(x,s,OJ ,::-·n(X,s,o) = b 0 , so 
,e__:· ___ _;_ ' 
. . 
H(XXI) C P(B, b ) •. 
0 .. 
~·-'. • . 
. '. ' . 
: 1·- i - ~ .' . ··'-{ ,,. ' I•,• -, 
·,:, '·, 
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. ·· . ....... ·:.,. .' 9:.3··--, .. . ' --
: • , I , . . 
,' f, ' 
. . .. : 
•. 
~ ... 
. ' ~-.'· ·. 








.---,J Let X C Map(I,X) be: X = ala e Map(I.,X),a(O) = 0. 
I'\, I'\, '"\, ~ 
Then f induces f : X ...,. B where f (a) = f o a. [ That 
~ .. ~ "' ~ 
f(x) CB is: f(a)(O) = foa(O) = f(O) = {0,1) = b0 ]. 
Further f is continuous [D; p. 259 - Theorem 2.1 
Chapter XII]. Now define· g : B _,, X--. by '-





if (x, y) e A1 
if (x, y) 
€ A2 
if (x, y) E A3 
if (x, y) e A4 
Clearly, g is well defined and is in fact -1 f . However 
. 0 
g is not continuous. In particular, g is not continuous 
' . 
4t (~O). Since (0,0) e A1, g(O,O) = 1/3. But any 
·:· n·eighborhood., ··N, of· (O·, 0).. is· of the ··form .B n u·. where 
2 2· U is open in R. Since R has the metric topology, 
· there ex.is.ts ·a ball, B ·. of radius r cente.red at (O,O) 
r 
and B CU for some r. But there exists an n such r 
1 , . 1 2 
that ii' < r. ; Further if x = 'r , y = sill 1,r ::: sin 2'Jfll = o. 
So (1/n, O)e B, and· 
have that (1/n,O) e 
1 . . . 
(~,O) ·€ B ··· 
.n . r 
A4 and·so 
implies that for· the neighborhood 
-n 




g(l/n) = 4 - 1/n. This 
.. 
(0,2/3). of g((O,O)), 
I 
no: .neighborhood, N, of (0, 0) is map-ped by g · int:o 
(O, 2/3) since there is a point in any neighborho·od N of 
.' . ~· ; .. '. •, 
,· r · .• ·\, > 
!<• ' • ' '0, ~ ',' 0 : 0' ' • C 
.; 
• .1' ,·, 
.. : ,,·': 
. ' .-,,, 
' . ,'."\' 
.,, ' ' ... .:, 
' 
"i .. 'i.,'-·: 
' . 






\., ·~ ' 
. --. . 
• I ,, ~ 
.... 
' 
(0, 0) which gets mapped to 4 - 1/n for some n E z+ . 
. 
But (0, 2/3) n 4 - 1/n = fJ for each n E z+. Hence 
g is not continuous at (O,O). 





g : B ,_,.X. "" That is, if we define g : B ,-,.x 
I'\, I'\, 
by g(a) = goa, then we have: g. is well defined, for 
~ I'\, 'v 
g(a) EX for all a EB. 
(1) 'v . g(a)(O) =goa(O) =g((0,1)) =O. 
I'\, 
(2) Further g (a) is a path. in X f.or all .a,. 
That is, g(a) is continuous as a function on I for 
consider: Let a be given. Let (a,b) EX. We will 
I'\, :.1 
g(a) [(a,b)] . • examine 
\ 
g' (a)-l[ (a, b)] = '(go a) -l[ (a, h)] = ~ og -l[ (a,,b)] 
= a-1oF[(a,b)] = a-1 (f[(a,b)]). 
N~ define Vn = [ (-1, l/2n) X (-3, 2)] n B 
I\, ( . . 
· . Th~n Wn is open in B. Further for any a e B, .a(I) 
is both compact and connec,ed .. For this reason, there must 
be an , n 0 · such that· a ( I) C . Wn · , for if 'there were not, 0 . 
\\the sets Wn would form an open cover of a.(I) with no 
. finite ·sub·cover. 
' . • .-no .·' . ,, · ... _i · .. 95· 
.. 
\ . 
... _ .... ·-> ! 
·., ',. 
''l 
- ... ' 
• 
. . .. : 
- . ' 
Let A'= 1 
C = B 
(x,y) Jx = O; -1 ~ y ~ 1 
- A' 1 . 
Consider f[(a, b)]. Such a s.et is an ''open interval'' 
in · B. That is f[ (a, b)] consists of all points ''between'L 
• j " •• f(a) and f(b) where C is ''between'' f(a) f(b) 
iff g(c) ~ (a,b). Then if f[{a,b)] CC, we've doneJ,9! 
.. 
any ''qpen interval'' of B contained in C is open in B. 
Hence a. -lo f[ (a, b)] is open. 
-
So suppose 
f(a) = (o,c). 
f[(a,b)] n Ai I~-
Pick n such that 
. 0 
Then f (a) E Ai . '.Say 
a[I] CW . Then 
no 
·Ye- [(-1,l/2n0 ) X (d,c)] n B is open in B where d • l.S 
the .. Y coordinate of f(b) _if_ f{b) E Al or d • l.S -2 
if f(b) ¢ A1. But then because a is a continuous map 
. . 
such that a[I] is connected and compact, the set 
• ~..:1 (v) U a-1 (c n f[(a,b)]) is a.-:-1[f[.(a,b)]]. · Further 
a-
1 (V) and a-1 (c n f[(a,b)]) are open in· I. Hence 
we -have that the inverse of a basic open set under. go a 
is open and therefore goa is continuous. ~ 
"' We also have that g _ is continuous, for: (X, f, ·B_) . 
. . . . . . . . - .. 
. -is itself. a· fiber .space.. [Fadell, p. 8] ~ But there then 
' 
exists ·a regular ·(s-ince .. B is metric). lif-ting function 
/\ : t. ....,. Map(I,X) where t. = (x·, a) E X x Map(!, B) . for 
which· f (x) =. a.(O) for which foA(x,a)(t) = a(t) and 
! ,, ·', 
, r• • 
" 
' \ ., ' . 
. -.,,_ ., ; -
•'..:. ,. . - . , .. ~ ' '. ' ' 
' ' 
'l . 
~ ' . '• . 
.. ' : '•' 
,· t·;· ' 
' ·. ;· ..... , . -, ;',",; 
. ,,,· .· . 
.,. 
..... ... . .. -
• 
. . 
. . ,. ... ,- . . .·' ' 
' " •'. I • ,. 
! .. : ~~-•.. f:: .(;.' ·.',:·. 
( 
' . 
°A(a,a)(O) = x. But consider the subspace of defined 
by: b. - (O,a) 1(0,a)e~ For this subspace., f(O) = ct(O) -
0 • 
I'\, 
a(O) = b • That is, if (O,a.) E b,. ' then a, € B, and or 0 0 
f'\, v 
Da. - 0 X B. The map g, induced by g may -now be -0 
• given by: 
\ 
"' hs /\/ t:,. 




~/~ oh (B) C X since 
0 S 
i\/~ oh (a} (0) 
0 S 
= A/~ "(O, a) (0) 0 . . . 
r 
= i\(O,a)(O) = o. 
·c·2·)· 




(a.)(t) = /\(0,a.)(t). But fo i\(O, a) (t) 
= a(t). The·n g.ofoi\(O,a) (t) = goa(t). But 
gof = 1. So i\(O,a)(t) = goa(t) and hence 
The introduction of 
order to demonstrate that 
I'\, g to the- example was done in. 
. I\, I'\, 
X "" B • 
-
Specifically ~e have · 
-
'"\, '\, t'\, I'\, "' f\, I'\, I\, 
the existence of tw.o maps, f, f : X -1r B and g, -g·· : B ~ X. 
"'\., I'\, ' . "" 
Then X ~ B if g is the inverse of f. However, if we 
-
I'\, f\, I\, . ..,. I'\, -
let a E B be given, then fog(a) = f (g~a) = f<»goa = loa ·. 
-,-., 
I\, v I'\, I'\, 
= a. If a EX is given, we have that gof(a) = g(foa) 
. I'\, 
=·· go foa = .loa = a. Henc"e , g . is :the inverse of . f and 
I'\, I'\, . 
since both maps are continuous, B ~ X ·. This homeomorphism 
. I'\, 
is helpful in provi~g that· B is an AR. 
I•· ' ' • " •, 
- '\:'·' 
. . .1 ,- ., . ' ,, ' .. 
' . 
. > 
. '•' -.... 
. .· - .. 
• r " ' ' " " ' ; ·, .. ' " .' 
· .. - .. 
- : :·:,·;_. . 
,,;_ :· .. _,. • ·. ' ~ '( .,:.1 
. . . 
. ' , . 
. ' ' ·.: . 
· .· · ··,· .· ·9·7. ' ' " ' - . 
. . : ,• . . . 
. . . . . ,· . 
·, . 
. ' ··: : .. ' 
. . ' . . ' 
,, 
•,' '•' ·:~ 
• 
Part D. 
In order-to prove that 
following lemma. 
"\, 
X is an AR, we ·need the 
LEMMA 4.2. Any interv~l [a,b) C R1 is an AR. 
Proof: Let f: A _.,..[a,b) be given where A is a 
closed subset of a metric space X. Since X is metric it 
\ 
is also normal. ....· . 
Define 
cant inuous. 
g : R l --r R l by g (x) == X - a+b 2 • g is 
Then go f : A ~ A is such that: for ax:iy x E A, 
(1) 
• 
(2) _ a-b - 2· 
That is b-a Jg o· f (A) I ~ · 2 • 
By the first porti~n of the proof of Tietze' s CTiteo.rem 
. 
as given by Dugundji [D; p. 150],· there exists an F, 
1 F: X· PR extending gof with the property that 
· If (x) I ~ b2a . 
Now let .A F-l(b2a). Since b-a • closed • 1· - l.S in R , - 2 -0 
and F • A • closed • ·-.x. 1S a map, l.S -1ll 
0 
- Further x E A => F(x) = go.f (x) · < b2a and 
( ) . b-a -xEA·=>Fx= 0 . 2 • 






' .,f •. ,. . ., . 
I ' .• / 
-
. I • 
•\ 
., . Since X is normal, there exists a mi.tysohn Function,. 
such that ~(A) = 0 and ~(A).= 1. 0 
G : X ..... R1 by G(X) = cp(X)• F(X). G • 1S Define 
cont-inuous. [D; p. 84 - Theorem 10.3 (3), Chapter III]. 
Also if X E A, then 
· G(X) = ~(X)·F(X) = l·F(X) = F(X) 
.. 
· b-a 
and G(X) < 2-=-~:~ for all x E X. For if x E 
G(X) = O· F (X) = O. 
and ~(X) ~ 1. So 
If X E X - A then o' 
b-a 
< 2 . 
F(X) 
.. -
A ' 0 
b-a < . 
2 
Now define 1 1 g ' : R ..... R by g 1 (x) = x + · a!b . . But 
then g'oG is continuous and is the required extension of 
f: 
(1) Let x 
€- A. Then g •·oG(a) 
But g' (g(X)) = a!b + (x - atb) =.x, 
··= g 1ogof(a) = f(a). 
= g'oF(a) = g'ogof(x) 
So g 'o·G(a) 
/ 
• . (2) · g 1 oG(x) ( b 
and hence g 1 oG(x) ( 
, for all 




since b-a · G(x) < -·. 2 
. ·and 
2 2 
(3.) For all x e X, 
0 < q>(x) ~ 1. Hence 
g 1oG(x) L,a for, 
· a-b 
F(x)·cp(x)·~ ... 2 . 
! .... . 
which i,.µ1pl_ies that 
... ' 
,:-., 
. g 'oG(x) 'i_"a2b + ,a;b = ~. • 
F(X) . 2. a2b . 
( ) a-b or G x L __ . 2 . 
'. ,,l •• 
... "'· ,· ·,:... '. ··.· .. , .. ·;. 
• -· ' - ,1 r ', 
' ,' I 
.... ; I''°, .. : .... ' .. :_>' • .• ·_ , ·:' .· • i''' 
< ., '·,i' 
.·- . . . . . : ~ 
• ... • J ' ~ •. 
· .. :Thus the -Lemma is. proved;,·. .r .. . •.... 
·"-'------- . : . . ... •· : ."· . . ... 
/, 
. ' 
L ' r' - ',. ' .'J , • • 
. . . 
' J ; ..... ' ~ • • J • 
' ' ' 
", ' ~ 
1' ., '. '' .' . ·, 
.. 
. . . - ' 
.. '( . .' 
. . . 
-~ ' . . ;·· 
': . ,· 
. . ' 
·,. 
, .. \ '· .. '11· .::_ . -.', ' ' \' • •,. . 
;:_· . .. ' ... -.··· . : '. ' ... ; ·-· ·--~. ' _ .. :· .· ... · ... : ...... · .. 
0
1 •.' , \' "< • I , 
.. 99 · _: 
' . ,,, 
. . 
:· .. · ' · .. · . ·,. :-
_.I,; \ ,"/ ·.'. I . 
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Now, ·that X is an AR follows from the lemma and 
two theorems from Hu I s Theory of Retracts. Specifically, 
if X is metrizible and Y is an ~R, where A C X 
and B C Y . are closed_ subspaces, then Map (X, Y; A, B) with 
the - ' topology is an AR iff B · is an AR. 
Theorem 3.2, Chapter VI]. Further if X is a compact 
I 
regular space_, then the comp·act-open topology of Map(X, Y) 
•, I ·~, 
coincides with the d* topology induced by any given 
bounded distance function d on Y. [H2; p. 184 - Lemma 
·2._2, Chapter VI] .. 
"\., 
But it is clear that X satisfies the cond·itions ·for· 
l,. 
t;he lemma and theorems: 
(1) I is metrizible and is compact and regular. 
(2) 
(3) 
.., ... _ .. _ ... -·. 
(5) 
X • AR by Lemma 4. 2. l.S an 
A - 0 • closed ··;: - l.S 
B - 0 • clos-ed - l..S ;• .. · 
. ·,,.., 
B = o} 1.· s ._ clearly an AR f - , or any f : .A -7' B 
'· 
· must be constant and then the map F : X _.,. B 
given by - F(X) = b · is a continuous ex-te.nsion . 
. ·, "' 
-· Hence we · have · th:a t · X i.s an- \:-l\R. .• 
··t ;_-· . 
. 
. 
·· ) -. Part E. ,.,· .. 
We now establish that B is an·· .AR. 
' I• ,I ' 
.... 
. .. " . 
' '.i • '1 
I ,-·'-i' 
.. !,.,,.,~ i .. ·.. ._; 




f ' ~ • ,._- • • 
... "--· 
: b' 
• • •• J 
. ' . .. ' 
• •' ' -. "--~ ' .i- ', 
Let ACX be a closed subspace of a metrizible 
I'\, 
space X, and let f: A. tB be given. 
Then 
. I'\, I'\., ' f':A -,.x . given by f'(a) = gof(a) • 1.s con-
I'\, 
"\, 
tinuous since f "' ~ "\., f' : A ....,_ B ~ X where g is the map defined in 
Part C. Since X is an AR, there exists a ·, F' , F': X - i' 






by F(X) = foF'{x). F But now define 
is continuous: 
"' F' ~ f I'\., X _.,.. X ~ B. F is the required extension 
of £: 
1\6 




~ f\, I'\, I'\, • F(a) = f~F'(a) = fqF'(a) = fogof(a). 
= 1 and so F(a) = f(a) for each a EA . 
is an AR. 
..... 
• Define A -1 That I\ • the fiber - f {b 0). J.S' l.S over 
bo and • the . loop·~ space of paths· of B bas-ed at bo. l.S 
t'\, I'\., 
"Then A, like B and x, • also ANR. 1S an 
The demonstration that A • is an AR ·is much like~ . 
~ 
that for B. We show that A ~ fl(x, o) and then show 
- . 
that n(~,o) is ~an AR where n(x,o) is the space of 
all loop~ .in· X based at. O. 
First, we need to.establish that .A~ O(x,o). To· 
·. ·d·o- this, we consider two maps 
.. \· ,' -...... , I••:,, .. ' ' ' ' • i .' . ,• 
,. 
. . . 
' :, 
. ,, . -, ·', . ., . 
',' • ., ' ':,} : '• I '•, '" ' '• '; ' I .•' \'; • ',' 
'·' 
' • • '• ' :, I '•'' , ' ·-. / , ,' • ' ' • :, • ~ 
I.,' ,' I ' • ' . I; 
• .l . ; : .: ', ,' 
·' 
. . ·1·01: 
~· .. 
,. 
f and ·l ·defined.by:.· 
. 
' . ' 
··, . 
' . ' . 









... . . ' 
.. . 
' 
'\, '\, ! : fi(x,o) "B where f = fl n(x, o) 
\. 
,.. I'\, " "\, g : /\ -,. X where g = g I A • 
• 
These maps are certainly continuous and further, 
..... 
' 
" f(a)(O) = foa(O) = f(a(O)) = 
A f(a)(l) = foa(l) ~ f(a(l)) = 
\ 
f (0) = b 
0 
f (0) = b 
0 
where a e D(x,o). But then f may be considered as a 
map into /\ • 
g (a, o) ""' = goa (0) = g(b) = g(a, o) - 0 
0 
'\, g_(a, 1) :;: g(a,1) = goa(l) = g(b) - 0 -
-···· 0 ... .. 
where a E -A. Thus A g may be considered as a map into 
!t(x, o). 
' _But, .now all that is nee<Jed to establish ·that 
n(x,o) ~ A is that f-l = g and g-l = f. 
If a E ,,. " "" 'v n(x,o), then g(f(a)) = g(f(a)) 
" 
' . 
= g(foa) = gofoa = a. 
. A I'\, J\' i(l(a)) = f(g(x)) = f(goa) = fogoa =a. 





·. Now, sine,e being an AR is a topological ipvarian.t", 
1A · -·wi.11 be· an AR i.t ·· .{'2(x, o). 
C•-•-•,..h. 
• • is. 
. ... 
But Q(x o). :::_ . Ma·p·_-(·I X· 0 ·u 
' ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' we may · 
- . . 
' . 
,, 1 ,,' 
.~~ > ' . . ,- ;-
. ' 
.. - ',_· ···.,·· 
• ,.t, .,r . . . ~,: ' . 
'<,,· 
i •• . • ,'' • . . -.• 
·, ' ' . 
. . .. ; ..,. : ·, ' :·,, .' . .,,,' '102·-· 







,, ~ ... 




apply the theorem used in Part E [H2; p. 189 - Theorem 
. . 
3~2, Chapter VI], and conclude that D(x,o) is an AR 
since the conditions for that Theorem are met: 
(1) X • metrizible, compact, and regular. 18 
(2) X • AR 1S an 
(3) A - 0 u 1 • closed l.S 
\ -~ 
(4) B - 0 • ,closed - 1.S 
(5) B is an AR 
" 
Thus we have that n(x,o) ,and coµsequently A are AR's. 
Part G 
I'\, 
In order that (B,p,B) may serve as a counterexample 
for certain propositions, it is necessary that we can 
show that B is not wlc, : .. tha.t .B is not an ANR· and 
that B is not an AR. 
C·on.sider the following two pairs of impl-icatio~s: 
(2) ANR => local contractibility => wlc 
in question is path connected). 
(See [H2; p 96 - Theorem 7.1, Chapter III] for the 
I, 
first, implication of ea_ch. pair and· Chapter 2, ·.Lemmas· 2. 2 
and 2.3 of this pap~r for the second implication in 
each pair. ) . · 
. . . 
.. .. 
. . 'r<: --"'., , ·. :·· . 
·- ,., 
. . -··'•!. 
. . ' . . . ' 
.. 
· .. ·103 
.·· . . . .. ' .... / . 
· 1 11 
.. _,'. . .·: ·-_ 
·. < ( ~ ··· .... "1 ;· , . .I 
. '., ~·, 
. ·1'~ 
', ' ;'_':, ', I • 
' 
It is apparent from these implications that,since 
B is path connected, demonstrating that B is not wlc 
will also serve to show that it is not an ANR nor an 
J •• 
AR. We want then to show that B is not wlc: 
. 
We proceed indirectly. Su.ppose B • 1S wlc. Then for 
every point _b EB, there exists a Uh which is a neigh-
borhood of , b and a homotopy Hb such that Hb : UbxI ....,. B _ 
and Hb (u, o) = u Hb (u, 1) = b. 
Let b' denote the point (0,0) of B. Let U 
and H denote the neighborhood and homotopy described 
above for b '. Sit1:ce I is locally compact, the a~.sociated 
map H : U -,. Map(I,_B) . - . is continuous. -=-----~ 
A 
··However, consider H(b'). This ·• path .. B 1S a in 
A b 1. ·beg.inning and ending at D·enote H(b ') by a.. 
'''I 
Since· 
a is c··ontinuous and I is compact and connected, follow-
ing the same reasoning and notation used in Part C, we 
have some n such that a(I) C w • Then a e Tl ( I, W :., . ) • 0 n n 0 .-- . o. 
) A That • 11 (I, W • neighbor~ood of H·{b '} is, 1S a 
no 
Now let N be any neighborhood· of b I• . Because of 
the nature of B, N must contain a point u 1 E A4 where 
' 1 
u1 .= (x1,y1) such that x 1 < zn0
• 
a map such that ~(u1)(0) = u 1 and 
" However, ll(u1) 




I is connected and H(u1) . is continuous, th~re exists a 
t for which fl(u1 ) (t_ )_·. =:·-.. <3~0 , sin f,r ) . But, ____ .-- 2 3n0 
. ~ : . 
. . . 
' .' ,, ,',; .. , 
. ·,, :· · ..... _ .. ·-, 
. ··~. ' :. ' ,' 'I ' • 
... ..,-,_, .,.,., · .. 
,,·. J • 
'·· 
: ' - . .' ' .-
' : ·, 
~···-
. '. ··, 
•• , J• 
211' ' 
'sin 3/3n), Wn 
0 0 
• 
We then have that for any neighborhood N, there' 
exists a point u in N such that ff(u)[I] t V. That 
is, there is no neighborhood of b' which is mapped by 
" into ~(I,V). Thus H is not continuous at b'. This 
is a contradiction. 
Thus it is not possible for B to be wlc and 
consequently nor is i,t a"n ANR or an AR. 
t . 
Section 4-2. Its· ·us:e: As .a Counterexample. 
• 
-Part A. 





The fiber space (B,p,B) is a counterexample to the 
' . . . . 
,.,, 
H 
·result·s of Propositions 3. 4 and 3. 5 without the· wlc condi-
tion. For B is path ~onnected and hece the ·conditions 
for both propos.itions are met (except, of course, the 
wlc condition), but the conclusions of the ~repositions 
would .imply that B is an ANR · which it is -not. 
LThe imp-lication tha.t the existence of neighborho.od·s 
Ua. with (p-1(Ua.),p,Ua.) I (Ua.xFb,q,Ua.) is sufficient 
to establish that B is an ANR g9es as follows: 
with 
Since for each b € B we have a neighborhood U 
a 
-1 ~ ' ' (p (Ua.),p,Ua) f (Ua.XFb,q,Ua.) where Fb = p-l(b), 
l"\, 





int"o (See .. the proof of Proposition 3. 6 - Chapter· 
'' 
. 3). However, if w-e consider the map . -1 . '_.· . r ., r _ : p (U ). ,_a .·(U. ). _·.· ·· -·, · 
. a . ·· a.. a · . ·_·· ...• a ··., a 
. . ''' 
.105 
' ' - ~,I' :, ' , 
' . 








is certainly continuous, and further is a 
where 'Y = cra. (b) for some b e Ua • i·s: 
ra.(-y) = cra.op 1 (cra.(b)). But for cr (b) E cr (U ), p'lcr(U) 
a a a a 
is the inverse of cra., Hence ra (-y) = cra.ol(b) = cra (b) = -y. 
Hence r I a cr, (U ) 
. a a 
is the identity and 
retraction. 
·p-l(u ) Now, • s·ubs.et 1S an open a 
p-l(Ua.) "' Thus • ANR, for B • 1S an l.S 
of 
r is thus a 
a 
"\, 
B· for each u. 
a, 
an AR and hence 
an ANR and every open subse·t of an ANR is an ANR . 
\ 
[H2; p. 9·7 - Proposit.ion 7. 9, Chapter III]. Further, 
every retract of an ANR is an ANR. [H2; p. 97-
Proposition 7. 7, Chapter III]. Since o(Ua) is-a retract 
of p-1 (ua.)' cr(Ua.) is an :ANR •. The property of being 
. . an ANR is a topological invariant and hence u 
a, 
is an. 
ANR. This -gives us an open covering of B by ANR I s. 
But every local ANR is an ANR. [H2; p. 98 - Theorem 
8.1, Chapter III]. 
Hence we have that ·the conclusions to Propositions ' 
· 3.4 and 3.5 imply that· B is an ANR. Since B • 1.s not. ·· 
· , ... an ANR, it is appar~,nt that the- wlc conditio.n is 
es.sential to both Propositions. 
. ... . 
' . '. ... ~ • '<' ' 
. Part B. ~· . ' . ',. . . ~," ., --~· ···: ; ·' .:· •: .. 
I"\, 
' 
The fiber space · (B, p, B) provides an·example· of a 
.. · ·. 106 · 
;',. ' 
• ..• i . 
' . 
::; . 
I .. --· 
. -. 
, ' .'• ': I, 
J," .. 
fiber space satisfying all the conditions of Proposition 
3.9 (but the wlc one) for which the conclusion to the 
proposition does not_ hold. 
. ' 






B and B are separable metric. 
\ 
is metric since its a subspace Of R2 a. B 
[D; p. 186 - Theorem 5.1 (1), Chapter IX] 
b. B is -separable since its a continuous image 
of [0,4) under the map f, and .(0,4) • l.S 




c.· Map(I,B) _____ is a· metric space [D; p. · 270 -
Theorem 8. 2 (3), Chapter XII]. ·Since 
I\, I'\, 
B C Map(I,B), B • • 1.s metric. 
I\, 
d. B is separable: Let ~i be the rationals 
• in [ o, 4). D·efin·e 
I ( ) -f .. t - ·O 
~J 
J'i (2j't-1") .· 
·-
· ·where X =: .. [ O, 4) • -
·i . 
·"······:-..: ' 
f ! . , f ! . : I ....., X by: l..J l.J 
0 ~ t ~ l/2j _ 
(P 
1/2j ~ t --~ 1·/ j 
,,J , . 
1/j ~ t ~ 1. _· 
', .•. 
· · Then f'or each i, j . be longing to z+, £ ! . is 
' . . l.J . 
' ·~ 
"":· ···i ~ . ·-· .. 
:~ : ' 




' .. ~ 
•.·, :,I 
. ",, 
' . . 
. , . •.·~ . 
:.. . ·· .. ·.\ 
•'. ~ 
defined and continuous. Further, if we define ·f .. :I _.,.X l.J 
by f .. (t) = fof!.(t), then f .. (O) = fof!.(O) = f(O) = b0 • 1J l.J l.J 1J . 
'\# 
Since fij is continuous, for each i and j, fij € B. 
for all i,j € z+. In addition, since the cross product 
of countable sets is countable, R = fijli,j E z+ is a 
I"\, 
countable subset of· ·B •. 
n • 
"' .~-
But R is also dense in B for: Let . T}(A, r) be 
"v 
a nonempty subbask open set in B where AC I 
a·n:d V C B 
g = f-l and 
is open. Because V C B,· g(V) C X. 
f is continuous, g(V) = f- 1 (v) 
is compact 
Since 
• • is open 1.n 
X. Hence £·or some i, 'Y. E g(V). [D; p •. 7Z - 4.13 (3), 
0 10 
Chapter III]. That is, there is a b' EV for which 
g (b ') = 'Y. and f ('Y. ) = b 1 • 
l.o io 
Now there must be a j so t·ha:t .A C (2/j, l] for if 
•. 
·not, the family WJ. where W-. = (2/j,1] for j = 3,4,5, .• J . . 
wotild be an open cover of A without a finite subcover 
and A • ·compact. Denote this • with • But then l.S J Jo· 
f. . (a) = fof ! . (a) = f()'. ) = b I 
€ 
V. Thus· 
1.oJO ]_ J 1 0 0 0 
f. . (A) CV. So f. . E Tl (A, V). Since f. . € R, 
1
-0JO 1 J 1.0JO 0 0 
R . . dense. [D; 72 4.13 (3), Chapter III]. l.S p. -
v "v 
Since RC B is countable and d~nse, B • l..S 
. . ' 
"• •, . 
sepa·rable. 
(2) ANR: · Section 4-1,: Part E 
I'\,, 
that· · B . • is an AR · are . All · => ANR •. · 
. :, : 
•, . . . .. 
..'·,·. •, .' ., . 
. ' 'j.. ·' . : , . " 
• : .- ' • c. • -, •• ~. ,. 
'.·,., 
.. , 





. ..... •, ,. . .. '"" 
.. 
(3) B is path connected 
(4) The fibers an contractible: Define · H : Ax! ~ A 
.. .. 
by H(f,t)(s) = f((l-t).s) if O ~ s ~ 1/2; f((t-l}(s-1)).if 
1/2 ~ s ~ 1 where A= p-1(b) and b = (0,1) 
0 ... 0 
. , 
--- 4 
a. We demonstrate first that H · is well--defined 
for: H(f, t) (1/2) _;,. f (12t); · H(f, t) (1/2) = f(t-1),(1/2) 
. = f(1it) · H(f,t) is a map for all f,t i~~x I: 
If we set a(s) = H(f,t)(§) for a fixed f and t, 
th~rt we have that a(s) = 
0 ~ s s.· 1/2 
a 2(s) = f((t-l}(s-1) 1/2 ~ s ~ 1 
and a factors as: 1 





, · 1-t ' ·: 
.t1 .: . [ O, 1/2J ...,. [ O, 2 ] b)' · . .£1 (s) = (l-t) · s .· 
,. ,;• 
In a~dition, H(AxI)_C ~ for 
. . 
' .. , .. ' .... 
,I 
• ,' I 
' ' 
I ' , 
s .. • " 
I · ... , l • 
i"" 1 
: .. ·, .. ,.' 
' . . 
.. ,- .·· .. 
) 
''· 
H(f,t)(O) = £(1-t).Q) = f(O)· = b0 
H(f,t)(l) =f(O.(t-1)) =£(0) =b 0 
" b. H i.s continuous for H = h where h, h : AxixI -'r' B 
is given by h(f,t,s) = H(f,t)(s). But h is h1 = f(l-t)•s) 
on Axix[0,1/2] and is h2 = f((t-1)(1-s)) on 
Ax Ix[ 1/2, lJ.. Further Axix[ O, 1/2] and Ax Ix[ 1/2, l] . 
form a finit~ closed cover and h1 and h 2 agree on 
their intersection. That h1 and h2 are continuous 
• is: 
h.1 fa.ctors as: 
·".': 
. 1 X £ X 1 " 1 XM . 
Axix[ O, 1/2] /\ 3 ( o, l/21) /\xD<[0,.1/2] A ~/\xI 
where .t3 : I~ I by .e3 (t) = 1-t and M is multipi-
cation. h2 factors as: 
where £4 : · I ~ [ -1_,. 0) by £4 (t) = t-1 . . . 
'_1 
.t5 : [ 1/2,] - [ -1/2, O] by .£5 (t) = t-1. 
. ' 
This p~oves that · A is contractible, but since all_·. 






1 ' ''·. 
•,• ,I • • ' 
.. · .. \: ., . 
. \· '·., .. 
"' contractible. Thus we have·that (B,p,B) meets all the 
requirements of the proposition but the wlc condition. 
However, if the con-clusion of the theorem holds, this 
implies that B • ANR for: in an 
... 
"" g(b 0 ) (t) Set A= b and define g • A _.,. B by 0 • 
= b 
0 
for each t. Then pog(b) 
. 0 = b 0 = l(b0 ). So g 
-
.. 
section and may be extended to a B. 1S a cr.oss g on 
I 
-However, the cross section g on B provides a. retraction 
... _ ~ 
of X onto g(B): Let r : X _.,. g(B) be r(x) = gop(x). 
But certainly r is continuous and on . g(B), gop(x) 
= .gop(g(b')) for -sorne b' E B, or· gop(x) =·g(b') = x 
since __ g is a c:i:-qs·s section. · 
Further, since any retract of an AR is an AR and 
AR is a topological invariant, this implies that B • 18 
"' an AR which is a contradiction. , Hence Proposition 3 •. 9 
~ 
is false without the wlc. condition, [H2; p. 97· - Prop-
osition 7. 7, Chapter II]. 
·--~ ~_;___.---.------· 
-----
.. __ - -
·Part C 
"\, 
(B, p, B) satisfies all the c·onditions for Lemma. 3. 3 
· but the wlc .condition and yet if Lemma 3. 3 were true, 
.. 
B would be an· ANR: . -That the conditions of the Lemma 
are-satisfied is: 
~ 
· :(1) B is a se·parable · metr.ic space (shown· in Part C) 




·.·111, :._· . . . ' . . . . ' . ' ,:: .. '.; . •, 
' .. .·-
•',-- '.''.'; .. 
. '.· '.r;· ·,,' 
' 
·, 
• .~ • • .. < • 
' ' .. ,,· .. ' ,, . 
a 
·.. .· ; ' _:·,~-: ,· •, .. · :· . 
(3) B is paracompact (Metric=> paracompact) 
[D, p. 186 __ Theorem 5.3, Chapter IX]. 
The lemma concludes that B is an ANR and we have 
already established that it's not. 
Part D 
,# 
The fiber space (X,f,B) is the counterexample this 
time. That (X,f,B) satisfies the conditions of Proposi-
tion 3.10 is: 
• 
(1) X is a f:i1,-i.te=-d.in1ert.s-i-onal =·s·eparable metric 
ANR. 
a. X is a subset of 1-dimensional Euclidean 
space and is hence finite dimensional. [N; 
p. 98 - Theorem IV - 5] . 
·.I 
b. X is a separabl·e metric ANR was established 
in Lemma 4.2 
·-( 2). B is path connected, paracompact, -and the 
fibers are path connected. (Fibers are singletons 
'in X and hence path connected.) 
, '. 
. . 
However, if. the theorem holds, then we have a.fiber homo-
"'\, 
t-opy equivalence: (X,f,B) I (BxF,q,B). 
r·· 
. . . 
By means of a t.e.c.hnique : similar to that used in-
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. --~ . '"/. '. : ~-( ' ,- . . 
. . . . ~·' ... ~. '. 
" : . 
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it may viewed as a retract. But then B • 1S homeomorphic· 
·to a retract of an AR. Hence B • l.S an AR, .but this 
• l.S a contradiction. 
Thus we see that Proposition 3.10 • l.S false wi.thout 
the wlc condition on B. 
\ 
·.'!-
. . . ' 
··-.··· 
:...: 
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CHAPTER 5 
As we have seen in Chapter 2, fiber spaces in the 
··se:nse of Dugundj i do no.t fall in the same equivalence 
class when the class of all tripl~s, (X,p,B), with base 
space B is partitioned by fiber-homotopy equivalence. 
\ . 
,. 
' ,,. ··..:, 
. ' 
This chapter examines a definition of fiber space proposed 
by Fadell which does not fail in the above respect and whic~· 
also enjoys certain of the characteristics of fiber spaces 
in the sense of Dugundji. There are··two sections ·to the 
chapter. The first sets forth the new definition and 
considers several propositions and characteristics analogous 
to those: of Dugundj i fiber spaces discussed in Chap·t·e·r J·. 
The second section analyzes the .major results of Fadell Is 
pa'per, namely the covering homotopy and cro_ss section · ~ 




The definition· of a f·iber spa·c-e to be used in the rest 
., e 
of this thesis is as follows: 
..... j , _ _, 
· A fiber space (in the sense of. Fadell) .is a triple· 
. (X, p, B) of spaces X and B and a map p, p .: X -7' B 
' . 
together with a space F for which there exists an open 
: I 
'• , ' I 
·, ·~. ~1· r I . 
·:· 
.· ,-., 
.. _ ... 














U , of B such that 
a 
-1 ~ ( p (U ) , p, U ) f 
a, a 
where q is the projection onto U. 
' Cl 
PROPOSITION s.1.· The definition of fiber spaces is invariant 
under fiber homotopy equivalence. That is, if (X,p,B) • l.S 
~ 
-a fiber space and (X,p,B) f (Y,q~B), then (Y,q,B) • l.S a 
fiber space as w~ll. 
\ 
Proof: Let the fiber homotopy equivalence maps be ~ 
and ,; where cp : X -? Y and t : Y ~ X. 
Since · (X,p,B) is a fiber space, we have a family 
of open sets covering B arid a space F for.which 
t·here exists maps and ~ 
'I' a, such that 
B: . 
. is a fiber homotopy equivalence. 





• as given. 
. ~-
We want to 
estab·lish the existence of /a· cp' and a. ,; '· such that 
. a· a 
. - :· 
.. ,· ' .. ' 
I ,1 i' I - • 
. ·, . . ,'' ·' . 
" ., ...... ' i- • 
', I >' 
. ' 
. : , ... · . ,.- ...... ' ' . 
' ' . ' . 
. ,•, 
-,.,,' . '·•· 
....... •~;- ' 
. ' . 
. . . : .. ' .- . 
,· 
,' , 'le • j, 
. ' . ,, ' ' . 
·"", ' ; ·_: ~· ' ~ .. 
• • q. - '. -. • • ·~. , !·; ·~ '.. . . • ;, 
'• . . • l 
. Tr. 
ua 
~ . ·\. .. . ~ . . 
.,,v~1,~~ .. i-~;..,,,,.,ll~· . · .: \ 
. 1. . • 
. . 
·' .... . 
.· ................ ,-......... . 
. ' 
··;:··' 
is· a fiber ho~otopy equivalence. Define ~· and t' a a by: 
cp 1 = cp o t and 
a a 
and ,fl:! : U xF Ct a 
t I _1 q (Ua) 
t' = ~ot where 
a a 
cp ' : q - l (U ) . ...., U XF 
a a a 
-1 ~ q (U ) . The maps are well defined: 
a~ 
maps q-1 (Ua.) into p-1 (Ua) for· if 
e E q-1(ua) then q (e) = b e: U • a But pot(e) = q(e) = b. 
Hence t(e) E p-1 (Ua.). Likewise cp maps p-1 (Ua) into 
q-l(Ua): 
-1 For let x e p (Ua). Then there exists a be Ua 
such that p(x) = b. But . qocp(x) = p(x) = b e U so a 
. -1 
cp(x) E p (Ua). The maps are certainly continuous since 
they are simple compositions. 
Now we must show that 
tions. To that end, let: 
,;'ocp 1 v 1 
a a 
• • preserving proJec-
H:YXI--rY 





be the homotopies showing cpot ~ 1 ·preserving projections 
, .. 
and t ocp ~ 1 preserving projections. a a .. 
. . -1 -1 Then define K : q (Ua.)xI ...., q (Ua.) by · K(y, t) 
= k1 (y,t) on q-1 (ua) x [0,1/2] and K{y,t) = k2 (y,t) ..• 
. on q~1(Ua.) x [1/2,1] where ki(y,t) =:cpoHc/t(y),2t) and 
k 2 (y, t) = H(y, 2t-1). - . 
. . . 
' ·': ,·. . · .. ··.: · ·116 
.l' ! 
. ..,....., ·' ., 
.. : .-
7 
Since q-1 (U0 ) x [ O, 1/2] 
form a finite closed cover of 
•nd q-1(u) x [1/2,1] 
(l I 
-1 . q (U ) X I, K will be 
a, 
well defined and continuous if k1 and k2 agree on 
q - l (Ua) x [ 1/2] and if k 1 and k2 are continuous. 
' But: on q-1(u) x [1/2], · 
a 
1 k1(y,1/2) = cpoHa.(f(y),1) = cp(,;(y)} = cpo,J'(y) 
\ 
and 
k2 (y,1/2) = H(y,o) = cpot(y). 
Further k1 factors as: 
·".. . •. 
1 -1 X£ 




. ;~. , 
·,; jq-1 (u )xl H cp I -l(u ) 
. a I> p - 1 cu )xI ....,.a. p - 1 cu ) p ~ q-1 cua,) 
a a 
....,,. I is t 1 (t) = 2t. [That . where £1 : [ O, 1/2] 
Vlq-1(u) c p-1 cu) 
a, a 
and cplp-1(Ua) C q-1 (Ua.) is shown 
above.] and k2 factors as: / 
1 xi -1 
1 . 9 -l(U ) 2 -l HJq {U )XI l ··· q-:· (Ua)x[l/2,1] - - a._ )q (U0 )xI a )q- (U~) 
/ I 
where .e 2 : [1/2,1] _.,. I if £2 (t) = 2t-1. (Tll;at . 




)xI) C q-1 (Ua.) is: 
~ ' : . 
>· 
·let -1 (y,t). € q. (U0 ) X !.; · Then qoH(y,t) = q(y) . .. 
' 
. •(, . 
'i-," I••,< ., 
. : "' . : ':·-· . ;,,_ :. . ; ; ' 
• •, '• '_, : C •: ,:',I• .' •: ' • '• .~ ' ', ,1 • ' • 
.-- ' . \ ' ' ' • i ' ; :·,-_ . 
' . . . . ·.,,_' 
I• ,l I, 1 ' 
.117 ·> . ,: . ' '. ' .. ' . ' : ,, ' 
-
' ' . 
. . 
' ' ' 
.~. 
.- ' ' . :, 
. - ' '·. "·. 
' . 
. . ,i.·, I• • 
--:.· 
'.. ;.' 
But since y € q-1 (ua), q (y) € Ua.) •.. Now we have that 
and 
.• :...:1 --! 
I -
Thus 
K(y,o) = cpoHa(t(y),o) 




= (cpo,fra) (cpaot)(y) 
= ,;• cp'(y) 
a a 
= H(y, 1) = y .. 
qoK(y,t) = qok1 (y,t) = 
qocpoHa(,Jt(y},2t) 
po H ( t -(y) , 2 t) 
a 
p(j(y)) = poj{y) = q(y) 
.. 
or . = qok2 (y, t) = qoH(y, t) = q(y) , 
t' 0 cp' v 1 a a, preserving projections. In a 
similar ma~~~-r we may show 
tions. 
cp '0 ,Jt' "\I 1 -preserving proj e-c- •• C fr~ • 
a a 
,. - ' Calculating taocpa' we have: 
. _J 
But toq> ~- 1. Hence 
· "'Further . cp o.,; "-' 1. 
,j 1 oq> 1 v cp oloip' , a a - a a 
- a, Cl 
. ;- .. -. 
' ,,, .· : . l, T • 
'' f 
Thus t 'o cp 1 -vl. a a 
--118 -
.. ·, ', ' 
~ .. · . ' . ' : :· ,';_: .~ ,: _;: . : ' ... 
' ' I • • 
'h .. ,, .. ", 
"" ·'; . 
,".• . 
.. 








To show the homotopy of ·cp~ o t~ ~ 1 :is fiber pre-
serving, we ~irst construct it: Let 
H':XxI-?X H' : U xFxI _.,. U xF 
a, a a 
H'(x,o) =to~(x) 
H' (x, 1) = x 
H'(u,f,o) = ~ ot (u,f). a a a 
Define K',·· K' : 
H' (u, f, 1) = (u, £) 
a 
U XFXI -, U X ·-F- by: 
a a 
K'(u,f,t) = ~ oH'(t (u,f),2t) if O ~ t ~ 1/2 a a 
That K' 
H'(u,f,2t-l) if 1/2 ~ t ~ 1 a 
is well defined and the proper homotopy 
K' (u, f, 1/2.) = q> oH 1 (t (u, f), 1) a a 
-~ ~aota(u,f) or 
H~ (u, f, 0). = cpao'\V' a (u, f) 
I 
K'(u,f,1) = H'(u,f,1) = (u,£). a 





.. . ~ , . 
VU oK'(u,f,t) 
. a 
.. · .• \·.<·.: 
is either: 1r0 oq\1:H'(t0 (u,f),2t). ·> a . . . . .. ·. 
"'; ·~ . 
. .... • ... :.: .. poff' <ta (u, f), 2t) 
' ., 
. \. ' 
• .. • ~· '.1 -, ~. ··, ' ' • .. ,, '. ·,' • -.,. ., ' _.. 
·. · · • ', · > .· ·. . • ·• .·, .•. . · . ·.·· ' . . ·· .. · . i' . •. • ·•. · .. · ·. it9'. ; . · · · • .... 
~·' • 
' "1. ! 
1. ,1-' • • " 
. ' . \'' 
' •, r~, ,- ' 
•• ,_.,' .' ' ·',- ; -, II • ' r,, ·, .,.',,., ,' • L ' • ·, 
I .•' • '• ' '·,,,.• ., • "' " ' 
J ,-~ ~ .~. 
. . 
. . 
. , . . ' 
. \ :'_ ' .. 
• ' • i • • 
.. , '•, .' _.'·, ... 
,. ·-,. ·: . 
. ...;.. . 
I 
I• I ~ • 
' . ·' 
.. ~ . . ·', . 
. . '.'~ . -- ! '1 ,,: :.· 
', •, : 
I ., • • ' •• 
. \ . \ ' 
,r' 
,:·-.v~- . . 
. ,.,.., .... 
~·. 
·~ . j .• • 
j• ., 
,, 
= po,Ya(u, f) 
7f uo (u, f) . 
a 
or = Yu oH~(u,f,2t-1) 
... a 
. -




That K' is continuous follows from the continuity of 
the maps k' 1 given by 
k2(u,f,t) = H~(u,f,2t-l) 
• since U xFx[ 0, 1/2] 
a 
and • · UaxFx[ 1/2, l] 
... 
form .. a closed 
J 
cover of U xFxI - and k' and k' agree on U xFx[ 1/2]. a, 1 2 a 
The continuity of the k' 1 and k' 2 are: 
lu.aFx.tl t xl 
p -l(ua)xI k' uaxFx[ o, 1/2] U xFxI · a 1:> • :> • 1 a 
(HI -lcu )XI) ~ . 
p a. ~ X a) U XF 
a ·-1u. xFx.e2 ··· · .. ·~' · · 
. a . ? u XFXI ~ u xF a. ' Cl ·.·;; -
,---~--
. - -·--
whe r-e--- ---~ i._ .. 
' . ,. .. . 
. . 
-; ,: ••.1 ;.,;_ 
·, ,: '• : 
: 1' 
.... ·i· 
. •. .•. 
• '. ;, - .,. ' •• ·1 •• ~:.·· ~:. _ _._·.,-.:·~. ,; .·_··.·_,·. __ -:,_·-.·.. . 
' ~-.. . . ' :~ : i ' .:. . .. 
: I •., - '/' '• ' • • 
- ·_ . ! .- ' ·. . .. . ~ ' :· ' ," '" .. : ''. > •• ~- • .:·. • : '. •• ' •• ·: ·_ '. ·, •• 
- . . . " :,, .- ... . .... ' ;· t 
,"' .. 
-- ,-,,-~ . 
'•: : .. ·,,. 
. . . .. -
_./ 
' . 
. , ' , 
. . . 
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' 
<i~il ' .. '• I 
[ 0,.1/2] ~ ' ,"' ... , . ·,·: • I by - 2t ~ • '' 
,, ' '1 ( t) '1 . }',,,' ,, 
.. ;: :·i:,',' 
; 
2t-·1 
'2 • [1/2,1] _.,. I by .e2 ( t) --• 
PROPOSITION 5. 2. All fiber bundles are fiber -spac~s in 
this sense: 
This is trivial since a fiber bundle is a triple 
/ 
([, p, B) w·ith a space F and a family of-·neighoorhoods, 
Ua covering B such that there exists a .(pa for each 
a with, cp: UaxF - p-1{Ua) which is a homoeomorphism, 
Hence there exists a ta' ta: p-1 (Ua) -uaxF such 
that (l)a,;a = tacpa = 1. Further cpa and ta· are also 
fiber maps for pocpa(u,d) = u = q(u,d), [pocpa(u,d) = u 
part of the definition of fiber buridle] an~ qot (e) = a,, 
• l.S 
qot (~ (u,d)) = q(u,d) = u = p(e) for p(e) = po~0 (u,d) = u. a. a 
PROPOSIT.ION 5.3·. If (X,p,B) is a fiber space in the sense 
.of Hurewicz and if B is path connected and wlc, then 
'l··:···'."':·-. 
(X, p, B) is a fiber space in the sense of Fadell. [ This .[ 
is established in Chapter 3 as Proposition 3.5.] 
PROPOSITION' S .. 4. A·ll fib~rs are of the same h~motopy type:: ... 
Proof: Since holllo~opy type -.repres·ents a class -of 
spaces homotopic to one another and since this is a·re-
·-· , r ... 
·flexive and transitive relation, it suffices to show that · 
every fiber is homotopic to F:~'-. To that end: Let b € B • . · 
· Let D = p-l(b) . 
·,. ;, 
'.· ·(',· . . 
' . ' 
........,.._ ........... !:;j:i 
Define: f : D ...., F by f (d) = 'lfFoq>a. (d) 
where cp • p-1(u) 'u xF · ~~ is the fiber homotopy a· - ~ 4 a • ,.a 
equivalence for the Ua containing b, and vF is the 
projection on That is co11tinuous • 1s: f F. 
\ 
where b u That • • • E • g 1S continuous 1s: a 
h. i t 
-1 g • F ~s bxFc tU xF ~ p (u). • a 
• 
That g 01ay· be .considered a map into D • l..S :. 
g(x) ED if pog(x) = b. 
~ 




. . .. 
~--. ~r-·- • .. 
Now we claim that go f ~ l where go f : D -Ar D. 
Let 
. . 
. ....... 1 . 
,· ' • '--""'.: 1 M O ; 
; ' ' 
\ ,,., 
H : ,Jr ocp ~ 1. 
a. a 
.. 
. . . 
'· 
. . 
. ' . . .. ' 
, ,',-'' • w•'.· , ' ', 
. . -~ . . . ', 
That is 
' I •• 
. .: . '• 
<' ·, (: ' h 
. ' 
... j.' 
. . ~ '~ ' 
. ' . 
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H(x,1) = x 
However 'lfu ocp IO (x) = qocpa I o<x) = p(x) = b. 
. a . 




establishes go£ I'\., 1. ·To· finish 
that fog "-' 1. 
be 
•~- ---
the homotopy maki:t1g :cp O ,ft 
·a a 
HI • u xFxI ~ ·u· )(F: and 
• a · a; ·· 
H 1 ( u, x , o) = cp o ,; 
a a 
H'(u,x,1) = (u,x) 






That • is, 
But then 'lfroHI b xFxI ts continuous and makes fog.~ 1 · 
·for: 
_)' 
' . . ,, .. 
. . ·.;' 
, .. ' 
'' } I .~ ••, ." • 
\. . .. ' ~ . ' 
.;l' 




. . . ·~ . . ' ' 
' " 
- ',-,, 
- ' . 
" 0 C •• ' ,• . 
·. ,·'; . 
. ,, ' ,<::·.- . .', •,' . 
. . . 
~· ' ' 
.. ',' 
.i ,' 
' .t'" ' ·. , .. ··· ' (,', r. .. •' • 
' . ' ! . ' 'J. • • ' 
., . 
' I -~' •: <' ,< j : ~, 
' ' . . : . .. .. ' 
'-·, ' . ' ' •• ' .'. , ':~· '~ ' '' : ·, ] ,•· ;: . ' ' '. • I c: . •'-' . -, ; . : ·, .·..-, ,;•., 
- .' ., :. ,,' ' [ ... '· 
.J 




- - ., ·1 • -. ·--
•·' 
' 
,, . ..· : . 
0 "\ • ' ~ • v > ' I / • - : \ ,•' ' .,, .• • • 0: • 
'. . ,', ·~. : \ ·..... ., . 
Hence any fiber D is homotopic to F and thus all 
fibers are homotopic to~one another. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If (X,B,p) ,, is a fiber space and f: A _.,. B 
a map, then (x(f),q,A) is also a fiber space where 
and f(a) = p(x)} and x(f) = (a,x) l(a,x) EA x X 
\ 





A --..) B, 
£ 
p 




A. po~(a,x) = p{x) But (a,x) e X(f). foq(a,x) = f(a). 
,. 
Hence p(x) = f(a). So the above diagram is commutative. 





that there exists F with 
r- --- - . ·, -- .. ~~\_. ' - --:. . •... 
. -1 
cp :p (U) ~ 7 ·• 'U xF:t a a , a a 
p. 
U. . . .:l . 
a, 
- ' 
-............... - ... ·.:.:,. 
"'·, • r 
' ' ' lt,•hl'I 
, ·_. ,- ·.· :.· --~-~ ,·, --'~-JtUIH 
' ,--: 
.. ' .. : :..'.. ·:·/ ".. '':- . 
_. . ._ ,, .;·,'. 
·.a fiber homotopy equivalence.·.· Then Va,:Va, = f:"'1 (U0 )·· 
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. (· . 
_/ ~ 
is:~ family of open sets covering A. 
. 
C. We claim that for each a, q-1(V) 
a 
is fiber homotopy 
equivalent to V XF 
a 
for: 
r a (x, 0) = j a_o cpa 
• f (x, 1) = X a poro.(x,t) = p(x) 
r' · u xFxI -i,,. u xF 
a · a a 
-r ~ (b , f, o) = cp 0,-0,; a ( b , f) 
r ' (b, f, 1) = (b, f) 
:be. ·the homoto-pies making t 0, ~ 1 and ~- ot ~ 1. a a a a 
1. Define 
.. 
'Y • q-l(Va) ....,. V X F by Cl • a 
1'a(a,x) - [ a, 1fFog>0 (x)] •• - f:.1·. 
..... 
.6 • V X F .....,. q-l(Va) by • 
. ' a, a 
... 
a. That is well defined· and cont·inuous • is: 
If -1 . . . (a,x) E q (Va), then _q(a,x) 
€ V0 . and 








. . :, . ·., 
' - ' .... !·; 
. - .. "', •. 
a, -1 
1 ~2 - - . . qX7( I q (V ) - . . .. 
. q - . (Va) ;> q 1 (Va) X q 1 (Va) a;> Va X p l(Ua) . 
' 
' ·.·' - . 
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That v(q-1(U0 )) C p-1{U0 ) • l.S: v(a,x) = x and p(x) 
= f{a) E U0 since a E Va. 
b. That 50 is well defined and continuous is: 
That [a,t0 (f(a),e)] E X(f) is: 
P•ia(f(a),e) = qa(f(a),e) = f(a). 
That [a,ta(f{a),e)] E q-1 (Va) 
q[a,t (f(a),e)] = a e V • 
Cl 0, 
• l.S : 
·5 factors as follows: 
·. Q, 
lv x-; . 
a · 1 1 
a ~. V Xp- (U) C q- (V) 
· a a a 
2. Claim 5a")'a "' 1 preserving projections: 
a. Define by 
H(a,x,t) = [a,ra(x,t)) 
r 
' ' 
. b. That H is well defined and continuous- is: if: 
-1 
· (a, x) . E q (Va.), then a E Va and f (a) = U
0
• But 
p(x) = f (a). So p(x) €. U0 • ___ Hence x € p-1 (Ua.). . That 
. [a,ra(x,t)] € q- 1 (Va) is: . pc,r~(X,t) = p(x) for each 
t since r0 · preserves pr.ojections. But . f(a) = p(:x) 
12·6·· .·.· ., 
. l . 
' . ;.;!. . 
' -'.f·,· •, 
. . 
•·. 
. . . ...... .' 
' - -~ . ' • ~-."":~'~._:_ •• ·f .. 
' ~ .. 
... , .,.,_,. . . / .• 
• 
~ . . . 
'! 
. . 
' \ . . . ··~ 
~ ': I • ' . '\ I, • ? ' , •' ', 
since (x,a) E x(f). Further q[a,ra.(x,t)] = a E Va. 
q 
since q(a,x) e Va and q(a,x) = a. 
\ 
c. That H makes 6 O'Y "\I 1 a a . 
• l.S 
H(a,x,1) = [a,ra(x,l)] = [a,x]. 
' 
But ~ao~a(a,x) = 5a(a,YFo~a(x) =(a, ta(f(a),wFo~a(x)). 
However, qaocpa.(x) = p(x) = f(q.).. Hence 60.o'Ya.(a,x) 
• 
d. That H p:-eserves projections is: 
• 
qoH(a,x,t) = q[a,r (x,t)] = a =q(a,x) for each t-._c 
. a ? 
3. Claim that 'Yao60 ~ 1 preserving projections 
a. Define G ·.- V x F x I _.,. V x F by a · a 
•• 
G(a,e,t) = [a,'lfFor~(f(;l,e,t)] '" 




.'r . ~ . , 
' : . ' ' ' . 
l . ... \, •· .. '. ,, 
', ,I 
I; , . -.'I c •• •• _, ' • ' " ,'•, ~ ., , :.~ • , • • • •'· 
·
11· ·2· _·7_,,_;_· 
. . ' .. . 
' ' 
. . •' 
• "'.. • r <'' • ,' ',. 
i· . 
' . ' -~ . 
' '-<: ... .. ..i •• ·: .... ··.' .~ , ... -~ . 
• ' ... l. ,, . . •• "\· ·, 










1 xr' V a ... 
.1, .. , . .,,,,,,1,,r, ... ": . 
' . . 
lV X7rF 
a > V XU XF 
a a 
a ) V X F 
a 
c. That G makes 'Y 06 -~ 1 a a . 
• is: 
G(a~e,o) = [.a,.1r or~(f(a),e,o)] 
But ~a ~6 (a,e) = ~a(a,ta(f(a),e)) 
= [a,~F·~ ot (f(a),e)] a a 
G(a,e,1) = [a,v or'(f(a),e,1)] F a 
= [a,vF[f(a),e] 
= (a,e). r 
d·. ~·at: G preserves projections .is: 
' . .. 
,'' 
r oG(a, e, .t) 
a 
= a 
. - a .. . . 
1 • -, 
. '•. ' ' 
'. ·, 
', ·<!, ··· 12:8 · .·.,: _· 
. ·. ,'.,, ' 
' 
. ..,, .... ,. 
... 
. i·.. .':' t t 
.. 
,. . ·'··. ,· 
._ .. : 
•'·: ... .', ,'. -· 
. . ' 
) : 
/ 
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·•,, ' 
' . . 
. . ,· ·'' :· . . 
• I • - •'· '- ,, ,·, ', 
,·· '<' • ,- • ''. - ' .' 
' ' J, ' • • ~ • • • . • ' ·_ 1~' . -
So r 0 (G(a,e,t)) = r~[G(a,e,1)] for each t 
= r (a,e) 
a 
NOTE: The ,structure (x(f),q,A) induced by £, f: A ....,.B 
where (X,p,B) is a fiber space in the sense of Dugundji 
\ 
is also a fiber space in the sense of·Dugundji. [D; p. 395 
Proposition· 1.6, Chapter XX]i Thus Proposition 5.5 
is true foi fiber spaces in the sense of Dugundji as well. 
One of the most useful char.ac.teristics of the fiber 
spaces as defined by Dugundji is the existence ·of a lifting 
function, A. Such a fun.ction was used repeatedly in the 
proofs of the pro.positions in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, 
fiber spaces (in the sense of Fadel!) do not have lifting 
functions. To demonstrate .this, we first construct the 
following fiber space. 
Let X =AU B wher~ A-~ (i/2,y)J-1_ ~ y ~ 1 
~. 
B = (x,o)JO ~X .~ 1} 
·Let ·p b·e ·the· ·pr,·oj·ection from X onto B, that is, 
p (x, y) = (x, 0). Then (X, p, B) is a fiber space:· 
Proof: Let F -·=: .. X 1-1 ~ X· -~ 1.. , F ·c R. for b _e B, 
let ub = · (x,o) l'lfx{b)- ·l/10 < x < vx(b) + 1/10 n B. For 
. -1 . . . 
. ·. each b E B, define cpb : p (Ub) -+ UbxF by cpb ( (x, y)) 
/ 
. 
I . 1 . 
· .. =i ( (x; o), o). For each b E B, define . ,;b : UbxF -+ p - {Ub) 





' . ' . . 
: . ... 
' ~-







Then cpb is continuous for its composition with each 
projection is continuous: 
F 
The composition with 'ITU is just plp-~b). and is thus 
b {,,, ... ~ 
continuous. 
, 
The co.mpositi'on with 'ltF 'is :a constant map and is 
s't·hus continuous. 
But tb is .a..Iso continuous for it is simply the 
projection onto Ub. t That 
by checking the definitipn of 
is easily seen 
We now sho~at cpb~tb : UbxF -r UbxF is homotopic 
:t·o t.he i·d·.ent:ity· .. : Define H : ubxFxI ~ ubxF by 
H((u,o)~t,~) = ((u,o),st). 
lt is continuous since 
cont.inuous and then H 
m: 
• l.S 
FxI __,. F by · m(s, t) = s. t is 
lubxm 
UbxFxI ·· > UbxF. · H is the 
H((µ,o),t,o) = ((u,o),o) = ~botb({~,o))~) 
H((u,o}~t,l) = {{u,o)?t) = l({uto),t) 
·11 is fiber preserving since poH((y,o),t,s) = q'[(u,o),st] 
= (u,o) = q((u,o),t). · 
Further, we may show· that 
··is homotopic .to 1 . 








'.,. 1,;..r-,, :-~- ~--~ • ·- '. ·: ' 
··, .,.\ ·. \ .· 
'• ' '~" Ir- I 
H((x,y),s) = (x,sy) 
H is continuous for: p -l(Ub) C Ub x y 1-1 ~ y < 1 
The-n H : p -l(Ub}xl ixl> ubx y 1-1 ~ y ~ 1 xI 
lli Xm 
b > Uh x y I -1 .S:. y .S:. 1 . where m is as hef:ore. 
• 
Further if (x, y} = p-1(Ub} then either y = 0 or 
x = 1/2. If y = o, H((x,y),s) = (x,o) E p-1 (ub) or 
if x = 1/2, H( (1/2, y), s) = (1/2, ys) ( p -l(ub). 
Hence H may be considered as a map into 
That h establishes tpcpb "' 1 is: 
H((x,y),o) = (x,o) = ,;bocpb(x,y) 
H((x,y),1). ~ (x,y) = l(x-,~y) 
That h preserves projections • 1S: 
poH((x,y),s) = p((x,sy)) = (x,o) 
But p(x,y) = (x,o) as well. Hence (X,p,B) is a fiber 
··S·.Ila,-ce. . 
, The fiber space, (X, p, B), just defined may ·be used -
. -... 
\ 
-·- ,. I 
to show that a lifting fun-ctiort does not exi·st. If such 
a 1-ifting · func'tion. did exi .. st, .it s.hou.ld be possible to 
-assign to any pair (x,a) 
, ... ,, 
-, 
a· E ~p(I, B) and where 
·\=.. . . . 
: - ' ""'· 
.. ' :.-~. : .,-· 
.~ _,... ·.·;:' - ' 
•I ... _. 
... 
~~.:, 
·-·- 1-- -· 
--------------
. ··- " 
. • , .i 
p(x) = a(O) a map B such that (3 (0) =X and pof3(t) 
= a(x) for each t . 
-
But let a:I "'"? B be defined by a(t) - (t!l, O) and 
let X E X be: X - (1/2, 1). Suppose it were possible -
to assign a function f3 such that: pot3(t) = a(t) and 
t3 (0) - (1/2,1). Let V - (1/2,y) 11/2 .S:. y ~ 1}. V • - l.S 
neighborhood of t3 ( 0). Let N be any neighborhood of 
\ 
• I . Tli.en N .. contains a point a such that a > O. in 
Since pof3(t) = a(t) for each t, we must have that 
Pot3(a) = a(a) = c·a11,o). But the fiber over <a!1,o) 
consists ·of the singleton <a!1,o). Thus we .have that 
~(a)= <a11,o). Further <a11,o) IV, 




there exists a point a e N such that t3(a) IV. But then 
S ·is not cont.inuous at O. 
We can see then tha.t not only is it not possible to 
define a lifting function ~' it is not even possible to· 
lift the path a described above . 
.... 
Section 2. 
This s.ect.ion coencern& a g.enera.lized, cove:cing., h.om<?to.py 
t~heor.em a11d a cross .sec-t.,ion theorem· and· ,their· .exte.nsions 
to cr-c·ompact S'paces. . In the preliminary r,:ema,rks in 
(cChapter 1, we d-iscus-s-ed this generalized covering, homotopy· 
theorem and stated that it involved making two homotopies 
strongly homotopic .. · We-now make that notion precise: 
;1\ 
. " ,' 
1··3·· .. · .·2····· . 
. ' ,• . , ' 
. . ' ' . . . 
. . 
. ... 
·1: ' -· .• 
'), ' 
, '·._i 





. I . 
.., •. r • 
DEFINITION: Two homotopies H, G; H : YxI ....,. B and 
• 
G : Yxl , B are strongly homotopic if there exists a ~-~- . .T-
. map r, r : YxixI -i,. B with the following properties: 
(1) r(y,t,O) = H(y,t) and r(y, t, 1) = G(y, t) for 
all y E y and t E I. 
-(2) r(y,O,s) = H(y, o) for all y E y and 
\ 
r(y,1,s) = H(y, 1) s E I. 
-(3) If for a fixed y, H·(y,t) = H(y,o) for each t, 
then r(y,t,s) = H(y,o) for each t and for 
each s. 
Generalized Covering Homotopy Theorem. 
Let (X, p, B) denote- a triple, X, and B spaces a~nd. 
-p a map, p : X ~ B. Let Y be a space and g a. map, 
·g : ·Y -7' X and H a ~J:tiomotopy of pog. That is,· H : YxI -"" B · 
and H 
0 
= pog. Then the gCHT h-olds if there exists a 
G, G YxI -""X such that H • strongly homotopic ~ap • l.S • 
to pG. 
·TIIB.OREM 5 •. 1... If (X,p,B.), is.--a fibe.r space and, B. is 
.. ' -
-p-ar,a.compac,t,, then· the g:CllT .holds with respect to compac:t 
'Hau·s-dorf f ·sp·ace:s. 
· NOTE. The theorem as st·ated and proved by Fadel! does ·not 
require the assumption of paracompactness on the base space 
., ... ·~--- .... --·-·- ... f······ .. ··-:···(.... -· 
. .. .,i 
• • •• ·•• ' .~ I 
. ~· 
' . :,:_ ·: : ;, 
• 
B. However, the proof as printed in Fadell's paper is 
incorrect as G' • not well defined. on Y, in that it l.S 
* 
• possible for g(y) belong to -1 [Fadell; .l.S not to p (Ua). 
. ,. 
. . 
p. 10]. To prove the theorem correctly it was necessary 
for me to make the extra assumption on B. 
Proof: Because the proof is long and involved, each 
··c-., 
of the major steps is numbered and in certain cases sub-
divided by :1etter to make it easier to follow. 
Let Y be a given compact Hausdorff space. Let H, 
H : Yxl _.,. B be given and g : Y ~ X be given where 
pog = H0 • 
Let Ua , F, cpa , and ·. ,Jt0 be those things neces-
sary to make (X, p, B) a f'iber space. That is, U is a, 
an open cover of B 
a. .. , th,er,,e .exist maps 
(U XF, q , U ) • 
and :F 
and 
space so that foi-~~ch .. l.S a 
-1 . ~ 
making (p (Ua.}, p, Ua) f 
-
a a a 
-1 q>a : . U0 xF _.,. p (Ua,) 
"!>'a.: p-1(u0 ) -uaxF 
s·tep 'l. 








· compactness implies normality there is - a covering·. 
' ' . -
' . -
' ~ - . ,. 
"--- ', __ - ·--~ 
.. ·. · ... : ,, 
. /• .:_ ,,'. " 
i . 
,,., , 
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1./• 
. ., 
-. ' . 
• 
.. t \ 
such that for each a, -, ua c u~ c ua. [D, p. 152 - Theorem 
6. 1, Chapter VIII]. Hence we have an open cover U' a 
-
of B such that for each a, U' CU a a· 
b. Then H-1 (U~) . is an open cover of YxI. 
H-1 (U') is open for all 
a, 
since H is continuous. If 
(y0 ,t0 ) e Y x I, then H(y ,t ). E B and ·hence to some 0 0 
U~. But then for t:his a,' (yo•' to) € H-l(U') So 
:, 
a . 
H-1(u'). i's a. c,over. 
a. 
Step 2. 
There exis.:ts a finite refinement o·f· U'· r a of the 
form 
~xik ~here Vj;(j=l, ... ,m) are open in Y and 
~k (k=l, ... , n) 
Ik n I~, f ~ iff 
are intervals open in 
k-k I = +1 . 
. -
Y a.nd I are compact. 
I such that 
Hence Y x I . ·-l.S 
• . • I. 
compact. Since H-l(U') a is an open cover, there exists 
a finite open cover H-1(U') where i=l, ... ,p. 
a. 
-1 I ) • l. U I ) But e-ach ,.H (U is (U xJ where 
a. A ~. ~. 




in I. Since open in Y. J 13 .is open 
-1 H . (l:J I) 
. Cl,; 
. . 1.s a·n 
1 
open cover, ·:U'' xJ 
: :(3. t3. is an open · cover and hence has a 
. l. ]. 
finite subcovef~ U'xJ) j} . 
intervals. Say ·J ~ U I . 
'Yj ~j 
But each J is a union of 
• 1.s-an open Thus · U!xI J '\J. 
I J . . 
. '; .. 
V .XI } .. 
-.· __ ,,,,_-.,.._: .. 1,.-.. ..:..' :· . ... ' ' ' . : '.-





', .. "!--, ·· .. 
..... ·, ' :. ''. '·,.' '• . 
,, 
... ' . '., 
' - .. 
,-.·· ' 
: ' 
. ...- . 
,· . : ., 
q; 
' . " ·~' - . ' 
,· '+tr ., 
' ' ' I ' ' 
: -: t > · ..
' . f . - . 
,., ·-
' .'-' ~ 




~.,~.,_.~,,.-:----------------------------------------......................................................... ...... . ,··- •.,' .. ·:,! . 
. - . ,._. 
., ,, '. 
. ' ' 





to-covers I and we can- refine I m 
if k-k' = +1. · Hence 
-




k, 1 ~ k ~ n-1, pick tk E Ik n Ik+l' 
Then O = t 0 < t 1 ( .•. < tn = 1. 
I; ~-- . 
--·-.. 
Let 
For each y E Y select a triple of sets w w I W'' 
' ' 
such that y E W £W £W' Iw°' £W"£W" £ Vj .for some j: 
.• 
Since Y is compact, Y is regular. Because ye V. for 
J 
some j, we may select a W'' 
- . 
such that ···y'' E W'' C W11 C V. 
- - J 
But then W'' is a neighborhood of y. · Hence there exists 
W' such that y E W' £ w''£ W''. So the-statement follows. 
[-D-, .. p .. 1414 - 2. 2. (2), Chapter VII]. 
Step 5 
A finite number of these triples may be chosen so 
that uw. ]_ = Y: Since the 








described is a 
W. must cover 
l. 
' ' Y. Furt·her each W i C V. 
Ji 
for some j 
m 
and hence W. · C Y •. 
' 1. 
I - • • 
·for each i=l, ... , m. .Thus . u 
i=l 





' · ..... ·.- ., . 
.• •'" - ' 
Ste!! 6 . •' . . '' ' ' 
Define ui : Y - [ t 0 , t 1] to be the Urysohn functions 
,-
.:i,'·'. 
136' •. - .\. ,, 
;• - . . . .. ; .. ' ' \·, 
\, - . . '' ,• . 
. . , I • . ' . ··. 
• ' ' ,- ' I ~ 
' ' ' • , I 
'.' I, ' > ~ • , < 
~ I\ ' ',',l ' ', ' I_ •:, •,- • • 
.,., ,·,·' ',,·',,.::.' 
. ,~ ._ . ' -







··· such that u. (W.) = t! u. (Y-W!) = t . This is possible 
i 1. r i 1. o 
-since Y is compact and hence normal and Wi and Y-W! ]. 
are disjoint closed sets •.. 
Step 7 
Define • i (y) : Y _..,. [ o, 1] 
= max·u.(y), ... ,u.(y). Hence ]. 1. 
by ~0(y) = 0 and Ti(y) 
0 = To(y) ~ Tl(y) ~ ... ~Ts(y) 
=·t1 . T5 (y) = max u1 (y), ... ,u8 (y) = t 1 since for some 
\ 
i € 1, ... , S, - y E W. ]. and hence y E 
-w .. ]_ 
Step 8 
Decompose Y x [ t 0 , 2t1-t0 ] into closed:. sets as follows: 
. t -t 




z 1 = (y,t) [y E Y; T 0 (y) + Q.~ ( t ~ T 0 {y) + ~ 
or (y,t) lye Y; 0 ~ t ~ ~ 
Y1 =. (y,t) ly E WJ, ;.. -~ t { Ti(y) + A}. 
That the - Z .. 's are closed is: if 
.i 
. \ 
i=l, z1 = (y,t)ly e Y, t: o ~ t ·~ A 
Since- .izl· • the l.S cross prOQUCt of two closed· 
z . is closed. If • > 1! For 1. 1 
• ''f . ••• " .. ' 
set~, 
' 
. . - .~' .. 
I • • ' ' I " ' • ' •• " ·! 
... 
. . . 
. ···,, '.·· ··,,, 
. ~ . ',, •' • ( ~ ' • ,- I 
. . 
. '.. ,, 
,, ' . : ... 
,·, ' L • • • .. • r,,\ ·,:•: : . ,· 
~- : • -:', ' • • ",1 . • ,, l'. 
_, ' 
' . j ' 
... , ... 
• 
Zi = (y,t) jy E Y, Ti-l(y)+(i-l)A ~ t ~ Ti-l(y) + iA 
Let 5 . 
i, n 
(t1+iA) - (t0 +(i-l)A) 
= -----------
t 1-t 0 +A 
=----
n n • 
Let 
I. = (t +(i-l)A+(m-1)5. , t +(i-l)A+m6. ].-- Let 1.,n,m o 1.,n o 1,n 
C. 1.,n,m 
-- - - ' 
or 
\ 
rr: 11 ( [ -r. 1 ( t ·+m 6 • ) , 't". 1 ( t +(m-1) 6 . ] ) i- 1- o 1.,n i- o 1,n 
which ever is appropriate according to which is smaller. 
Then each of I. and C. • closed • 1S since 'f. 1 i, n, m i, n, m 1.-
n 
• continuous . Let A. - u C. xr. . l.S -1,n i, n, m i,n,m m=l 
Since each C. x I. is closed and the union i,n,m 1.,n,m 
'is ta:ken over finitely many sets, A. is closed for each 1,n 
n. But then n A. 
N i,n llE 
is closed and further n A. = Z •• 




y • IS 
l. 
are closed • is: Let 
t -t 
6 - 1 0 i, n - n 
' 
I. - = [ t +iA+(m-1)6. _ , t +i'A+m 6. ] 
- 1,n,~ o 1,n o 1,n 
I , 
a. =T. 1 (t+(m-1)6. ) or 1.,n,m 1- o i,n 
·--..--,..-- i •. 
1)/ 
...... · :•" ' 
"' ' . 
·''; •' . .., 
,,, ' ··, 
: T. -1 (t +m 6. -) whicheve,r is 1- o . i, n 
smaller 
' . . 
I .. 
~. ' . . 
r·--.:-.. ·,,. . .. 
' ' . . ,.,-,. . . ' 








I ' " ' ·;, ( 
.. 
. ',-/ 
\~ .. ':>.: . : 
., . .· ·, 
b. = 1".(t +(m-1)6. ) or 1,n,m 1 o · 1,n 
'r.(t +m 6. ) 
1. o 1., n 
whichever·is larger. 
Define _ -1 -1 ) C. - '!. l ( [ a . , t 1+i"]) n 'r. ( [ t +i", b. n m] 1.,n,m 1.- 1,n,m 1. o 1., , 
-, Then C. • closed • and n w .. 1.S since 1". 1 't' • are 1. 1., n, m 1.- l. n 
continuous. Let A. - u c. xl. Then A. • 1, n m=l .1, n, m 1,n,m 1,n 
is closed for each n. But then n A. is closed and 
nEN 1 ' n 
n A. = Y .• 
ne N 1., n 1. 
St~p 9 
s 
If we set K. = Z.UY. 
1. l. ]. then U Ki= Y x [t0 ,2t1-t1] for: i=l 
The consecutive intervals (i-l)A + Ti_1(y) ~ t 
~ •i-l(y) + ii\ and -ri(y) +ii\~ t ~ ti(y) + (i+l)A have 
as their union (i-1)/\ + •i-l(y) ~ t ~ •i(y) + (i~l)/\ 
unl:-ess -ri-l (y) f •i (y). 
But •i-l(y) f -ri(y) => •i-l(y) < •i(y). Hence 
4 ,/ ' -, 
'r. (y) rt => y 'F Y - W! or y e: W. CW.. Hence if l. 0 l. l. 1. 
. (y, t) E Y x [ t 0 , 2t1 -t0 ] ,_. let ij be the indices where 
1"i. (y) F Ti +l(y). 
J - ' . 
. If t e (-rk(y)+k°A,Tk(y)+(k+l)A), then (y, t) e· zk. 
e yij+1· (,. (y)+-(i. +l) A, rr. +l+(i. +1) A), t.hen l. • J l. • J J . J 
(y, t) t E 
• 
Bu·t the union of all such intervals is [ t , 2t1-t ] since . 0 0 
dJ: -t ) s . 
.-8 (y) + SA =_ t 1 + 1 0 = 2t1-t . Thus U K. = Yx[ t , 2t_1-t ]. ·· S O · · i=l l. ·_ 0 . 0 
·< ;_ ;, . \... ·.~. ·· ... · ·.·\·, ... 
·' 
••I~ 
.. 13;9,,. i · .· 
. ',, ·' · .. 
... ,.. ' ' .. 
. . 
,, . ,., 
. ' 
. . -~ ., . '' 





Now define Gi : Y1 ..,.. X as follows: If (y, t) € Y1, . 
set 
where H(Wj'. x 
coordinate of 
\ 
• [t0 ,t1]) £ Ua and ta(g(y)) 2 is the second 
ta(g(y)). That cl is well,defined is: 
First we show that there is an a such that 
X Il. But then 
• 
also have that fot s,ome:. 
Now that G} is well defined depends only that we may 
apply ~a or that (H(y,t-A), ta(g(y))a) E U0 x F. But 
ta : Ua .....,.uaxF. Hence cpa(g(y))z E F. Since (y,t) 
€ Y1, ' ; _ ......... - '"F- -· - -
l 
, . y E Wi and t E [t0 (y)+A, .-1 (y)+A] thus t-A € [-r0 (y),.-1(y)] 
I'" ',. 
C [ t 0 , t 1 ]. 
So (H(y,t-A), ,Y0 (g(y)) 2) e H(Wi x [t0 ,t1 ])X F. But 
. H(~i X [t0 ,t1 ]) C H(Vj x I 1) C Uci_. 
tinuous is: 
That 





Define Si: Wi X 
·£1 : [A,t1+A] _.,.[O,t1] 




; ','. .··.'• '._• '·, ·:,· . ,, ' 
'I.·•,.:; :, 
' . ''. '.,,,,'. 
C ', ,r c•, •' ' 
''' .-, L '\' ,; 
' . 
' . " " 
by .e1(t) = t-A. Hence Si 




, . l" 'r - .J., • 
'_ • • ·: ~ 'r ,- ': r, " 
·~ . ' 
·, .' _,: , ... \ ·.-. -,• ,..~ .' . ' \ . - ' 
continuous. Now yl cw• x [A,t1+i\]. Let sl = Sily. 1 1 
Further since H(Wi X [ o, t l]) C U1 
. a' sl may be.- considered 
as a • map· into H-1 (U~). Then G' 
* 
may·be factored as: 
That 
!U Xi/I 
Cl ' " a, :> U XU xF 
a a 
\ 
go1ryly (y,t) is mapped into 
1 





= H(~yJy (y,t),O). 
. 1 Further O e 11. 
Hence (1ryly (y,t),O) E Wix r1 C H-1 (U~). So 1 
H(vyly (y,t),O) Eu:. 
1 
Step 11 ..... -. .,- ~·· 
Extend G1 
* 
to z1 as follows: Let r de.n·ote a 
·· projection preserving homotopy making 1 !"v. cpa.,;a where 
-1 -1 r : .P (U0 )xI ~ p. (Ua). 
Then r(x,o) = X r(x,1) = <pa,J'a(x). Let ui : Y ·~ 
--·· [ {)', l] by. the Uhrysohn Function mapping 1 and · 
-----·· -- . ~ . 
Y - Wl to o. 
• We wish to define 
"\, 
a r on L =XX 
, in order to patch up the hole left in the definition of 
1 l 





' •• J 
,· 
; 
:~ .. ' 





defined on z1 as: GJ(y,t) = r(g(y),ui(y)·f), but 
(y,t) € z1 /=> (g(y),u{(y)·f) € p-1 (Ua) x I.) 
Define 
"\, 
r .:. L ~ X by: 
"'\., . 
r (x, o) = x 
~ 
r(x, t) = r(x, t') 
"'\, 
··f l .· (x, o) E X x 
(x, t) 
0 
r is continuous since Xx is closed in Xx I and 
hence in L and p-1 (U~) x I is ·closed in L; and the 
definitions agree on p-1 (IT~) x o} for r(x,o) = x; 
and each of the partial maps is clearly continuous. 
Define G!(y,t) = f[g(y),ui(y)fJ for (y,t) E z1. 
That G! is continuous on z1 
• 1s: Let m : IxI -'r I be 
the multiplication. 
1 . Then G* factors as follows 
v-YIZ x~IIZ ~ xl gxu'xl 
zl 1 1> YXI 2 I> Y><YxI 1 I> 
1 -l(U' )x1Ix.e1 
p-1(u~)xrxr P,. ~- > p-1(u~)xrxr 
Hence G! is continuous where .e1 (t) = t/>... That c} is 
l 
well defined .o.a z1 
• is: 
. . 
We need to show that· (y, t)e z1 => (g(y),ui (y)·f). E ·L. 
. If g(y) E p-l(U~), then (g (y), ui (y) • f) E L. If 
~ '.', . 
' ,. ' ' 
', ·:·· · 142 · . •. 
,· 
I ·+ ' 
I • • 
. ..... ,·· 
. '· ,~ . 
f.' .'. I •• • 
• '• ., I,,', ••" 
.· ·,' .,'· ', ,', ·.'··:,".-·· .':, 
• ,_ - '•. I • . ,, I 
' ' ' .·,,,_. '·I. - ,',' , , ,' 
.·,• 
... 
r· - . ' , , , ~ 
' . "~ ,•. / ~~~- · .. : .•.. 
. ~ 
,.. ......... ,., 
. . . ' 
'_'r ',•, -.-
',.'. : . ' . ~ 
. ' ' 
• 
g(y) fp-l(U~), then pog(y) f. U~. But H{y,o) =pog. So 
H(y,o) / u~. - . Hence y ¢ Wl x [t0 ,t1] which implies that 
y E Wl, Then y € Y - Wl so ui(y) = 0, Then 
· (g(y),ui(y),}) = (g(y),o) and (g(y),o) EL. That c} 
may be defined on K1 is: 
, 
. 1 Let G* be ~a[H(y,t-A),ta(g(y)) 2] on Y1 and 
f[g(y),ui(y)f] on z1. That G} is well defined on 
yl O z·1 is: if (y, t) t yl n Z1, then y E WI and 
t· = A and then 
::;. cp0 ,ya(g(y)) by Formula (1) 
~ 
... ' .. :.~.· . 
and 
.. ;:,, ... 
'""' ·- t'· 
... 
. . . . } . . . -
. ~· ... •, ,· . ' . 
';,J I ' 
,, :·,, 
= r(g(y),ui(y)) 
= r (g (y), 1) . 
- - . 




.' . " •.• 
. = cpat0 (g(y)) by F'ormula (2) . · 
. . ' •,' 
,.. ,._.·. 
' r r • 
. ,,·· ' '' 
' ;) . ' 
.; \,, . ,, _ ..... _, ' 
. ~. 
,: . ..., . 
I 
. ' '. 
i, . ~ .. , , . 
:\('t~...... . . . 
:\.?~\· ..... ' .. 
i~, ' 
~/._;,;:,; ,: ·.i·~: . ,. 
... ' . 
·,' :I}.-. :•· 





G} has the follo~ing properties: 
,I 
(i) p G}(y,t) = pg(y) = H(y,o) (y,t) E zl 
1 ~ t Proof: poG*(y,t) = por[g(y),ul_(y) I] . If 
g(y) e p-1(U'), this equals pog(y) (since r preser~s a 
· projections which) equals H(y, o). 
If g(y) / p-1 (U~), then ui(y) = 0 and pof(g(y), 
ui(y),f) = po(g(y)) = H(y,o). 
(ii,) (y,t)_ E Y1. 
froof: 
1 pG*(y,t) = po(J)a{H(y,t-A), 1P'a(g(y)) 2] 
= q[H(y,t-A),ta(g(y)) 2] 
= H(y,t-A) 
Step 13 
Now define a G2 on K · 
* 2· First let 
G}(y, -r1 (y)+A) y e Y where g1 : Y ...... X. g1 (y) is well 
; 
defined: Claim that ~f ye Y, then (y_, -r1(y)+A) e K1~ 
If (y,T1(y)+A) / z1, then -r1(y) > O or y / Y-W-i, But 
if y /. Y-Wi, then ye W{, Hence y E Wi and since 
A .2. 1"1 (y)+A ~ Tl (}")+A, (y, 'rl (y)+A) e Yl. Thus &1 (y) 
. well define.a 
• • 
. . ', ·,. ~ ' . 
g1 is continuous for it ~ay be.factored as: 
'-", r' ' ·,- ' I' '1l I, ,' • 
- .lo_: ... :• 
144'<. 
. / .. 
. . 
'I •' ' 
. ...: 
I : fl, ·, ', .-
.. ' 
,, •; ·. 
'. · .. ·.. . " 
. '' : ', .. ·,: __ .·.,.. . ' . 
-· i: \:, ', '., 
,,. )·,1:·':J ' . 
' I ~· ' 
. '. 
' • '."·I' - -· ·Ji' :·, 
- ' . . 
·.·,. . 
"',, ;' •L ~ ' 
. . 
· .. .-· ·-'• -
l " 
. '. . . . 
I . 
• 1S 
: .\ :, ' ··,' . - . 
' 
', ' ' ".·' ., . 
. . . \ 
• •· - :,:·.I',_';"'·,.: J 
.• ', . -
.r 
._, - -';···: 
.·, ·- . 
. 
where £1 : [ t 0 , t 1 ] ~ [ t 0 +A, t 1+A] • .el (t) = t+A. l.S • 
[ That we may apply Gl 
* 
is shown above.] Then for 
(y,t) E Y2, define G2 
* 
: Y2 _.,.x by 
... 
where H(W~ x [ t 0 , t 1]) C U~ . some f3. 
This is possible for wz C Vi, for some 
W2 X [b0 ,t1] C Vi, x Il C H-l(U~) for some f3, 
is continuous is: 
£. Hence 
... ·-2 ·---. 
That G* 
is gfyen by £1 (t) = t-2~~ • But 
¥2 C Wix [2l,t1+2i]. Hence iet s2 be S~IY2• Further 
' ' -, ) ' ' 
-s,ince H(W2 x [ o, t 1 ) C U~., S 2 may be considered as a 
. H- l (U.~·-.· ) • map int:o P ,·-· 
is mappe·d into . . 1s: 
. . . . -
-
That . g1o,ryly2 
(y,t) 
g1ovyly (y,t) C p-1(U!) 
' . 2 ...., 
only ·if po g1o1Ty I y (y, t) ( iJJ . . · ,' . ·. · .. i · 
. · . · · · . 2 · ·. . P .· ,.·. '.:·:-:·i:··· ...•. : ·. 
·-~; . : .. 
. . . . . ~- ·,- ~ ' ' , 
• - I• / 
. ·,- ,., ' 
1 ·- ' 
' ' : 
.• '.: ;,"•,i ' . 
... _..' .- . - . 














·r, :. : 
·,:, .. '. -: .', 
'· ,,,,, .... 
;.\ '" 
• j It 
But pog1 (y) = poG!(y,T1(y)+i). If (y,T1(y)+A) € z1, 
- 1 ) then T1(y) = O. We ~ve that pog1(y) - poG*(y,A) = H(y,o. 
However y E w2 and OE [to,tl]. Hence H(y,o) Cu~. 
Therefore g1 (y) E p - l (U~} . If (y ,-r 1 (y )+ A) E Y 1' then 
pog1(y) = poG!(y,T1 (y)+A) = H(y,T1(y)). 
'. . ..... 
Step 14. 
We now wish to extend G; to As with 
Fadell's proof does not define G; on all of z2 .. We 
~ -1 -1 
-need a 1·'. To that end, let r' : p (Ut3} x I ....,.p (u13 ) 
be a projection preserving homotopy making 1 ~ ~t3ot13 • 
Hence r'(x,o)=x and r'(x,l)=~t3o_t13Cx). Let uz·be 
t.he Qhrysohn f-un.ction making 
µ2' (Wz') = 1 _.· and u' (Y -W'') = o. 2 - 2 
The-.n- de.fine r :: L' -" X where 
by r' (x, o) = x ·if (x, o) e X x 
,, 
L'=Xx O Up-1(UJ)xI 
o; r'(x,t) = r(x_,t) i# 
-1 -., _· 
-(x,t) E .p (Uf3} X I. 
As before r' is well defined since r(,~t) = x if 
. r .·. -
X .. €1·" .p-l_ c·-u-i) d . 
....., an ·:1.s also continuous. 
. ' ' . 
- • ' ... J •• 
a. Now define G; to be 
. • . .,.. 
l. ··'., ' .. · .. .' .-,;',' . ' ~. 
.i ·,< J ,, I I c : ~ 
'' 
'.•" ,. ' 
. ,, ~ '. . 
.. ·· .. 
. . ' - . 
' - . . . _,. : ' . 
' "·l.. J, ' - '. ·. 
' I ., •. ' (/ ; 
tr I. ' ·,.' • 
I ' ' • /' 
.. 
~ . ~ ' 
. ; ·.:.:.:: ·, 
' ·.· . ' 
'J t. •• · •. -
. . 
.. 
·; '. ;· __ ._·· ... ,; .· ' •' .... ' . ' '. . ,_. . ·d. 
': ~~ . . 
.· 146 
. ,'; ·\: . - . ', .. - - -: / 
' '. .·- '.' ,' .,.: ... : \' ' ' ' . ; .,' ' . / ,.\ 
J, ' 'C '•• <,,-, •,,,, 
' . . 
! I '. 
. ' . ' . 
. . .. . : ' 
. , 
·f:or (y, t) e z 2• 
S : Ix I ~ [ -1, 1] 
Let M: D<I ~ I be multiplication; 
\ 
be subtraction; Tr : Ix! _.,. !XI be 
Tr(s,t) = (t,s); t 1(t) = t-i\; and t 2 (t) = t/i\. Then c! 
factors as follows: 
1Ty1z X1rIIZ .63Xlr glxuzx-r1X1I 
Z 2 2:> Yxl > YxYxYxI > 2 
1 -l({l )xl 




p s ·-1 ' > p (U13 )xI 
NI 
r -1 • 
-> p (Ut3) 
where (y,t) -(y,t) -(y,y,y,t) - (g1 (y),u2(y),-r1(y),t) 
....,. (gl(y),u2(y),t,-rl(y)) - (gl{y),u2(y),t--rl(y)) 
t-rr1 (y)-J\ 
" 
....,. (gl(y), u2(y),t--rl(y)-i\) _.,. (g1(Y),u2(y), 
·· t-~ (y)-A 
-(gl(y),u~(y)• li\ ) _.,.f'[gl(y),uz(Y) 
t-rr l (y)-A 
"'A ] 
-b. That the factorization is well defined is: 
(1) S1ir1 i22xr maps 1r1 1z2 (z2) x I into I is: s.J.nce 
· (y, t) E z2, 1r1 lz2, is .. · t : -r1 (y)+i\ ~ t ~ -r1(y)+2/\ • • Hen~e ~ /> .· · 
· subt·racting · _ 't'l (y) leaves us in (A.~ t ~ 2A). C [ O, 1]. . ., . ' 
' r_ ,· 
' . '. . ., . 
·. 
. , . 
... . 




-i' . '· 
•j ' ' ' • ~. ' ~ 
,· 
' ' . 
'I \ I . 'I 
.-.... - ' . . ,:', ~:' . ·: 
'• .. 
,. '. ' ... 
' -
,.: .. ' ··1. 
i. :, . . •. ' 
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(2) That £1 still leaves us in the interval [0,1] • is: 
if when subt~acting, the values of t are ~ ~ t ~ 2A as 
we see above, we will be left in the set 0 ~ t ~ A C [O,l]. 
(3) That .e 2 
the set (O, °A] 
leaves us in [0,1) is: .e2 is applied to 
and hence we are left in [0,1] 
(4) That we may apply r' depends on the fact 
t-t (y)-A 
(y,t} € z2 ~> (gl(y},u2(y) lA ) € L'. If 
t-T (y)-A 
then (g1 (y),u2(y}-· 11, )E 
,· 
Now consider pog1 (y): 
that 
LI. If 
= H(y,o) if 
= H(y,1"1(y)) 
(y,Tl(y)+AI E zl or 
if (y,T1(y}+A) E Y1. 
But in either case, p11g1 (y} I U~ implies that H(W2 x [t0 ,t1U) 
¢ U 1 • Thus y <j. W'' or y E Y - W''. Hence u 1 (y) = O. f3 2 2 -- .. . .... -------2 
t-rr (y)-A i •• , 
Thus (g1(y),u2(y)_ 1A ) = (g1 (y),o) EL'. 
c. That a;_ may be consider~d as a map on - K2 = Y2 U z2 
is apparen·.t onc_e we see that the definitions agr-e~ on 
-.... 
z·ny· Bt z ny· () · -2 2· ·u on· 2 2 , t.=.·T1 ·:!J _+ 2A and ye W'. 
. . 2 
. . . 
'f- . i·. 
' ' 
' '' ', , .. ", -: , 
.' ,'·. ;_ .: '., .· .·,· . From the definition on Y2, we have .. . . ; ..... ·· . ·. 
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* qo,Y~ (gl (y)) =: p(gl (y)) = poGl (y, 'Tl (y)+A) 
\ 
= H(y,-r1(y)) if y E Wi or pogl(y) 
= H(y,o) if (y,-r1 (y)+A) E z1 
· But (y,-r1(y)+A) e z 1 => -r1 (y) = O. So 
pog1 (y) = H(y,T1 (y)). 
Ft.om :the· definition on z2, we have: 
. 
c;(y, -r1 (y)+2A) = f '[g1 (y),u2(y)-~J 
,,.. . 
r'[gl(y), ui(y)] 
But since y E wz, u.2 (y) = 1 or 
c;(y, -r l (y)+2A) = ['' (gl (y), 1) 
= r'(g, (y),l) 
= q>~ojt3 (g1 (y) • . 
. . 
2 d. G* -enjoys the following pfo't>erties: 
· (i) pG;(y, t) = pg1 (y) = H(y, -r1(y)) for all 
(y, t;) E z2. 
.. · . . . · - · -- t-T (y)-A. 
· · Proof: pG;(y, t) = pof '(81 (y) ,u.2 (y) .· 11,. · ) 
' '. - ~' -
' 
~ ' . , 
· .. -' 
.. · ,, ' . ' 




J · •• 
' 
'· .\' .. . ~'. . 
. ,, . 
. ' . ; 
•, 
'.\ ' ., . 
· .. 
' I .,• ' -
• 
If g1(y) e p-1(U~), we have 
2 T-T (y)-A 
pG*(y,t) = por'(g1(y),u2(y). · lA 
. '·~ = pog1 (y) [ Since r' preserves p:roj_ections] 
= H(y,~1(y)) [As shown previously]. 
.. . - . -1 I If g1(y} r/ p (Ut,) we have as before that uz (y) = O. 
~ t-~1 (y)-A ~ Hence por'(g1(y),u2(y)· A = pof 1 (g1(y),o) = 
(ii) po~(y,t) = 1 + (y,t-2/\) if (y,t) E Y2. 
Proof: . 2 pG*(y,t) = po~t3[H(y,t-2A),t~(g1(y))2] 
= q[H(y,t-2A)tt3(g1(y)) 2] 
= H(y, t-2A) 
Step 15 
We now have G1 defined on 
* 
K1 and G; defined 
.. 
on K2. Further they agree on 
' 
" K1 n K2 for:. 
If (y,t) e Kl n K2, then {y,t) e (Z1~1>ncz2UY2>· 
This implies that t = T1(y) + A. Hence G}(y,t) = 1 . ... . -"\., 
G*(y, T1(y)+A) = g 1 (y) = r '[g1 (y), o] and - . . --·~··· -~---' .·1 
~ .. ·, ,;- .· .. ; - ' . 
,-
. '. •., .... -~. -, 
·,., 
. ~ 
. · ··· . = r ' [ g 1 (y) , o] . 
· .. '' ' .. ,r' . 
'·'. .;., . 
•. 'i C 
. ' ' •. l ~ • 
• • _.:: • '.C ' ' 
. . 
.. 
-- ••• • • • • • •.• ',_. l 
. •, 
,. .• '~ :;., ' ' . , -








Now in a similar manner, we may define ma.ps G!:Ki- X 
1 ~ i ~ s that will have the following properties: 
pG!(y,t) = H(y,Ti-l(y)) 
pG!(y,t) = H(y,t-i~) 
(y,t) E Z. 
1 
(y, t) E Y. 
1 
i i-1 G*(y,t) =·G* (y,t) (y,t) EK. n K. l l. ].-
\ 
'since the Ki are closed and there are finitely many of 
I .,. I -•- --
them, we may piecewise define a G*(y,t) on Yx[t 0 ,2t1-t 0 ] 
by letting G*(y,t) = c!(y,t) if (y,t) E Ki. Recall 
s ( U K.) = Y X [ t , 2t1-t ] .. i=l 1. 0 0 
' 
Step 17 
Then define G1 : Y >< [ t 0 , t 1] -x :by 
Then G1 has the following properties: 
a. 
1 . 
G (y, t ) = g (y) . 
0 
Proof: Gi(y,t 0 •. ·) = G.k. (y,t )· = c}(y,t) · 0 . 0 
~ 
= r(g(y), o) 
........--- . = l(g-(y)) = g (y). 
h pe1 is strongly homotopic to Hlyx[t t]· 
. . . o' 1 · 
. . '0' .. 
-Define . · 
cf> : Y. x [ t 0 , t 1] x I ...,. B as follows 
<J,(y, t, s) = H[y, t (1-s)+Ti-l (y) · s] ··. [Definition (a)] 
... ~ .... 151 · · .. . · 
··-=, 
' 
: ~ : 
. ' ·-: 




-r. 1(y)+(i-l)A+t •· 1(y)+iA+t if 1- 2 0 s. ts. 1- 2 0 
. 
or =·H[y,t(l-s)+s(2t-iA-t 0 )] if [Definition (b)] 
'r._ (y)+iA+t 'ri(y)+iA+to 
1 1 2 0 s. tS. 2 
That is, if i = 1, 'P(y,t,s:). = H[y,t(l-s)] if 
\ 
H[y,t(l-s)+s(2t-A-t )] if 
. 0 
1" (y)+A+t 
t + A/2 ~ t S. l o 0 .. 2 
or if i ·= 2 
~(y,t,s) = H(y,t(l-s)+~1(y)·s) if 
~1(y)+A+t Ll(y)+2A+t 
___ 2 __ o S. t S. 2 o or 
H(y,t(l-s)+s(2t-2~-t0 )) if 
Ll(y)+2A+t0 Lz(y)+2A+t0 
2 . ~t~ 2 .-;... 
(1) That ~ is well defined • is·: For definition (a), if 
. Ti-l(y)+iA+t0 t =------2 ' • 
• 
-r. (y)+iA+t · 
</>(y,t,s)::: H[y,( 1 2 °)(1-s) + -ri_1 (y)·s] .. ' . 
. T 1• -l (y) · s iA+t 
= H[y, 2 + ( 2 o) (1-s)] ... 
' . : ' . - ' 
. '.·./ .'.<','' .·'· •' .·• · ... 
f , .• 
1., ·. 
. .· . ' ... ' , ... ,,,, ,',. _, 
' . . .. - ~· •. ~} ~~ '.. . . , . 
--- -- . -;:,. ; -: t 
\.·~-' - . . . 
,, ' 
. . > ' .,',. ,; :. ·/:··. '· . 
;; . 
' 1.,. •· .. ,, 
· .152 
\ · .. 
- ' ' . 
\- ' ' • ', ' • ~ I ' ' • •. ' ' '. ' 
.... '-~-~-1 . - ' . ./ ! .. - • '. 
For definition (b): if 
1". 1 (y)+iA+t t = 1- 0 
. 2 ' 
'ri-l(y)+ii\+to 
~(y,t,s) = H[y,[ 2 ](1-s). 
• 
+ s(T. 1 (y)+iA+t -iA-t) i- 0 0 
T. (y),s iA+t 
= H[y, i-~ + ( 2 o)(l-s)] 
So the definitions agree on the intersection of the domains. 
\ 
(2) Tha.t ~(y,t,s) is continuous is: 
... ,. __ --J --
--~1--- (a) is defined on a finite number of closed sets 
whose union is Y x [t0 ,t1] x I. ~ agrees on the inter-
sections .. Hence cJ> is continuous if on each of the closed 
15~et.s i·t • continuous. That the sets closed • l..S are is: 
rr. 1(y)+(i-l)A+t - Z! (y,t)ly 1.- 0 Define - E Y, 2 ~ t i -]. 
'r. 1 (y)+iA+t 1- 0 
2 • 
Consider (y' t) such that 
'r. -l (y )+i A+t . T. (y )+iJ\+t 
1 0 ~ t ~ 1 o. 
2 2 
This implies -ri-l (y) ~ Ti (y). If -ri-l (y) = Ti (y),. then 
-t,.. l ( y-- ) +i A+t 1- · 0 
-~ ~ . . 
~ ; 2 an'd so . (y' t) € zr . 
. . . 
'I" • (y) t= t . 1 0 Hence y /. Y -Wt. 
. -, 
*--Hence y €. Wi_ or ye Wi. Thus define 
- T. -1 (y )+iA+t · ... Ti (y)+iA+t 0 
y :i. = . (y > t) j y E W i, 1- . 2 0 i t i . . 2 . . . • 
::.· -- Now consider . th~ -,maps h. and · h. · defined as follows: ]_.. . 1 







hi:Y x [t0 ,2t1-t0 ] ....,.y x [t0 t 1] given by 
t+t 
hi(y,t) = (y, 2 0) 
h!: Y X· [ t , t 1 ] -? Y X [ t , 2t 1-t ] l. 0 0 0 given by 
hi(y,t) = (y,2t-t0 ). \ 
Ft:fr each i, h. 
1. 
and h! 
l. are continuous. Further 
\ 
2t-t +t 
= (y, 2 0 0) = (y, t) h.oh! (y, t) = h. (y, 2t-t ) 1. 1 l. 0 
t+t t+t 
h! oh. ·(y, t) = h! (y, 2 °) ]_ ]_ l. ··- = (y,2( 2 o)-to) = (y,t). 
Hence each h. • homeomorphism. Since each h. • l.S a l.S 1 1 
~·. 
a 
homeomorphism, each h. • closed But h. (Y.) = Y! l.S a map. l. ]. 1 
an-d Y. • closed . 1S 1 
. and z. • closed . l.S ]. 
Hence Y! • closed l.S 
1 
Hence Z! • closed. 1S 
' l. 








= z ! 
Y'' i 
·]_ 
are closed in Y x [t0 ,t1] x I since th~. projections 'onto 













.r ... x I ~ I be 
I X I ...,. [ o, 2] 
Further 
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£ • l-rl 
.· 1 . be . .e1 ( s.) =-:_ 1-s. '- . ' .. . , . ·, ... ~- ·,; 
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• 
Then for each • cf>z '.' l., factors as follows: 1 
62 lz1.'X7ry 
z '.' z ~·xz '.' 
1. :> :> ]. l. 1. 
lzi.,X't'i-1 iXl 
z '.'xY lL :> z '.'x I (, . I? 
1. ]_ 
0 
1y><1[ t , t ]x£1x1rxr 
. .. o 1 . :> Yx[ t
0
, t 1 ]xixixI 
ly>< (MI [ to' tl ]xI)xM 
-----------------) 
ly><A . H 
YX .. Ixl. > Yxl >B 
where 
(y,t,s) ~ ((y,t,s), (y,t,s)) .-,. (y,t,s),y) _.,. 
--( (y, t, s), Ti-1 (y)) - (y,t,s,s,Li-l(y)) -
(y, t, 1-s, s, Ti-l (y)) - (y, t(l-s), s· Li-l (y)) -




That <l>y,.' • continuous 1S • The fac.tori.za tion for l.S: ~ 
1 
• almost identical with that for c/>'' Replace l.S z .. 
1 
Zi with · Yi and replace .. T1 _1 : Y ...,. I with, . 
given by a(t) = 2t-(iA+t ) antl 
. 0 . 
xeplace the first ,projection, with a projection on.to th.e 
.[.t0 ,t1 ] f'actor instead of onto Y, and .note· that for 
.. 
·(y,t,s) e Y'}, et(I) C [0,1). 
1 
C· 
•• Ne:xt we. ·pi-:ove. some properties of cJ,: .. 
Namely (1)-a ·:: <P(y,-t, o) ~ H(y, t) 
. '1 ' .... 
= ·PG (y t)· · 
·.. , . 
' \ .. ·,i '• . ' . . ':' ·. -
' . - . . ",, .. . ··: -':. '.'," ,: :: 




Proof: ~(y,t,o) = H(y,t] from definition a. 
~~(y,t,o) = H[y,t] from definition b. 
1 
~(y,t,l) = pG (y,t). From definition (a), ~(y,t,1) = 
H[y,'Ii-l(y)]. But 
\ H[y,'ri-l(y)] if (y,2t-t 0 ) z. ·- E or - l. 
-- -- ~-· _; ~----~~ ·-
H[y,2t-t0 -iA] (y,2t-t 0 ) if --
But in th:i_$ latter case, (y, 2t-t 0 ) E Yi =) 
Ti_1(y)+iA ~ 2t-t0 ~ Ti(y)+iA and 
Ti-l(y) ~ 2t-t0 -ii ~ Ti(y). 
. . . 




-, Y e W. or 
l. 
.. 
't". 1 (y)+(i-l)A+t _t-'I. 1 (y)+iA+t 1.- 0 ~t~ i- · 0 or 
2 . 2 
I • ~ • 
H·ence 2t-·t 0 -iA = 'ti_1(y). So 
_ik( tl)·= ~ y, ' 
-- a~- -
· ·From de·finition- (b): 
' , . 
·. ' .. '\ ' 
.. 
• ,; ·., ·:. \ - , ·r.; 
l .• "· ' j '. :"• 
:.•.- .. ' 
. :~ . •. ' ' . : . 
.·-.·.. . •.· . . 
',1 - . 
,- .... ··. .. . 
• 1 ; ' • .-/, ', ' ~-
,. . . . ,. ~ 
' i 
. . 
' " ,; 
' . 
. . 
. -' . ' ·- - - . ., . ' ~ ' 
., . . ' _· \ ' ,_; . . . ', ' - . , .. 
. . ·' ··. . . -.. _-:'.· .. : · __ ·: ... ·:··· ·.:: ·:··, ... \ ·:' '_,_· ... ' 
I ' • " ,\ , 
' . . ' 
~-
.... ;" ... ,,.,,~······•'"''!°';; •.•• , •• 1 
'; . .-.. 
,.. -' 
-.. _ .• 
___ ..._._._ 
= H(y,-ri-l(y)) if (y,2t-t) e· Z. \ 0 1. 
But in this case -ri_1 (y)+(i-l)A < 2t-t 0 ~ -ri_ 1 (y)+iA or 
T. _ 1 (y)+(i-l)A+t T 1 •. _ 1(y)+iA+t0 
i 2 o~t~ 2 
. ~. 1 (y)+iA+t Since we're using definition (b), 1 - 2 ° ~ t 
r 
'f. (y)+i·J\+t i;. _ 1 (y)+iA+t 0 1
_ 2 ° so t = i 2 . Hence 
\ 
• 
pG~(y,2t-t0 ) = H[y,2t-t0 -iA] = 'P[y,,t,l]. 
Hence property (1). 
(2)-b 'P(y,s_,s) = H(y,t) 
Proof: 
,; 
•· 1 (y)+(i-l)A+t 't". ·1 (y)+i1'+t 1- 2 o ~to~ 1- 2 o or 
? 
" . " 
't"i-1 (y)+(i-l)A ~ to ~ -ri-1 (y)+iA)·. 
But -ri_1 (y) L -r0 (y) = t 0 • Hence we rnust:have that 
.. 
-ri-l (y) == t 0 and · (i-1) /\ = 0 or i = 1 and -r1(y) = t 0 • ·. 
. ' ' 
Hence y €. Y-Wi.. .Then we have that . -r1 :_1 (y)--r1 (y) = t 0 . · .. · ... · . 
' 
. .' 
:.- : -· . 
·, . 
',·,:· -
,·,:. __ :: . . 
. ' . . ' 
' ' _.,. -1 ,I 
_.,_ ----- ,...., ____ .., -- - -r,--~---~-~,-,,.....~•·• ---•- ,-•~• •- •• .,., ___ •J-•··---.--,----------.-_,, -·• 




t = t, it's not possible that 
o" 
belongs to the proper interval, for suppose 
't·f.-l (y)+iA+t0 
. . 2 Sa to . 
t 
~en 't"i_ 1 (y)+iA i t 0 • But Ti~l(y) ~. T0 (y) = t 0 , Since 
iA > O, rr. '1 (y)+i" > t .· Thi:s :i.s .. a contradiction, so 1- 0 
(y, t 0 ) r/. interval for definit,iDn (b). 
Se<!ond pa,rt of (2); (2)-b: <f>(y,ti,s) = H(y,t1). 
Proof: We need ~nly use definition (b) for it is not 
• . . . .· Ti-l(y)+i~+tO 
possible that t 1 < 2 . If so, we would have: 
But for each i, T1_1 (y) ~ T 8 (y) = t 1 . This is a contra-
di_ction. 
·······---···-~·--·· ............ ..i 
~---- -
D·efiniti·on (b): 
rr. 1 (y)+iA+t · .. · ~·· ·'r. (y)+iA+t . 1- 0 l. 0 
2 ~ · t l. ~ " · : 2 . . . => 
: I 
I •. 
But -r1 (y)+iA+t0 i -r8 (,:)+sA+t0 = t 1+(t1 -t0 )+t0 = 2'1:1.. . 
Hence · i == s 
' . 
• ' I '.'' • ' 
. ' ' 
' ' . 
' ' 
• • ' J. • 
' ' '' ', . 
. , ... . ,"• . ~ 
. .,, ' 
' . ·' 
<--
.. . . ·' ,, ,,... ·,' ~ 
,,. ;,. 
' . - . :· ';- - . 
;~' - ' ' ~- - :; '> 
'·• 
· .. 
' ' ' . .. ~ . 
- r .. , ·.-' ; . , 
I 
So c/>(y,tl's) = H[y,t1(1-s)+s(2t1 -sA-t0 }) 
= H[y,t1(1-s)+s(2t1-(t1-t 0 )-t 0 ) 
Property (3): If H(y,t) is stationayy for· t with y 
fixed, then ~(y,t,s) is stationary for t and s. 
. \ 
Proof: Let H(y, t) = H(y, o) = H(y, 1) = 
. . ·~ 
· Then· ·for that fixed y, 
\ . 
c/>(y,t,s) = H[y,t(l-s)+T1 _1(y)·s] ~ H{y,o). for each t,s 
or = H[y,t(l-s)+(2t-i~-t 0 )·s] = H(y,o) for each 
t, s •. 
Because Properties (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied, we have 
. 
t.ha t pG I is strongly homo topic to HI Yx( t t ] . 
o' 1 
Step 18 
Working· in a s·imilar manner, we. can define ho.motopies 
. -
l; ';' 
l. . . G :Y x [ti_1,t1] -B and homotopies </)i:Y x [t1 _1,t1) XI·~ 





.. {('Y, t, o) = H(y, t) 
c/>1(y,t,1) = G1(y,t} 
. cp. (y, t .. l's) = H(y, t. 1 ) 1 i- i-
~i(y,ti,s) = H(y,t.). 
. ]. 
~' 
~ I , : .,, • ' 
" - -, ,' 
. Since each Y x [ t 1 _1, t 1) x I ·• is a closed set', and there 
. . 
L '.'. '0: I 
.. '.; : .,., . .· ' .. ,; ··., .... 
· . .- . 
- ....... , ' . ' . 
·: . . ; 
,,· .. ·' . 
. ,. ·, .. 
' '' 
. ·.·,_,. ', ··: ... 
0 . 
• .• """ I 
.. - ' . 
. . " •·. ~ . ,., .- ' 
' 1' ' ' 
' ··' . 
. ,· 
·... . ·' 






... ' -, . 








U Y X [t. 1,t.] XI= 1- 1 i=l 
. 
. Y X I X I, we may define G : Y x I -,. B by G(y, t) = 
. ' 
Gl.(y, t) when (y, t) E Y x [ ti-l' ti] and <f,': YxixI -.. B 
by ~'(y,t,s) = ~1 (y,t,s) if (y,t,s) e [ti-l'ti] x I. 
Then ~· and G will be continuous once we establish that 
Gi+l(y, t) ~ Gi(y, t) if t = t. and </>i(y, t, s) = cpi+l(y,t, s) 
1 
if t = t .. \ . 
1. 
• 
But from (3) and (4) above, </>l.(y,t1 ,s) = H(y,ti) and 
q,i+l(y, ti,-s) = H(y, ti). Now to get Gi+l(y, t 1) = Gi(y, t 1) 
• 
we will define the G1 's: 
• 
For each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, we define a Gl. ·: Yx[ t 1_1, ti]....,. X. 
a. ·nefine 
where 
Zi,j = (y,t)ly E Y,Ti,j-l(y)+(j-l)Ai ~ t ~ 
y. . = 1,J 
T ;-·-- • ( y) + • i\ • l.,J-1 J 1 
(y,t)ly 
+ J. /\ • J. . 
I 
e W!, 'r. . -1 (y)+··;". ~ t ~ 'r. • (y) J 1.,J 11 lr- 1.,J 
t. -t. l s 1. 1-A. = and U W = Y. 
1 S _k=l k 
and where 
/ 
u. . (W~) = t. l.,J J l. ·. 
>< • • a 
. ,,.'.~ 
t. 1· 1.- Le t K • · • = Y • • UZ • • . 1.,J 1,J 1,J .. 
ti,j(y) =.max u 1j(y),ui,j-l(y), ..• ,u1, 1(y) • 
Ti, o(y~ = ti"'.'l •. 
·'. ' + 
' . 
--· .. -~ . . ·-~ . . -- .----· 
r •-''.,- • • • 
' :, ~ -
. - . • "! •• 
. ' ' ' - ., 
• •• •. • r • ', '1 
··.· ...... ··/ ,"···• .. ·. -::,:· .· ': 
'· 'r, · , · : ·,· · ' ··.'. _,r. ,: , 
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(y,t) E Y •• l., J 
"· 
and where H[ W'.' X [ti-l'ti]] C U' and cp t l. - a,. . a. . a. . 
i, J l.,J 1,J 
"'\, 
P-l(u ) • - g. . (y) are the maps making f u X F and a. . a. . 1., J 
= G~'j(y,-r.' .(y)+jA.) l.,J ]_ 
i-1 s if G* ' (y,2t.-t.-1) ]. ]_ . 
l.,J 1, J 
gl,o(y) = g(y)-- gi,o(y) = 
i I= 1. 
G i' j ( t) - N [ ( ) ' '( ) t --r i 2 j -1 (y) - (j -1) Ai) 
* .Y, - ri,j gi,j-1 y ,uj y. A. .·· . 
l. 
if (y,t) € z. where r. . • cpa. •. ta. ~ 1 • • 1, J 1,J • 1,J 1,J 
[ r. ·. (y, o) r .. (y, 1) = cp O ,; ] and . (-') = y u. w. -
i, J i, J . Cl • • a . . J J 
and u ! (Y -W'.') = 0 . J J· 
• • 
c. Then the Gi, J 
* "" 
l.,J 1,J 
have the following properties: 
if (y, t) E Z. • 1,J 
2. pG*i,j(y,t) = H(y,t-j/\..) if (y,t) e Y .. 
. ]. 1.,J 
1 
3. if (y, t) e K. . n K. -.• 1 1.,J 1.,J-
d. · Define G!(y-, t) = Gi' j (y, t) if 
) 




· ..-. ' . :: J' '• . ' • ' -' . •:; . ' ' 
' ' . . : . ' ' 
. ,-· ·;. _· 




·. ,.,': ':.,' ', ,. ' . 
,, 
·' 
: :i ,' 
'•. - '' 
., 
. ·., 
'. ~ • ", '., - ... ,.~-r- ·-·-
I ' . 
Gi+l(y,t.) = G*i+l(y,2t.-t.) 
1. l. ]. 
i+l 
= G* (y, ti) 
= Gi+l,j(y,ti) if (y, tl..) E K.+l . 
. 1. 'J 
Proof: Suppose (y,t.) E Y.+l . for some j. Then ]_ 1 ,J 
we have tha··t 
flll, 
But -ri+l,j-1 (y)+jAi+l L -ri+1,o<Y) + Ai+l = ti+Ai+l > ti, 
Hence we must have that (y,t.) E Z.+l . for some j. 
1 .. 1 , J 
Tiiis implies that -ri+l,j-l (y)+(j-l)Ai+l~ti~'fi-ij~l(y)+jAi+l 
Suppose j f L Then -ri+ l, j-l (y)+(j -1) Ai +l > -ri +l, j -1 (y) 
L t.. Hence j = 1. 
1. 
• 1r 
Gi+l,1( ) _ N [ ( ) '() * y,t . . - r.+1 1 g.+1 y ,ul y. 1 l.. , 1- ,o 
t.-~.+l (y)-(O)(A.+l). 1 1. ,o 1. 
/\i+l 
. _,,. -· ' 
'i 
, .. ,' 
. •' 
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... ,.• ' 
' . '· 
. ',, 
.-.. 
· .• ~, 
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t.-t.-0 
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Now, Gi(y,ti) = G!(y,2ti-ti-l) 
= G!'j(y,2ti-ti-l) 
.• 
for some j such that (y, 2t. -t. 1) e K ••• 1 1- 1J We may show 
that (y,2t.-t. 1) EK •. =>J. =s. 1 1.- 1J . ' 
.~·:· ~~~-"'=--
Proof: Suppose E Z . .. 1J Then 
T •• 1 (y)+(J·-l)A. / 2t.-t.· 1 / '1" •• l·(y)+J·A. 1.,J- 1. ~ 1 1- ~ 1.,J- 1 
or=> t.+t.-t. 1 < rr .. 1 (y)+J·A. or 1 1. 1- - 1,J- 1. 
=) t. +s • A. ~ 'I. • l (y) +j·°A. < 'r •. - (y) +s A. 
1 i 1,J- 1 1,s 1 
t. +s. ". < t. +s A. if j j= s. 1. 1. 1 ]. 
So j = s. 
Now suppose (y, 2t. -t. 1) e Y. . . 
. 1 1- 1.,J Then y-e 




'T •• 1 (y)+J-~A. < 1". (y)+sA. if J. 4 s and- 'r •.•. 1 (y_.-)--l., J - 1. 1. , s 1 r · 1, J--" -··" _ 
+jA. < t. + s°A. or t.+sJ\. < t. + SA. if j f s •. 1 .l. l. 1. ]_ 1. . 1. 
This i.s a contradiction so j = ,s. Hence we! have 
.... 
.. 
that Gi(y,ti) = G!' 8 (y,2ti-ti_1). 
agrees with Gi+l on Y x t .. 
This . gives us that _ G1 -
. 1 
' ' 
Ste_p 19 ' · ... :':'·.' 'i,f·.·--:'; .,_.·.,· ' ' ' '':• ,',,· '. •, •' ~ ·, . . '• 
•,"'-_ :, ',. 
• 
Since the G1. 's agree, we'\have that G(y, t) .. · defined 
·, . . . _ .. ·· ,'··· ' ' ·. ,,, -·_ · 163 -
... ,! ~ • 
l:1 • ' 
• '.' I 
.,', ' ',, 
' ' . 
.. . . . ~ . 
: .'.'.- .L , 
,' '.. ' 
\ . 
/. . 
by Gi(y,t) when (y,t) E Y x [ti-l'ti) is well defined, 
continuous and satisfies poG is strongly ho~otopic to 
H and thus the theorem is proved. 
)"''"'' 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (X,B,p) denote a fiber space. Then the 
gCHT holds for (X,B,p) 
.·The proof is omitted. 
\ 
R-EMARK. Given that (X, p, B) is a fiber space with B 
paraGompact, if there exists a -fiber space in the sense 
of Hurewicz, (Y,q,B) such that (X,B,p) is·fiber homotopy 
equivalent to (Y,q,B) then the gCHT is valid for any 
space Z. 
Proof: Let (X,B,p) be a fiber space in the sense 
of Fadell. Suppose there (Y,B,q) a fiber space in the 
sense of Hurewicz which is fiber homotopy equivalent to 
(X,B,p). Then there exist maps cp. and such that: 
cp : X ~Y t: Y -.i,.X and ·qocp = p; P•t = q and cp,oV 
z be • g-iv-~n. and to~~ 1 preserving projec~ions. Let 
and g : Z ~x and H: Zxl -?B such that H(z,o) =· 
po_'g(z). 
"'\., 
We now- show. 
l 
"• •,•,. .", t C •• 
. ~ . . •. ' ' 
: ..... · 
. . 
-! 
Define g':z_.,..y by~. g'(z)·=cp~g(z). 
that H(z,o) = qag'(z), for 
. ·' -·., ·. '. ,, -.. ·, ' 
qoq'(z) ~ qocpog(z) = pog(z) ~ H(z,o). 
Hence there exists a · G' . :· Zx I _.,. Y such that G 1 (z, o) 
= g'(z) and qoG'{z,t) =··t·H(z-;t)~ [D, p. 393 -
1;64 
·. ,, ·, . ' 
:,_ . .. '.: ,. 
.·' I • '. 
' ·.' . 
• 1 ·-: ' ' :. . . '~· .';:' • ;:., 
. - . . ~-, . 
,, 
,· 
• . l.. . 
·-·~" " 
.. 
. •, ,·, 
. '· 
. ' 
Definition 1. 2, Chapter XX]. Then let G'': ZxI _,,. X be 
given by G''(z, t)· = ,JtoG' (z, t). Let cp : Xx! -r X be such 
that 
po~(x,t) = p(x) for each t. 
'P(x, 1) = tocp(x) 
'P(x, o) = x 
Define· G : Zxl -'P'X 
\ 
by. G(z,t) = ~(g(z),2t) 
G''(z, 2t-l) 
if O ~ t ~ 1/2 
if 1/2 < t ~ 1. 
Then G0 = g and H is strongly homotopic to pG. 
Proof: 
(1) G (z) = G(z,o) = ~(g(z),o) = g(z) · 0 
(2) .r. .. _ That .H is strongly ho.rnotopic to pG 





GIi ( 2t+S -1) po z, s+l . 
t = o, s = 1 
(a) Then the following conditions are satisfied: 
1 1 .r(z,t,o') = poc/>(g(z),2t) 0 ~ t ~ 1/2 
...... - < h, 
.. :· 
. • . 
. ' . 
' ' 
poG''(z, 2t-1) 1/2 ~ t ~ l _ 
~ _pG(z, t) .. 
• l.S: 
. '.i . 
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..... ,_. .; ' 
,I ' ·, 
, . ' . .... . : ' '.' : ' ' ,_ '" ':· ' 
' / ,· . ,; . ' 
:i. ' ', '· '··-:' - -- ' . . ',,' 
· Since 
., .. ,, I• ·~ 
,_., ... -, 
2' r(z,t,1) = poG''(z,t) 
= po'lp'oG I (z, t) 
= qoG'(z,t) 
= H(z, t) 
3' r(y~o,s) = p•¢(g(z),o) 
\ 
4 , ( 1 ) _ G'' ( l+s) r y, , s - po z, l +s 
= poG''(z, 1) 
= po1foG 1 (z,1) 
= qoG'(z,l) 
= a(z, 1) 
.. ,~. '~ 
·.-· .. --,:-•" -
5t Suppose for a fixed z e Z, H(z,t) = H{z,o) = pog(z) 
for each t. 
,. 
= pog(z) for ~~ch 
0 ~ s ~ 1. 
1-s t,s such that O ~ t < 2 
preserves projections or 
_ G"( 2t+s -1) · 
r(z,t,s) - po' z, ~+l 
:·, r \'• 
' ' 
- ' 
. ' ',.. :· . . 
,I • : L :. ' .' .'. ;, ' :• '. L 
'' 
.. . • ,J ,.,_ .' .. 
', ·.:.:, . 
,, ,, 
' " ',/ . 
_ '( 2t+s-1) ~ po,poG z, s+l 
=.: .. q G, (. · ·. 2t+s -1) 
. o z, s+l ' ' 
' > 
' .• 
··, ·j • 
~ • •• • 
' '.,,, • ':, I ,, ' 
• ..... 
- •J • \ ' ' ' -
,: ' , , ,' ;; • :·,: 'r ',;. ; , 
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.. ,·. / . 
' ·,,. 
. . . ~ ', .. -{.. ·. - ' 
\h' I ' •,, ' ' 
,' ' ·, '·.;, , 
, :- . \ ' - ', 
~ . ' . . . . 
' ' I.- ' ' : . ,· ' ' .•'•: . ... ,' ',,· . .-~.'-, ;• -. ' .·, 1'_:_ . ' ,. 
·. '. ' ''• 
\; 
• ;: . n 
=:H( 2t+s-1) 
z, s+l 
·=·, H(z, o) 
•I 
For all s, t such that: lzs .S:, t .:;:_ 1 0 .:;:_ s .S:, 1. 
(b) -Finally, that r is well. defined and continuous 
1' 1-s Well defined: r(z, 2 ,s) =either. po~(g(z},1) 
' 
= po1focpog(z) 
o_r· = poG''(z, t) 
= po,ftoG I (z, o) 
= po,J,og 1 (z) 
= po,frocpog{z). 
2' Continuous: r is actually the map: pog(z) 
• l.S: 
0 .:;:_ t ~ lzs O ~ s ~ 1; H(z, 2~!~-l) lzs .:;:_ t ~ 1 0 ~ s ~ 1. 
- 1-s Since A1 = (t,s) IO~ t ~ 2 , 0 ~ s ~ 1 is closed and 
1-s A2 = (t, s) I 2 ~ t ~ 1, 0 ~ s ~ 1 is closed. - r may 
be defined on Z x A1 and - Z x A2 and then put -to·gether 
on Z x A1, r factors as follows: 
On Z x A2, r factors as: 
- -
" •' - ., .. , 
~ • . .. ••• : ; '> ' ' ., lzXO' - H 
Z X Az · --- :> Z, x I " B J ' • ~ r!,, • ' '.'.'. '1 •' ·, : .. : 
- when rr . • V • A . I • 2 _,. -:LS 
• 
. . ~.' ' ·- . ' 
' \ I • • 
' - . ,, 
. ' . 
- •, 
't., ':•- : : • 'I ~ .\:,. '. I 
',-
' I ' '" I 10 ', 1 
~- "• I • ' • 
' . . . 
. '' 
., •, -1 _., 
,.' ·.,_,. \,.'. ·.,,. ' ' ,: ·, 
··r· ... . . . • ·:·· .. 
'. ' 
'·, , ... 
'\ ' ,, 
r, , , ,. ',, ~ i.' 1 ' L • r , • 0 0 ,/"' T ' ~ . 
. ~ : ., 
' I' 
. _' 
' :: ' \ • ' - "1· 
'.! . 
. -, .. 
·,.' :. '·;-: ; .. _:·' :·.,,' . ,' 
'' .r·' .: ..... L' ·, ! ',,IO ''' 




,l " •. ' ' •• 
· (c) That G is continuous is: ·a : Zxl _.,. X given by 
•.. 
. ' . . . ~- ' 
G{z,t) = ~(g(x),2t) 
G''(z, 2t-1) 
1' First G: .i$ ·w·~·1·1 defined for: 
G(z,1/2) ~ ~(g(z),l) = to~og(z) 
0 ~ t ~ 1/2 
1/2 ~ t ~ 1. 
.. 
. 
\ ,. = G''(z, o) = ,ftoG 1 (z, o) = ,flog 1 (z) = ,yocpeg(z) 
2r G factors as follows on Z x [0,1/2]: 
Z X [ 0, 1/2) gxZ> X X I cf>> X 
.• 
:G factors as foJ.l.ows· on Z x [ 1/2, 1]: 
z.:: :>( ·[·'l/·.·2 .·1] lzX2t-l:-.. Zxl _G_'' 
. . . . ' / ? X 
•' - . 
Thus we have that· poG is strongly :h:omotopic to .H· and 
the assertion is pro·ved. 




' ANR(Q) - Q contains the closed subsets .of B. 
• 1.s an 
F • l.S 
contra.ctible. B is. compact Hausdorff. Then if 
f : A ~xis.a given cross section, AC B closed,. then 
·,t·here ex·ists g : B ~ X, a cross ·section, such that 
• • • preserving pr0Ject1ons • 
' \ ~ '. ,: ' ' 
• I.,, 
RESTATEMENT:: f : A ~ X such that · 
' ' '' ~ -: . ;, -: . \'··1:":- '., ' ':"_ . __ ·-... 
.,· '_, .· :.',: 
'. 
,, i 
pof = 1 · 
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'I 
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_; .... . 
,,.·, -
... 
then there exists g, g : B _., X such that pog = 1 and 
a homotopy H : Ax! _.,. X such that 
H(a, o) = g IA (a) H(a, 1) = f(a) 
and poH(a,t) =~poH(a,1) = pof(a) = a, for each t 
Proof: Let 






be an open cover of B 













£ Ua for some a. Such an open cover exists . 
is compact, there exists a finite subset of 
covering . • B Say. ui}· Such a covering is obviously 




Theorem 6.1, Chapter 
cross section. 
Step 2. 
-V. CU. for each j J J 
VI\I ]- • Let · f : A ~ X 
[D; p. 152 -
be the given 
..-:-·· 
Assume F is a single point. Fix. an a _such that Vlcua. 
.D.e fine · g.1.(.b) = cp (b, F) . a [ The a·ssumption that F. is a·~ 





-Let C = V1 n-A .. Define G : CXI ~x- .. ;by ·G(b,t) 
. ~ r(f (b), t) where r : p -l(u )xI ...... p '."' 1(u ) and r(x_, o) 
a a ·= X 
. ,· 169 
~' . - . 
./.'i' 
·'· 
. . ' 
I. , f· . 
.. . 
' . 
r(x,1) = , 0 0,0 (x) and por(x,t) = p(x) for each t. We 
may show that G =£IC: 0 




~f(b) = pof(b) = b. Hence j 0 of(b) = (b,F). Therefore 
·-
cp -01/1 of(b) == cp (b,F) = g1 (b) as long as ·b E C.1 So we a a a 
1' 
. have G1 = g1 IC. 
Step 4 
So we have a partial homotopy defined: G • l.S a 
:homotopy of CxI ....., X where G1 = g1 IC. 
Since C is a closed subspace of V1 which belongs 
-to Q, there exists .an extension of G to v1xr. Call it 
-G': v1xr-x such that G'(b,l) =g1(b) (Hanner]. 
Ste~p 5 
Define H : V1xr - B by H : \\xI g,_'x E,. B. Extend · .. ,·\-:·,- -.> .: 
H to (VfA)xI by setting H(b, t) = b for each· b e A. 




cV1 UA)xr n v1 x I = c x r • 
..... . 
', ~ I ' . • • ) 
-y the first definition, . . • -,, \. • • b • · .. -, . . -
j C • • 
... 
' ' ' . 
'"· ' ': ( .. ', .. ' 
. . ~. .. . . ~ 
' 
. '. ,, \ .; :· 
. . 





.. --. ,_J 
:- •. '.·· 
'. ;";' • ."~ C • • 
' . -, : ,. 
• 
• 
H(c, t) = poG 1 (c,'t) = poG(c, t) 
= por(f(c),t) = pof(c) . = C 
since r pr~serves projections and f is a cross section. 
By the second definition, H(c,t) = c. 
Step 6 
Since B is compact and V1 U A is a closed subset 
of B, V1 U A iS c:rnmpact. ~1 ' ' .... --· 
Hence we. may apply the gCHT to H : V1 UAxI - B and 
g* : V1 U A - B where g*(b) = f(b) if b E A; G~(b) if 
g* is well de£ined • is: Let C E C. · Then 
g*(c) = f(c) or 
= G' (c) 
0 
= G' (c, o) = G(c, o). 
= flC(c) = f(c) 
• 
That H pg* • - l.S -0 
,/""" 
, I 
H (b) =r·H(b, o) - poG 1 (b~ o) 
-
0 if b E vl l)g·*(b} - pG'' (b) - poG 1 (b, o) 
0 
·H0 (b). - H(b, o) - b if b € A •. 
pg*{b) pof{b) ',' - = b ! -
Hence we have a G~ : A U V1xI." .;..,x. ·· such that 3 a r: .··. 
\ ' 
r(b, t, o) = H(b, t)· 
r(b,t,1) = poG*(b~t) - . ,. .';. ; ', . • ' ' ·• • ~ • . l : • 
. I 
: ' . ·., ' 
, ' ' 
. . :. , ,, .. ~ '.' . ' . . 
' ' . 
• , . ' i· ,. '.,_.: . . 






















''. '.,,,·,,.,,,;,;· .. , ., " . . "'''" ...... , 
..................... ,,. 
r(b, o, s) = H(b, O) 
r(b, 1, s) = H(b, 1) 
and further G*(b,O} = g*(b). 
Step 7 
Define . g1 = Gf. We may show that g1 
d • 
• is a cross 
Section over V1 U A and g 1 IA ~ f preserving projections. 
(a) is a cross section is: 
pogt(b) = poGf (b) = poG*(b, 1) = r (b, 1, 1) 
= H(b,l) = b if b EA 
= poG 1 {b,l) = pog1 (b) 
t,t_·_. ,, .. ~, .... 
= pocp (b,F) 
a 
= q(b_, F) 
-
.. = b if b ·e v1 
(b) That preserving projections • 1-S: G* IAxr 
is the homotopy for: 
1' G*IAxr<a,o) = g*IA(a) = f(a) since a e A 
., 
2' G* 1Ax1(a, 1) = Gf IA (a) = g1 IA (a) 
3 1 poG* I Ax! (a, t): . for any a e A, _ H(a, t) = a- -fot" ea-ch· t·. 
Hence H is stationary for any a EA .. Thus .. r 1.S 
· -stationary for any a E A. Since poG*l~r= r(a,t,1), 
-· po.G* IAxl • constant for each t. poG* 1.AxI (a, t) 1S a .. ,,.-
• ... I . = _.r(a, t, 1) = r(a, 1, 1) = ·H(a, 1). = a. £.or each a e A . 
.. ' .... 
. . . ~ . 
. 
' . ·, .. -, 
• ' ' I 
. . ' .. 
' . . . 




• - 1 •, , 
.. ·., 
· 1·72··.·-.. 
;~~<· -.. ,- .' ... 
;,; I 
,_ .. ---
. ~ ·. ·, 
; .- ' 
·Step 8 
Hence we have defined on V1UA a g1 which is a 
cross section and whose restriction to A is homotopic 
to f. Proceeding in a like manner, we may define a 
g2 : (AUV1) U V2 which is a cross section and whose re-
striction to A is homotopic to f [Treat V1UA as A 
in the last proof and f as g1]. Since there are .finitely 
many - \ V., say 1 ~ j ~ n, when we have defined J 
be the desired cross section on B. 
THEOREM 5 .• 4. The above theorem ·holds:: :f:o:r ,bas·e spaces which 
are Ca· if A is compact. 
Proof: Step 1 
Since B • l.S C0 , there exists a 
-







UW. = B. 
l. 
w. ]. 
Since Wi C Wi+l 
wi c wi+l 
and UW. 
l. 
= B, there exists m such that 
A C W See [D, m· p. 241 - Theorem 7.2, ChapterXX]. 
Pr.oof: Let U. = A n W •• 1 l. Since UW. = B, UU. . . l. . ]. A - ,. 
Consider n 
i 
.e u .. l.. If X E 
l.. 1 
where com_plements . n · .~U. 
. . ,,. ]. 
1 
are taken with respect to_ A, then for each • 1, · X J u . .. F- 1 
Hence· x ¢ U U. = A. But-this is a contradiction since~ 
. . 1 . . 
. ~ 
X E A. 
- ' 
.]. 
So we have·· n 
i 
. . 




'respect to A and since A is conipact, we must have: there·· 
m m m 
• 
. ex1st.s an m such that n J -~. = cp = n -,_ (Anw.) ·=., j U (Anw •. ). __ _ 
i=l? l. ~· i=l ,· 1 . i=l 1 . m .. 
= _ J. [A n U. W.] = -l~[AnWm]_,-· _·. r i=l l. . T 










" 'I • 
' 
• 
·But since 4(Anwm) = cp and since complements have been 
taken with respect to A, we must then have that AC W. m 
Renumber so that Wm = w1 , WM+l = w2 etc. Then we have 
that A C w1 • 
Step 2 
Let f • • A -,.x denote the 
·-
Uk k = 1, 2, ... denote Uhrys ohn 
.. 
uk(Y-Wk) = ,1 where A= WO. 
Step 3 
• cross section. Let given 
maps such that uk{Wk-1) 
-Let g 1 d·.e11ote a cross sect.ion over w1 such that 
St JA "' f preserving projections. Let gi denote a eras s 
-
-s.·ection over W. such that g. f W. 1 'u g. 1 1 1. 1.- 1-
• preserving 
projections. (This is poss.ible by Theorem 5.3 since ·each 
-W. is compact., ) 1. 
Further, let 
• 
r l. •• -W XI X • -"r ]_ 
preservin·g homotopy such that 
Then define g, g: B -7" X by 
... 
denote a projection 
and 
• 
r i I 1 = gi+l w. · 
1 
if b E W 
; 0 
Ste.p 4· 
We may. ~·h9w that g is well ~defined and continuous.-:· 





form a neighborhood finite family: . '."'·:' 
- Denote· i -W. · · by.· 
. ' .. · k· . 1.-l .··.·. 
•.· 
k, wk n. c. - == fJ 
. .J ·. 
' 
· for all j == k+2, .·. • . 
174.· 
0 
. . .. 
. ·' 
.. •' 




Proof: If j L k+2, . then j-1 L k+l. But Wk C Wj _1 
for each j 2_k+2. Hence wk n ,w._1 =~.· But c. =W. n J . i J J. '· 
.f,Wj-l• Hence Cj C J,Wj-l. So Wk n Cj f O. Now, let 
XE B. There exists an m such that Xe W. But W · 
m m 
is open. Hence there exists an N such that N is open 
and x E N and 
j L m+2 .. Hence 
NC W. But W n C. = p for each 
m m J 
N n C. = fJ .for each j 2-_ m+2. 
J 
\ . 
2 • c. n c. = f1 J 1 
li-jl L2. Say 
unless 
i L j+2. 
I i-j I = 1. If 
But C. C W. 
J J 
·-if i L j+2, i-1 L j+L Hence Wj C Wj+l 
W. 1. But W. n -t,W. l = m then. Hence ]_- J 1- JJ 
' ' 
li-j If 1, then 
and Ci C tWi-l At~ 
and wj+l 1 
cj n ci = ~. 
Thus the gi's need only agree on Ci n Ci+l for each 
i. Let b E wi n ..f,Wi-1 n wi+l n ,f.fli. This implies that 
b E (W. nw.+1) n (."W. l n 'w.) or b e (W.) n .l,W.. Hence 1 l. ~ 1 - ,,_ l. l. 1 
ui(x) = 1 and ui+l(x) = 0. But gi(x} = ri(b,ui(b}} = 
• 
·]. . 
r (b, 1) = gi+l-(b) lw. 
]_ 
• 
H.ence the . 1 ' g s agree on C. n C. 
1 J for each 
• • i, J. 
.. 
go(b} = gl (b} ... . ·.\ .-1':·,. _'. • 
g1(h} = r'(b,o) = g1 (h) 
' .. 
\' - ' · .. 
.b. · Continuou·s: ·.g. 
1 
. . ' - ~ 
:-·- .- ··- '_ . . --· · .. ,. '' • C c. 
6 2> c.xc. 
. l. . ; 1. 1 
1' •. ·'_ -•" ' • - . 
. . . 
- ~ '1 
factors as fallows: 
. . . 
lc.xui,ci ' r 1 1c. · ... 
-
1 
· · ) c.xr ix~ x 
... -1· ·.. . . . 
. i 
,., 
. .,_,' ... 
• ,·,i• I 
. ··'i=".' • ;; -




Then g may be alternately defined as: 
for b EC. 
. l. 
• • and g is a cross· section and glA '\, f preserving pro-
j ections: 
· Proof: (a) Cross-section: pog(b) = pork(b,uk(b)) 
4 
if b E Wk-Wk_1. But each rk pres,e:rves projections. 
Hence pork(b,uk(b)) = pork(b,.o) = pogk(b). But gk 
a cross sec.t .. ion.. :Hen.ce pog(b) = b. 
(b) Preserving projections: and ~IA-~ :£: .. 
, g I A = gl I A. 
• l.S 
But g1 JA ~ f preserving projections by assumption. Thus 
the theorem is proved. 
.. :·r 
·,·.,,. I / :, • ' ' ' IJ 
. . ' ·. . .: 
' . .~.- . . . . 
·' 
:··, ... _ .. ' :.'" ... ' 
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(2) [Fadell • p. 8] (page 9) 
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